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Instruction and selection of scholars ~l- Pan1gye surok, kyoson kosol, sang

206,· H: la

in Three ancient dynas ties of China.

Mencius said: The '''ay too
~ k~_1k~1mtfht io~~

behaves is such that even if he

eats until his stomach is filled, has warm clothes to wear, and lives at

)

has a nature that

is good and inborn j (pyong1i chi

) means that eve ry one

sfing 1l~~ l. However,

. l _i_f_th_e_r_e_i_s_n_o_i_n-:s,.,tr-ru~c,..t_i_o_n_)_th_e_n_a__(a_p:-e_r_s_o_n_)_a_l_s_o_b_e_c_o_m_es__l8X__(p.ang' il~4)
1~A~5 and lazy ( t 'aet 'a 1\:_ ~ ) and he loses it (his inborn good na~ure). Therefore

VV~~ the sage (emperors) established anD official to give instruction in human

~ ethics (illyun. l, and also in accordance with his inherent (peculiar)
. lji -It-\~:[":!7) he prOVided gUidance to them (toj~~~ )

charact;:Fistic (k?YUJa~,... l~fW' .. ~

leisure, if he lacks instruction, then he is close (to the level) of
(emperor) \\las

the animals (beasts). The sage&XHHXH concerned about this and made

gut Ch'i(~ : Matthews , one of ministers of Emperor Shun) the ssu~t?u('fiJ~~)
to give instruction on the principles of ethics (illyun~~). F~hers
and sons (were governed in their relations) by close (feelings of love-chlin~~);
J::1lI§IlX rule rs and subjects (were governed in their relationships) by duty

(Oi ~L.); husbands and wives (were governed in their relations~s) by

separ~>n (pyal.?j ); elder and younger (people) w:re governed

by order (s~>l ~ ), and friends ,.,ere governed by trust.1t. \ .

~ '- Fang HSiln(1i~.JJ :Tz'u-hai,600. another term for T'ang Yao( 7l-~
~ or Emperor Yao. Ref. to the Book of History, Yao-t'ien (section on lao),

W-;;1 with a note that Hsiln means kung (meritl. also :ites the Shih-Chi, wu-ti I"'n-~hi
~.1-l (basic annals of the 5 emperors) which takes Fang HsUn as the ming (name)

L~yao.(Emperor Yaol"faid: ':Recognize their ~eTc: (gi:; soUce to them:

noj!.'U summon them (have them come: naeji ~u. correct them

(k~i~, straighten them (chikchi~V l, assist them:p'oj$b

prote.ct t~em UkChifi-.- l and make it so that they obtain it by themselves

(Xxax Han, 228, i.e.--get the principles of RaBiRat ethics and morality).

Also, follow it up and encourage them (stir them up, Chin~~), and

nurture virtue in them (tokchi'ft-L. llYli1 WQ..!:) rJJ )'lA/'t ~~'(
There-ts a ~ayVgoverning human behavior(?)

(note: chu Hsi says: The phrase, lithe way that men behaveII (in chi yu to,

jen chih yu tao J-~~
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in three ancient dynasties of China

)

206, 11:1a and that is all.

The Bo6k of History (shu) says: There are relatioaships (tienllb

in the ra::ngs of~E:aven (tlien-shu'yu tieni~9...~ ill ). w:a:
~ "

this means (Chu Hsi talking?) is that we are governed by the five relationships

which create harmony ~ ) in five ways (in the % 5 relationships).
was a (name, term) by which the \AL.

Fang HsUn (Emp. lao) M8BxBxxiEHtl,XKH official historian (Shih-ch'en~~)

who was praising empe~ lao. Mencius in accordance with this regarded

(the name, Fang HsUn) as the hao (pen name) of Emperor Yao. The word, te,

correct those who are perverse, E straighten those who are in wrong, asist

them so that they will carry II it out, and make them be able to obtain their

(own true) natures by themselves. And in addition ~~~iS up and

loa~ arouse them(~ ) and make them-~~~nd spread

benevolence to them, and do not allow them to become dissolute (pangil)

your

them so that they may ~XXRBx esaablish it, and protect (support)

~ (virtue, from~p~e te-chih, t()kchi, bxJta he made them virtuous) is

f like the word, hye( r..::::-: to spread benevolence). Yao was saying that you

~~ ~ should give solace to those who labor, invite those who (want to) come,

\\1'W ~~
c;, .{ \

~'
.~
~

11: lb

and lazy (t1aet1a) where they might lose it (their true moral natures). These

were the words by which (Yao) ordered (gave the mandate to) Chli(~ ).(End note)

- Shun gave the mandate to Ch'i(~) saying: Because the hundred

surnames (the people) are not close and loving (pu-ch'in~~withtheir

parents1), and because the five ranks (wu-p' inlgti a re not obedient ~~ ),

you will be the ssu-tU(~~ and ~ou will respectfully spread around

the five teachings, (ogy~~and (do it in a) magnanimous way (Chaegwa~t).
~OTE: chu ~i says: The five rIDU<s (op'um) are the five positions (of status:

mybngwi ~~~ ) and ranks (tnnggn~~~pertaining(to the relationships

between) father and son, ruler and subject, husband and wife, elder and younger,

and friend and friend. The term, son(~ ), means to be obedient (sun)\\,- ).

The five teachings (ogyo)(wu-chiao) are (the principles governing the

5 relationships, to wit) that father and son are ruled by closeness (Ch'in~,
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ruler and subject are governed by duty, husband and wife are governed by

separation, younger and older are governed by order, and fri~nd and friend

are governed by trust. These five (teachings) are natural principles and

so were ordered to be taught (to the people). The tenn, kyong(ching)(respectful)

~st

~~\~<

~

means to be attentive to business. Even thoUghf sages and worthy men were

always attentive (kyong) when it came to their affairs, yet because this

wasm an important matter, (Shun) especially spoke (to Chli) about being

attentive (serious, respectful, kyong). The term,llkwan" (magnanimous)

means to treat (people?) with leniency (tolerance, magnanimity--~ ).

Generally speaking the principles of the~ve (relationships) emerge from

the roots (pen, fundamentals) of the human mind (jen-hsin, insim). They

are not things which can be forced (on people). Men first become confused
they arex restricted by

in their understanding of these principles beca~~~ome j.alance in the

material endowment of their mall nature (kijil chi p'yon~ L~ )
given over to (immersed in) the shade ( scurity) UJi.f

or because they are Jl)Xllz:~materialdesire (, ~/~Vl'" .,.. ),
.n ~~ ~~}!.. I

and (as a result) fathers and sons are not close and l~ ~ng (ch'inae), and people

are not obedient to one another. Therefore (Shun) gave thiS order to Ch'i
.,

and he subsequently appointed him Ssu-tu and had. him devote himself seriously

to spreading these teachings, and also treated (him?, had him treat others?)

with magnanimity and tolerance, and he Rx8xhiMKp saw to it (that these

teachings) permeated (people's minds?) thoroughly and gradualyY entered

(their thikking), so that what was upright (and correct) in their heavenly

(endowed, natural) natures would naturally be exposed, so that it could

not stop by itself and (so that) there KIlIIlX8xIiul was no fear that people

would be lacking a sense of shame. When Yao said that people should be

encouraged (consoled with, given solace) encouraged to come, x rectified,

straigthened, assisted, protected, so that they would be able to get it

(return to virtue) themselves, and stimulated (aroused) and shown benevolence,

he also had this meaning (meant this--tbe above, same thing that Shun

wanted Ch'i to do). (end~
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and the spirits and man will be

BaUxdlllllBUxmlDtllllhQXClmlItmllD JItiuDcx noone will usurp another person IS

position (ethical position.

in harmony.

(note: The term ( t )means eldest (Cha~ ), and these were the

G
ldest legitimate sons (ch~kc \~ }) of the son of Heaven and the high

ministers and officials. General\y speaking, when people are upright, they

must be lacking in warmth, and that is why he instructed (Chi) to be warm.
dignity ,~

And when peo;ee are tolerant (magnanimous), they must be lacking in xexpREX (~)

s~ ~
206, ll:l~ (He) gave orders to Chi(~ ) saying: I order you to take charge of

__ music (Ch~nlak~?~ and give instI1ictton to the eldest sons (\f1~ ).
~~ UKytf- -K1fn @. xamixyet dignifili
~ Be straight ... warm (~"rr~ ), t~rant IIlUt """p....- (~1~'

-1 t. unyielding (hard, stubborn, ki:.~~~t'\'~cruel, brief (kan fiij ~l:u t

J\ __~ not ar~t (discourteous. o~~ Poetry speaks t e will and song '..6fi1-f!'
~1'''~O '" ~.auate ~~nde~nitelY). h::-'~ l~)t- ~ The rules(of harmony) harmonize sounds. And when the 8 sounds have becOllle l~~
~ ~~ harmonized,

~

and so he wanted (Chi) to be dignified. That was why he was concerned about

(Chlils) being partial and assisted and protected (supported) him.

Somebody who is resolute (stubborn) will necessary~ become

cruel, so he wanted that he should not be cruel. Somebody who is brief (laconic?)

must eventually become arrogant, so he wanted that he should not become arrogant,

and this was the reason why he prevented these errors and admonished him

and prohibited him (from acting in these ways). In teaching the eldest

sons (of the emperor and high officials), he \.,anted him to do it 1: in thiS

-
the law pertaining to t he ancient state COlif)' and gave instruction to the

sons and younger brothers of the state. Confucius also said: To be elevated--.

way, and as for the materials that he was to use in teadhing them, they

would on~ be K music, as in the case of the Chou-li where the ta-ssU-10(~~~::
Grand Musttun) was in charge of the "s~nggyun chi pop" (ch'eng-chUn chi fa

t

f1,)SlV

£ .~
J-t...'1I

v

~

the \vay in which

\J ~N{\~~ one cleanses~ a dirty (perverse) mind(~~l~~ ), regulates
r \('('/" \ ooW:r &'t) liRIl lill oe ~

\ a feeling of b~ng filled an satisfied?(~ '~l/'" '), causes
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-
The place where the mind goes

the will ( ;F~, and if there is

imbala ce in one's material endowment (in one's nature) • ., * ..
to (sim chi so chik ~)/r 2.,), is called

a place to which the mind goes (if one

...."" the pulse to stir~l~),makes the spirit circulate

(yut'ong Ch~ngSin~~(inaccordance with principle--Han 230),

n~rtures the virtue of middle-harmony (ChUnghWa?\~ ), and saves

one's material endowment from being partial (~balance~). (rectifies the

206, 11 :2a

has a will that determines one's thoughts?), then it must manifest itself

in speech, and that is why he said: Poetry speaks of the will. Once

(one's thoughts) take shape in speech, there must be short and long phrases,

and that is why he said: l~sic elongates (makes long) speech. And once you

have long and short (phrases), then you must have distinctions in terms

length
sounds (s~ng, voices) rely on~

of high and low (tones?), clear and muddy (sounds?). Therefore he

(s~ng Oi y~ng_~li..
said

'i~hat

is meant by the term, sounds, (s~ng), are the x five tones of kung,sang,

kak, ching, ik( \t~~~~ ). Generally speaking if II the sounds

of songs are long and muddy, they are kung sounds. If they gradually become-
clear and are also short, then they are sang,XBKHBK, kak, ching, or ik-
sounds, and this is what is meant by the statement that sounds rely on

length.

Once you have

and muddy (tones),

long and short (phrases, length of sounds?) and clear !J~

then you also must have the 12 tones? (shih-i ut -t~ ~=f )
to harmonize them. Then ~ one can write them out and not have confUsion

(of sound?). Supposing that the yell~ bell (h,~ngjOng~~)~sa kung

( ~: sound), then the taejok?(-f;~t< would become a sang ( ~ : tone) ,

the kOSe(~'tf"u ~vould be the kak( i ), the imjong(~~ ) would be

the ching( 1~)' and the namyl>(~t )would be the ik( 1f;J ). If

you raise or lower these by three portions (notes?), then you get them to

appear with a separation of 8 (tones?). As for the rest of the lU (harmonic

rules), they are all l~h~. l.Ln t~e~(1L~, the 5 sounds, 6 tones

and 12 pitches? (:£-fJf' J,/wt--' ~ go back (again) and mutually become kung.
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What is called the 1U (rules of harmony?) is what harmonizes the sounds.

Once human voices (sounds) have become harmonized, then if from these sounds are

armonize those above and those below, to widen the merit (efficacy) between

Ii and yung (substance and utility), and make it great and deep. Such was

1
taken the 8 notes (tones) to make music, then eve rything will be in

harmony, and there will beK~ no mutual commission of aggression

~ and rebellion and no loss of moral order. This (music?) can be spoken

.~~thfeat court and recommended for the suburban shrines, and the spirits and

~~ people will by this means be harmonized. The sages made (created) music

~~d)r ::d:::::)t:h:u:::::t:h:n":::~ea::dt:":e:::l:::Sr::::::c::n:~:::i:::::
v

::

e

~
the way they did it, but at the present time none of this has been seen

again. Can I overcome my grief at this? )(end note)

~ * )
ll:2b 1 The ChoU-kUan(~~ ) says: The ssu-tu is in charge of instruction

*Han, 23~. (education) for the country; he will spread ~the 5 laws (ojonj5l~ : x 5 mor&
Chapter title in ~~l,f 0.. .
the Shu-ching relationships) and train the ma people to obedi;nce (~~J~~ ).

(note: ~r. Tslai says:[lHan, 231, note. Tslai Ch'en(~~~ ), annotator of======.. 4 \ 7J..!)
the Bpok of History (Shu-ching), referred to by scholars as the Chiu-fen hsien-

She~(~~~ '9 h: was in charge of the country's education (k~ohwa)
and spread the teachings about the five relationships between ruler and subject,...
father and son, xXi husabnad and wife, elder and younger, friend a nd friend

and with it he taught the ap people to be obedient and made them be obedient.

Mr.~(~Ov )says: the character~ ) means to prac ti ce gradually and

get used to (skilled in) something; to pacify and lead peqple to something,

to raise animals and treat them leniently.)(end note)

-f'~A~n.( In the Chou-li, the Ta-6su-t~, on the first day of the first month begins

~bY spreading teachings (;';';;ning-; to the pang, kuo. tu. and pi(1f'\~~
throughout the territories of the country). Then he ~ngs the law of~1 ~ •

teaching the laws (kyosang chi p~M..wf< on topyf t:- law gate

(SangWl~~SO that all the people would see the ~of lnstruc~on
(education: kYOSan~ ). and then he would collect it after 10 days
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dwu,u ~
206, 11:2b Then he would carry out the law (method) of in~ ruction in the pang-kuo, tu and pi

and see to it that each of them were instructed in the way of governing the

people. (note: M~eng(~~~) said: The ssu1~ UXBa~, because

he already had promulgated 7 t1e five teachings (teachings about the five

moral relationships) to the world, when~ the first month (beginning

of the year) came along, he would also write the laws of instruction (kyob~p)

and hang thelll on the law gate (sangwigyM ~~~ ). The tenn ~)
means a period of 10 days (-~ >. Hend note)

), ad

): means to provide enough

) and he had them receive (things) from one another.

(Jl~ )to oneprovide re lief

He had 5 families make a pi ( ~ ), and had them protect one another.

5 pi made a lU( \£1
4 lU made a tSU("t. ), and he made them aid each other in funerals. 5 tsu made

a tang, and he made them succor each other. 5 tang made a chou, and he made them

another. 5 chou made a hsiang( )t~
he made them treat one another as guests. (note: The phrase, "be Jde themll

(sa Chii~l means that he established the laws of instruction (chiao-ling

~) and made them (carry them out). The \vord IIprotect ll (pao ~;f',,) is

like llJake responsibility forll (im ~~). "To receivell means to accept

requests (~1~. "To give relief( ~~
to one another. IIGuest" means lito treat a worthy men as guests. 1I

207, 11:3a A lU consisted of 25 families; a tsu mf 100 families; a tang, 500, a chou,

i~Q 2,500, a hsiang, 12,500 families. Hend note)
..."".~ matters (the basis for)

The san-\oJu (sammul~ : three 8tHHEd) of the hsiang were wuulxu
kja giving OlRi:~ XIt were recommended.
~ instruction to the peq:>le, and kiuqTxJmxa xaaxlUixxx/guestx~

(note: "Mul" (thiog)( ~~) is like "affarr. matter" (shih, sa ~ ~. and

"to raise up or exalt" (hsing~ ) is like "to recOlIIlllend" (ChU,-1 ).

king. ) (~nd note)

The first (of these -three important matters) was the

(officials) would

~,~~~.
as guests. After..,

recommend the worthy men and the able men (hsien-che, neng-che

and they would use the wine-drinking rite to treat them

that was done, then they would present his writing to the---
j-....~19~

six Vi~~OWledg~
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~,(j~
humaneness (jen), sageness (sagacity, sheng), righteousness, loyalty,

and harmony. (note: ••• Knowledge means an understanding of affairs. Humaneness

means a love of other people which one then extends to things. Sageness

~agacity) means to know thoroughly (t'ong) and to have knowledge in advance
[, \JL

(of things). Righteousness means to be able to ju~e what is suitable for~

the time (OCCaSiOn)(t%\~~~~'.l ). Loy!~~2ns speaking ;~
if from the center of one I s mind (ChUngSim':t/~' ). Harmony means being

neither too stubborn nor too pliant (~~~\~ ). (end note)

'/.The second (of these three matters) is the 6 modes of behavior (yukhaeng'j:.. \5 ):
~ filial piety,~~ comradeship( ~ ), friendship( mok~),~.lI'il-~

responsibility (imA~ ), and pity (~ ). (note: Filial piety means ~
doing one's best to serve one's father and mother. Comrcdeship (~ ) means

K1lI"UlllllXiJx 7~
doing one' s bes t tJDx»B .mBmxmmtimm~kJtIiJnKKKXKx¥

~"ttlJ'T'qfUl)JJD*",XIIlKIIOOIlJ;mIPPBmKX for 0 ne I s friends. Friendship (mok~

means being close to {Ch'int~c....} your nine rel<l1:ives (kujOk~~).

:~,i:~ )means being close to your collateral relations (Oech'in1~.
Respons~ity (im ~ ) means haVing trust with your friends. Pity

means to provide relief to those in trouble and the poor.){end note)

The third (of these three matters) is the six arts (yugye~\,~): rites,
~lAi~ ~\, vt

music, archery, aOP8ebeel~~ calligraphy, and calculations (math).

(note:S means t he five rites--the rites for good fot:tune, bad fortune,

~ ... ~the military, guests, and felicitations (chia-li~~ sic efers to

the 6 modes of ""sic ~t1.~ ·j(it· -K-t. ~ ).~
refers to the five types of archery. The first is called White Arrow ( ~~

which means that the arrow passes through the target and you can see that

the head of the arrow is :hit~_~:~om.the paper on the target?). The second

is called ch'amnYOn(~~~means that first you shoot one arrow,

and later you shoot three, and the shots are fired in succession. The thidd
~~~

is called (:Jt~;~). which~lII"'ans that the head of the feathers is high

while the arrowhead is low, ans~~~t~~na sharp and bright fashion.

The fourth is called (t.~ ), which means that "iI!i...r=t::Illi=.

)
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that when a subject shoots together with his ruler, he does not stand in the

1l:3b

same line with him, but stands a foot &pKXk behind the ruler. The fifth
pateern ~~.

is called "the well EJfXlf!l19Jq«" ji (kyOng'uif\ l~ ) which means that

four~rdhe target in the pattern of the character forllwell".
Chariot driving . .4~

~ l~? refers to five types. The first is called
~"1 i~~ () lJ.... belh are on crossbar of the car~gej)PA ( '0 . The h¥a( 7t\'2. ) :txx.U the pDJKBHKXR~ (s1ryi:e1l sik -e:.~ ),

\; ....~ are on yoke ~

and the ( 't )D in the SKKi:extMtKKKIIJX'RPIictihxiJpl1l( ~l~ ). One

mounts the chariot, and then the horse moves. When the horse moves.

~
the luan bells (:~ ) ring. and when the~ luan bells ring,

then the kHa ho bells respond. The second is called "folbowing the curves

of the riverll(j@.\~c...\:eB ), which means that one races alonggside the curves

and bends of a waterway (river) but without falling into the water.

The third is called the kwagunp' yo( 1).~",t.. ). According to Ille

tradition of the Mao-shih (Book of Poetry of Hr. Mao), "~'Jith EIQXK coarse wool

(.::2ri ), he tied Up~A~ ) a (~tt ) to make a gate, and with (~ )
~ f1fJ \{~l~ ,)~ .~~ ~

he tied up a (~L :hostage?) to make a~ ). In the interval he

put it, in his .....-fists ?(\~~~. When the horses xun, the xun up against

the ("j~ ) and are not able to enter, so that what is meant by the

lords's p'yo (k':,.np'Yo ~1d2.. )refers to binding up the (5\~ )by means

of coarse W001(~ ). • A.f f6..t ~5.
The fourth is ( tt~'IJ ~"j{. The (/1tl )is a road (ctossrooid).

This means that when the carriage reaches the crossroads and the carriage

turns around. it appears to be dancing. ~kix

The fifth is "driving to the left of the (target) an1malS"(~.t- )

which means that one drives the chariot opposite to (the direction) of the

animals and to the left of them to allow t he ruler (who is shooting from
?

the chariot) to shoot them.

Rega.ding ~lligrap~{Shu, so), there are six forms of calligraphy.

t
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207, 1l:3b. The first is pictographic writing (Sanghy~ng~~ ) which means that

things like the sun and t he moon are represented by imagesk the sun and

moon in Wri~ing. The second is "combined meanings" (hoeni ~ ~) which

~.. l~
means that in the case of character like mu ( ~ ) and sin(/\~

"sin" is made up of the symbols for man and speech, and mu is made up of

:::t":a:::b::~:::SS:::':::g~pon:h:h:::r:r:sc::::::d(~~~:::::h
means that in the case of characters like ko and ro (~~ ), you

establish a category for the head (of the character) from which the

meaning of the character derives (is taken), wtI. le the parts to the left

and right modify the meaning (chu ), and for that reason it is

called the shifting modification (Ch~nj~~), The fourth is called

ch'~sa(M ) means that in the case of characters like up and down

(sang, ha j:.. r ), the chars:: ter for "manll (in) is placed on top of

the straight line (for "oneil), a1d 't'lhen "man" is placed below the line,

it becomes the character for below (00). Each has its place (thing to do)

from which it derives its appropriateness, and that is why it is called

tEktX ch' osa (performing tasks). The fifth is callt "bOrrOWingIl1~~).

Which means that in characters like ryong andd\an&(f t ), one character

has two uses. The sixth m is calle harmonic sounds~~ ) which means

that the form (of the main radical?) and the sound is the ~~e (for several

,
The third is called ~~ )

..-.,.....,.,,.,.-r:::-z:",,....,,..=--::"'r-:T~~':"-:-.,,..--,.,----.------r-:--_ The f ourth is

~res andci~

alculation of exchange rates for goods

characte'rs )(i.e., :.dae a given radical dete'rmines the sound). As in the case

of the words for river (kang, ha~~~), both of these have the shape of

water radical), and they are pronounced by the other radical (kong,
z...

regard to calculations f~), there are nine types of this. The

'"is called (fang-t'ien~ m. )which is used to area

boundaries of land. The second is called yulp'o( ) which means
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The f1£ th .is ca lied sanggong~~-rp ),,,hich means the calculation of

(kongjong ChOkSi1'ftJ~Aia~ The sixt~ is called, kyunyu( 1ft:)~ which
.,.~ trB.,!!sportatJ.on ~

means the ~ calcu1atio~of labor cos~or distances far and neari. The

seventh is called (~ ) which means the calculation of unjap ogyl1m

(1~~q.~2.: The eigth is celled pangjOOg(~~ which is the calculatioon

o~ (-'1:j!. The nintm. is called ~flWhiChmeans the 4:) AB.
calculation of height, depth, width, and distance.

~ --. And with the 8 punishments of the hsiang (local village), he

maintained surveillance over (k~,~~> the myriad people. The first

(of the 8 punishments) was called "the punishment of unfiliality.ll The

"second was called lithe punishment for unfriendliness (PUlm0kf'~.ll The

third was called the punishment for "not being cldlse to marriage relations"

~. The fourth was called iEak"lack of brotherly respect ll • The

fifth was iaEkH called lliack of reliabilityll (PUrimf14:- ). The sixth was

called lack of p compassion (PUhyOl~~ ). The seventh was called

"false accusation ll (ChOlSn~ ). the ei.!hth '''as called "causing the people

k=n(nanmi~{i;. (note: the te<)r kyu("f>' means to warn

and keep surveillance over (kyech'a~~ • The term, pUlche~jp :lack

of brotherly respect) means not to respect one's teachers and elders. "ehron)

(~ ) means D1xxbB slanderous speech and confusing the masses

(hwa~n hOkChung~it~· "To cX~\til !;~f to~~ ~~~.1.
to change (one's?) name to that of ~~~~li~xallzaxx"BR na~ •

to adhere to the left way (the wrong pa way) and % by that means to cause

(li--principles of social usage) is the meaBB by which one regulates and

taught them the middle (way). (note: Ritesfrom lying (fabricating

confUsion in government affaars.)(end note)t,
--. And with the (orye~fu, he prevented the people

stop the people from being extravagant and lying, prevents superios from

oppress~(~) inferiors, and inferiors from usurping (the prerogative~ of)

(t\~ )their superiors, so that in (their) behavior, (people) achieve the

middle way.)(end note)
r-
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207, 1l:4a
forms of .JlIl,l!>ic

• With the six KXEx he prevented the people's emotions (from getting

out of hand) and taught them harmony (ho, hwa). (note: Music is what is used
r

for guiding and rectifying the natures and feelings of the people, and is what

prevents contrary feelings from arising,and puts their blood and spirit (hy~lgi

+~-~~ ) at peace (hwap'y~ng).)(end note)

If the people do not comply with the teachings and there should be some

who institute lawsuits (OkSOngj~~t\~the person in cha<ge of the

territory (ChiCh'ija~Uwill hear (the suit) and decide on it,~;,p .~
those who are to be punished will be turned over to the shih( ~ :scnolarS)~

to (is one of the)

means t he magistrate

in charge of scholars

capital and its surburBs

(note: The term chich'i (ti-chih~~~

of the hsiang-chou (hyangju~m) and the x~

(tu-Pi~1iP, The t enn, ;'.1 (sm olar), belongs

Ssu-k'ou shiJ-ssu (:rJ~1:~ :official

and teachers)(end note)

At the end of the year (he) will order the educational officer (kYOgWan~~ )
~ -fA records & ledgers

to rectify government affairs (ch~ngch'i~~ and to finish all business

(Ch'iSa~~ ) (note: That is, to clarify government matters and to send

up the records and ledgers.)(end note)

At the beginning of the new year, he will order the educaional officer

saying, everybody will perform his job and take care of his business and

by so doing heed the orders of the king. Those who do s not do so correctly,

'"'

WXiixDaKpKHXskBa the state has standard punishments (to use against them).

With regard to the jobs (chik) of the hsiang-ta-fu (local officials~~fI~~'
each of them is in charge of (some aspect of) EkK government, education, and

prohibitions (ch~ng, kyo, kfim~~~~~. On the first day of the first month
'lYJ..,ftQ...1~ ,JIJ. ,

they will receive the laws (methods) of instruction ~yObOl'~~) from the

ssu-Ju.(~~ and then withdraw and promulgate_them to the hsiang (local)

petty officials (note: the chou-chang (1rl1r1if ) and lower officials) (end note), "1S2-

11:4b

and each of them will give instruction (to the people) over whom they have
- I

jurisdiction. They will esamine the state of their virtue and behavior

and maintai~surveillanceover their skills (tOy~!t)~~~
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(note: hy~nja or worthy ones means those who are virtuous

which time) there will be an inspection of their virtue
in the arts

their skill (toye), and the oustanding (worthy) and able

207, 1l:4b After three years (goes by), there will be a grand review (of performance:

~
~. ta-pi ~~)(at
¥:t~",AQ.. :f' ~~~ and behavior, and

VY,T: 'I~ '~
~...+ F ones will be pr~ted.

in their actions, and the nUngja or able ones are those who are skillfull

in the arts)(end note)

The hsiang elders and the hsiang ta-fu (officials) will lead the hsiang
many or few (\'lorthy people) ~~

clerks (petty officials) and ~XkRmiaKmamgmgmkBRrn.-smBK~(ChUnggWa~ )

(note: chunggwa means those fllNxJUUqlu among the masses who are worbhy in

vi rtu~tB1uirmcmDrJ'Xmay ei ther be many or few in number, i. e. there is no

v(
specific number of them)(end note) and they will use the rites to treat

them as guests in ritual fashion. (note: All of them will be treated with
with respect

courtesy (li) and treate "las guests in the hsiang (local) winde-drinking

ritual.)(end note)

On the next day (xf note: after they are treated as guests inthe ritual)(

end note) the hsiang elders and hsiang ta-fu and the petty officials Will

resent a paper (list?) of the worthy (virtuous people) and able (skilled

people) to the king, and the king will kO'ltow twice and accept it, and gk
Agency ~ S~

go up to the XBIlIpU of Heaven? (t 1 ien-fu'*1{'{>. And the Inner ~~tert1rn

(Nei-shih\1\1t,> will make a copy of it. (note: The Tlien-fu is the

one (agency, official) in charge of those treasures that are stored away for

sacrifice at the ancestral shrine. The nei-shih will \'lrite out a copy (of

the document) an wait ~Ellll_KJllIIIIIIlIIUUU~::DlJllllh<Umxkri.~for a royal

edttt granting them rank and emolument.) (end note)

(They) will withdraw (from their audience ~tlth the king?), and by means

of the local archery rite (hyangsa chi rye), they will make inquiry of the
..........

masses (of the people) concerning five matters. The first is called llhannonyll

(ho, hwa ~). The second is called l'face lf (deportment?)(l~ ), the

tbird is called "chup' i" (~~. the fourth is called hwayong(~~) •

the fifth is called Mngmu(m~ ). (uote: They will carry out the
~.... iflocal archery rite and ask the rna s of the people about 5 matters to see
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207, 11 :4b :X there are any other worthy (virtuous) or K able (skilled) men. "Hannony"

(hO~~ reiTers to the behavior of people irs ide the wai:.tK women's quarters
"\ ~(r1\ rj). "Face" (jung, yong ~) means one's face (yongmo~~).

"Chup'i ll ( }.~) means the ability to shoot XU (arrows) well, for archery

is the means by which one sees whether somebody is qualified to be a shih( ~ )
~

or not. Mr. Cheng(~ ) says: "Harmony" (ho) bears (comprises) the six

virtues, "face" incl~de~ the six modes of Ua action (behavior). The

c~·1. hWaYOng~, and hl10gmU~~ refer to archery, among the

six skills. At the time when archery con~s are held, then the people
participate

must see (these people, in public), and so (the officials) ask them (at these

archery contests, about the virtues of people). (end note)

Dem. part. in \~t this means is that they have the people recommend worthy men of
the selection
process virtue, who then go out and are pa:XxiK made to take care of the people,

Democratic
centralism. and that the people recommend men who are able (in some skill), Xk who then

(note: What this says is that they allowed the people to make recommendations

)

208, 11: 5a

themselves of worthy (viftuous) men who were t hen sent

c:re of the people (Chang-m1~fJ:I~"T teach

and th~skill~ (tokhaeng toye~~ ) ~~utside

out and made to take

them virtuous bebvior

(prOVincial areas). Aai

they-allowed the people to make recommendations of able people (skilled)

themselves,~whowere accordingly brought in (to the govtl) and made to take

charge of XkBxX matters pertaining to tribute, land taxes, and labor service

of the people, on the inside (within the central government).)(end note)

(My note: This·is an mmportant section: Popular, democratic participation in the

selection of two types of men: those of outstanding and virtuous b~iort

who were then sent out into the provinces to function as teachers,and

those silled in administrative affairs, to become adm. officials in the

central government.)

At the end of the

(local areas) all to

year, (they would) order the officials of the six hsiang

make an accounting of government affair~~~~1r
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208, 11:5a. business (note: that ismake an accounting. hOegYe~~lI)(endnote). At the

beginning of (thenext) year, they would order the petty officials to study

xxmnrK1r*Q (learn) the laws from the Ssu-tu, and then go back and each of them
kuo

use them for laws (standar s) in the countries (territories) which they

governed.

The chou

education and

~w..~ ~ ~.
chiefs (chou-chang7l( "'CL) each~ 'dharge of the laws of

kyoch'i ch~ngnyong

government (~ ) of their chou (pref.). On the first

day of the first month (of the new eary), each of them would assemble the

people of their prefecture (chou) and read the laws to them as a means of

encouraging virtuous behavior and thedevelopment of skills (tokhaeng, toye),... - - ....---
and as a means of matntaining surveillance over (kyu~ ) wrong and

bad behavior and warning (people against it). If during the year there happened

to be a sacrificial rite or something taking place a t the chou shrine,

then they would assembly the people and read the laws to them. Also at

thing like the spring and autumn rites, they ~ould assmbly the people and

conduct ~ archery contest at the chou hsU ~ :school)(note: the hsU

was the chou-tang (community) school )(end note) At the end of the BXJHX year,

they would make an accounti g (hOe~ ) of the governmental orders (chongnycmg

~ ) of the chou, and at the ;;eginning of the new year, they would

read the laws on education (kYOb~P~~ ), as they did when~ey first

(arrived at their posts?). At the time for the triennial review (of perfonnance),

J then a grand i vestigation WQluld be held of the Villages in the chou to aid

'[ in dismissing or promoting the officials of the hSiang (hsiang ta-fu).

--. vith regard to th: tang-cheng (~~ ), each of them is in

charge of rhe government administrati: ~~ngnY~ngc:6.~ ) and the

educational affairs (kYOChl~'A ) of their tang. On the first day

of the 1st months of the four months of the four seasons, they will gather

the people and read them the pang laws (pang-fa~"t ), in order to maintain

sur~eillance over them and admonish them (kyugye chi~t~L). And

at the spring and autumn sacri;\~ritual~:;:~~lSJ;:Z'
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E ucationand recruitment in the san-tai period -16~ Pan'gye surok, kyos~n ski
kos~l, sang

(note: The term(~ ) means to sacrifice (~~ ) to the spiri~s •

of flood and dsrought. And also in making the altar Positi,n (tanwi~~

it is like the sacrificial ceremonies at the~ Sajik(~~altars to

earth and grain), it is said.)(end note) '~I......I..& ~~
/' V-'lv#rr- - - '(tf/;Cfl' .

And in the country a search will be made for spirits (to whom no

sacrifice is made--Han, p.239), and sacrifice will be conduct for them.

(note: This means B%~ sactifices KXK made at the end of the year

in the 12th month, the month of the k~nhaek?(!-"t.. ).)(end note). Then

_ 'r~~ (at that time) the people \vi.ll be assembled for the rite, and the winer ~ l~drinking (ritual) will be held at the hsU (~ :sc:;.ool) in orde~ to

JtD r ~ :ectify position (of people) by order of age (ch~ng ch'iWi~~ The

first order will be to rank FRR%z people by age within the hsiang and li

(villages), and the secon order will be to rank people by age in their

father's lineages (PUjoJ;:'~~, and the third order will _ not have

people ranked by age. eote: what is meant by rectifying position

(rank, of people) in terms of age, means that at the wine drinking ceremony,

those who are said to be in their 60's will be seated, and those in their

50's will stand and attend them. Those in their 60's will get 3 bowls.

those in their 70s, 4, those in their 80s,S, those in their 90s, 6. what

definite~must be rectified is that three times (seasons) during the year

the people are busy at agriculture and will be absent from the rites. Then

~'

when the idle times (between) cultivation occur, (the officials) \vill teach
chiefs (superiors)

them to honor their HtaRXK and take care of %R8x the elderly, and (thus)

sh~~ them the way toward filial piety and brotherly respect. With regard

to establishing rank by age in the hsiang and 11 (hsiang and villages), it

means to rank them together with the general guests (at the ritual) in te~s ofage.

what is meant by the phrase to rank pe~ee by age in teums of their

father's lineage, is that when there is a guest in one's father's lineage,-they will mutually be ranked in accordance with age. "ith regard to different

surnamed ~._w_~_~.+••y if an older person is present, put himpeople, even~.

-_........_-
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sang

in the 8uperior position. The phrase,lInot to rank people by agel~ means to

seat somebody to the east of the XBaP-." wine bottle (~t. l--the

sDE-called position of respect (choni. ). Hend note)

(The tang-cheng) will, during sacrificial rites, funerals, marriages,
of the tang

capping ceremonies, and wine-drinking rites~ teach ritual matters and

take charge of admonishments and prohibitions. At the end of the year, he

will make an accounting of (hoet ) governmental affairs of the tang and

lead the petty officials to finish their business. At the beginning of the

new year, he will gather the people and read them the laws and write the

s.

11:6a

names of the virtuous and skilled (tokhaeng, toYfr. ~~rirg the review
(kyobi~

(examination~\~~~erformance)d held during the year, and the granda x
( taeb1J'.K-J

(triennial) review, he will also do this.

--. The tSU-Shih(~~ will each be in charge of the admonishments

and orders and the governmental affairs of their tsu. On the first day of

the month, they will gather the people and re~ them the laws of the pang (1f'
write out (the names of) the filial and respectful, those who are friendly and

get on well with KsxxaKext marriage relatives, and those who are learned.

And at the times of the spring a nd no autumn sacrificial rites to prevent

disaster (chaep 'o?-4t-ff:), he will also do this.hte : The (@It!' ) is

that a place on the altar is reserved for the spirit who causes d~ster to

people, as in the case of the tang rites to the gods of natural disaster

(~tt ). The chief of the tsu (tsu-chang) does not have (conduct)

a wine-drinking ritual, and accordingey he holds thiS rite, and together with

the people, mn the basis of who is elder and who younger, they mtually exchange

~resentations o~ wine (toasts). Hend n~g ,

He \vill lead (shuait.t )the petty officials of the 4 lU( ll.t) ) by mm ns

of the la\"5 of t he pang and pi (~~ ), and f rom time to time wi 11
number of .t.~

gather the people and investigate d record thel fu-chia ( 1")U~ :people

and households) of the tsu. 5 families will make a pi( ~ ), 10 families

will make a lien(~ ), e I ...

),
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5 men \vill make a file (V1U'f3i), and 10 men will make a lien<f,~ ).

4 lU will make a tSU(~K)' and 8 lU will make a lien(~ ). They

will be required to protect each other (hSiang-pao~1!~ ), receive

things from one another, and i regard to punishments,aBBx~and penalties,

felicitous occasions and rewards, these will extend to all of them and they

will all share in them (sanggQp sanggon~~~~, and they will

perform duties for the pang (government~f ), and they will perform

labor service for the state, and will mutually (assist) each other at

funerals and burials. At the end of the year, (he) will make an accounting

After they finish

of government affairs and finish up all business.

\
l)~ (tax collection) ~ k

Each of the ltt-hsu( l.I'~ ) \vill be in charge of all ~rders (chingnyong l~f)

for the lil • and at times when the spting and autumn rites are conducted, '" '1~
(,¥1~ .... n 1fIl~JIl9tA!V )\.QtW-- '(\ l tf!J)

and ~men their is labor service to be performed, some governmenta~V~i~ess,, %1h4;
'"
1/~~ or a funeral, they will gather the people together.

I'~ an investigation (review: pi~ : mf-a search for talented peopee), then

C'1 ~hey wi11 read the la\Vs a d wri te the names of tha> e \"'ho are re spectful ,

~~~ astitute, responsible ( ependable, im4l~ and compassionate. (note:

'\ The term Chesaf-i":SaCrifiCial.r::...e;~'w.re~..s~,chusatjtf-q.b,

,the tangYbng?(~ , and the chokp'o? ( ~'f<\~I ).x: The term,

0~~ '1, ["Labor service" (yak refers to Ch5nY~k('@~. The term "governmental

" business" (ch~ng ~) means the chou arc::J:.r; _contest and the tang wine

rinking rite. The term "funeral ll (sa gg~means important funerals.

These four types (of affairs) and the reviews or inspectsion (Pi~)

are occasions when all the people will be gathered toggther, and for that

they will share mutJf,U1Y

For the c:iktaracter ( ) ,
seemS UXilB••• to mean "bad".)(end

note)

reason the laws are read to them, and they are admonished (to obey them).)(end note)
~

--. Each of the pi-chang(~) will take charge of the governance

of the £!. 5 families 'dll give and take with one another (share) and

will be harmonious a d close to one another. If there is someone who

. -1::-'- ~
\ has c"","J.tted a crime or is bad 1t1U";fR), then

(in the responsibility: sanggup~~ ). (~e:
originally he also used choe (tsai ~). (~)
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In ~Record of Schools (H.neh-chi \ ), a family had a Shu(~ ),

a tang( ~ ) had a hsiang( ), a shu( 1iJ<j )(note: he should have

wri tOen, -::;:ou(~ )( end note had a hsU(f!P ): and a kuo(I{) )
had a hsUeh(~ ). (note: 25 families made a lU(\~J ) which together

(alleJi;: X-\
shared a block( ~ ). At the head of the block (ward?) was a gate, and

4.1
to the side of the gate were shu( ~:+V ). When the people were at home, then

in morning and evening they would re;:ive instruction at the shu (~ ). ~
500 families made a tang, and the school for the tang was called a hsiang( ~ )

and it provided instruction to people who were promoted from the ~ lU school

(the 1U shu). The chara::te r , ShU(~~'j ), should be written, chou ( *" ) .
"21,500 families made a chou, and the chou school was called a ~( 7+ ) .

~<The chou-chang ( ~ ) in the Chou-li would, at the time of the spring and

autumn rites, gather the people together and hold an archery contest at the

V chou JIB hsU, which was this (school). The l!2!! thus was the school which

"~~I .(prOVided instruction to those people who were pranoted from the~ school

U~~ (tang hsueh). In the capital where the H Son of Heaven was located was the

~ centrel school of the country for thei~ feudal lords (chu-hou), which

~tJIA. was called the kuo-hsUeh (kukhak). It was a school which prOVided instructio~

~ for the crown prince, the other princes, the eldest legitimate sons (Chr>kcnJ~~)

shih~rf-k 1:: )of the high ministers and officials, ~d scholar:i!(ching ta-fu

\~-i:~ outsbowiing selected scholars.)a(end note) ~

lBOOK o£HISTORYJ --. The Book of His tory. (sw.:, g- shu ta-chuanAt£) says: When

an official (ta:fu ~1C..) reaches the age of 70, he retires from his post

(JdIiXx chih-shih, ch'isa '%..~1:::. )and becomes a (retired) elders in the

hsiang-li(~f~,:~l~ges:t in the countryside). A ta-fu (official)

becomes a fu-shih( ~ ~r :father-teacher), and a scholar (shih ~ ) becomes

a hsiao-shih( fy'it small teacher).ll (note: Th... were the so-called

Sh~i!:f) of the village (liJ. Mr. Cheng (~~) says: - In

ancient times thoseF people who retrred from th~ official posts returned

to teach in the lU-li( :villages).)(end note)
Al' d h ( A,-Q ) were already stored away

\~hen the ralaS (hoe_~~ ) an oeS I~
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- ~

(in the fall, Han, 242) and the prayed-for (?1f7.r~~ grain was already in (harveatea)

then the other sons would all enter school. At the age of 13 they entered the

grammar school (hSiaO-hsUeh/!)~ ) where th»oked ~(read) the

\ k~ .'\' .
small rites (SOjOlt~\~lr ) and practiced the sma~ virtu us principles (for

children) there. At the age of 18 they entered the ta-hsUeh where they saa

(read about?) the large rites (rites for adUlts':f:-~) and practice the

lagge virtuous principles (for adults: ta-iK~ theJe. tnote: The term

"other sons"*~) is like "the sons" (ChUngja~~t--other than the

eldest son who perfonned ancestral sacrifice)(chokhha). In ancient times

the eldest legitimate son (chokcha) usually took the place of his father

and served in office.)(end no~ In the height of winter, after being in

(school) for 45 days, only then would they finally leave school and turn

to agricultural pursuits. (note: At the beginning of spring (ipch'un~

school would end. Hend note) ~he SilaO(SUperior elder ):.~ ) in the

morning would sit in the right shu( ), and the shu-lao(~ :ordinary

elder) ...oul d sit in the left shu, and only after the other sons had finished

(their studies) and left, would % he then go home. (note: The shang-lao

was the t'ai-shih( ~~:great teacher). The shu-lao~ was the

hsiao-shih( ,.h ~~-lesser teacher).) (end note) In the evening it was
y \'i proceed ~ '-

also like this. The other sons would all line up (hsing, haen ~ ) in
and enter the schol J

accordance with the age of their fathers, and in acoordance with the age

of their elders brothers, they would line up in a row like geese. Friends

did not exceed (the position) of their other friends (in line?). Light

burdens (takks) they did together, and heavy % burdens (tasks) they

divided up. The punbaekcha(0-~ :white-haired elderly people?) would

not caryy (haavey burdens). And when they went out and went in (tomd from

&1r the schoo~), it was all like this. (inct e ~ I note rhat(an): The Ta-tai-Ii

(,MI'~... II (~. fL ), Pai-hu-t'ung( ~ If -"'~- )~ and ~e Pan-chih(~-t :Han-shu?)\/"0 , \ ~~ '\~hs1.ao-hsueh l\Y
~ all say: At 8 years of age they entered XEkmBt, at 15 they entered the

ta-hsUeh. As for the Shang-shu ta-chuan (Book of History), it says that

at 13 they entered the hsiao-hsUeh, and at 18 they entered the t a-hsUeh.
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209, 11:7a. It is also said that students entered the hsiao-hsneh at the age of 15 and the

ta-hsUeh at the age of 20. These various statements are not the same.

Generally speaking, from the age of 8 to 15 t sui (se), everyone could enter

the hsiao-hsueh (grammar schoQl), and from the ages of 15-20, everyone

one

By behaving in a....
to (lOVing:~ ) of onels father and

behhving ina ~radelY way (yuhaengii-~"1 ),The second said: IIBymother.

could enter the ta-hsUeh.)(end note)

rchou-a 1"';:"_ '{ --. In the Chou-lilt, the Shih-shih (~W was in cha,::ge of

~~~instructingthe king on what was good (heautiful)(lJ..~~;l:... )

6) r:\ (note: he instructed the king on the good way)(end note), and he instructed

r1::p lithe sons of the statell (kuo-tsu, kUkChat@. ~ : the sons of the ministers
(of chih--doing the utmo')r and officials) on the three virt first was: "By ~7i"~ue/onemakes

t ~ the basis fat the Way." The second was: of astuten~ (mindbk~~
~ t:r' -flme makes the basis for action. The third was:

~~~ety one know what is contrary and bad. He also taught

modes of behavior). The fist said:

tf.~ ), one becomes close

brothers of the kung, ching, ta-fu (dukes, high ministers, and offiCials).

The shih-shih ( ~{"(y teaches them, and the crown prince also is ranked

by age with them, and they learn the way (.~ of the proper relationships

(kuo-tsu) means the sons and younger

ryour mind, it becomes virtue, and when

l action. The tem, IIsons of the state I

11 :7b shows respect to worthy and good men." The third said: IIBy behaving in an

'-~JOhedient way (hsUn-hsingJillt ), one serves one's teachers and ~""KXupaxt"""
t: 1;, -; 'J". •..L
'~'i:f l~~~elders.ll (note. The terms "virtue" (te, t~k) and lIac tion ll (behavicr: hsing, haeng)

~~ '1e.t II refer to the internal a nd external (aspects of things). When it is in
t ) -------------------- .. \~ ..

it is acted on(~2-J, it becomes

between) ruler and subject, father and son, » elder and younger.)(end note)
stays

He (the shih-shih) lives to the left of the» Tiger Gate (hu-men) and

oversees the ki~ court (Wang-Ch'aO~~) (note ••• ) Because he teaches

the sons and younger brothers of the state (officials), the noble and idle sons

and younger brothers learn from him. (note: The term, IInoble

and younger brothers ll means the sons and younger brothers of

and idle sons

the wang and~1/~
princes & dukes
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The term, IIjIiJd: idlell , means those who have no office. )(end note)

-.Chu Hsi says: In the Chou-li, the Shih-shih taught the sons of

the state (officials) the three virtues. The first said: "By the virtue of

doing onels best? (Chih-te¥~ one thereby makes the basis fot ~wa~
The second says: By the virtue of astuteness, one therefore makes the basis

for action (behavior, hsing). The third says: By the virtue of filial piety

one know wha t is contrary and bad. II \Vha.t about this?

The virtue of chih(~ ) means having sincere intentions~ a rectified

mind, a correct basis (tanbOn~~) and a clean (purified) source.

The term, lithe wa .. , means the principle (1i) of human nature~d desti;;;

(hsing-ming~~) that is in both Heaven and man, and the laws (Chlnk~) )

natural that govern all :~lngs and the natural (worlD (samul tangyOn chi chink

law ~ '}~~~~~). It is the~ technique (shu, sul~0 )by whicb

~~ the individual cultivates h~elf (SUSin~~), regulates his family (Chega~~)
~~ governs the state (ch'iguk ~~ ), and pacifies the world (p'yong ch'onha

~~ '5f Kr )(Great Learning--mine) kb:
~~I The virtue of min (astuteness ~ ) means having a strong will

~ I (?i1:-) and being s ~~:~;i~~ ~~~on (Y~khaend'J15 ), ......1uuuIiB5 accUllUlating

~~ 0"»Y virt; and broadening one's ::~ (kwang'~p fz.. 1: J.
Y \.~

/1"- f The term"action ll (hsing, behavior) means those things that should be

'\1!t~ done as a matter of pri:ciPle (Ii~. which ar;: the traces (.<f" ~""ifestationS)
~01r~ that can be seen daily (of whatt one IS true natufe is?).
~\ -.}J/"- - ancestcrs

, ~ ~ The virtue of filial PietY~a~sto respect your~~ and love
~ father

11:8a your close relatives (ai-achlin ~, and never to fo~t the origins of

_.o~~our own birth.

~}l'- _To know what is contrary and bad (chi yok'a!<~!t.means that if

~~ • what you have obtained in yourself is warm.... ripe. deep, and firm, you

~ ~. ~ have what it takes to truly understand what is contrary and bad in others
fit' l'

~ Pf../ and thus J.m% would not be able to endure doing it yourself.
l",,\)I\, .

With regard to these three virtues, even though you might say that

If each mixidulIl (person?) ha:a higher or lesser quality (:haep'umii~~) and
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(oach has) that which best suits the qualities (Chajil~,~:(Of a particular

individual), and that (these 3 virtues) are taught (with xxx this in mind),

Nevertheless there has never been anyone who could become a perfected man

(ch ' eng- j en!1i1 ) t.mo~ stDove to perfect only one of tlise (virtues).

That is the reason why they are discussed together, in order to see tat

they must be used together and to show that they cannot be used partially

or (anyone of them) abandoned.

Generally speaking, if somebody does not understand the virtue of ~hi
K ,

(being sincere and pure of mind), then the vittue of min(~ : strong

will, hard work, effort in action) will be scattered and diffuse (sanman~~)
without any unity (mut'ong ~~), And you will not be able to avoid

the ridicule (~ ) that y~~O not know the (right) way even though

you have studied hard and done your best to act (in the right way). However,

if you do not do your best to attain the virtue of min(~ : energetic , diligent)'

and devote all your attention to chih (sincerity), then you also will not

be able to broaden your task (work) (kwang'~if#Pl'and you will have the evil
~(~~ ~ '-'

(problem) of emptiness and ruin (t~~ ~). If you do not know

the virtue of min (being diligent), then the virtue of filial piety would

saarcely be practiced by~ ordinary men ( Vk k. ), and it would not

be sufficient to be communicated to (t'ong~ :comprehended by) those
(the gods) ~~~

with divine intelligence (sinmy~ng \~rJj)' But, if one does not strive

to achieve the virtue of filial piety, but only devotes all his attention
establish the basis (for virtue)

to min (diligence), then he will not be able to make his basic (naturw?)

stand (erect) and he will KKEvmyiBXeX have the problem of acting contrary

to virtue (he will act contrary to virtue). And that is the reason why

(the Chou-li) discusses (these three virtues) in combination, leaving none

of them out. This is why the teachings of former kings was based on mutual

• reliance on both the root and branch of things (ponmal sangja J$:~~~
and went to the limit (in exploring) the fine and coarse (~~~)aspects
(of a matter), and did not rely J>"xmim~ on. just one side (of a matter)~

It (the Chou-a) also speaks of "teaching the three modes of action" (hsing).
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The first of these was called: IIFiliali> behavior, by \V'hich one loved (ch'in)

one's father and mother. The second was called, IIcomradely (friendly) behavior,

by which one respected worthyand good men." The third was called 1I0bedient

behavior, by which one served one's teachers and elders. 1I what about thase?

(\~t do these things mean?)'

, ~~~s samething that is obtain in the mind and 1s not something

V Y . that one works for (:;on'1?e ). "Action" refers only to II the method by

~ ~WhiCh one acts (be~es). and that is all. Generally speaking if one does not

base it (action) on one's virtue, then there is no wayan individual can

obtain it by himsel~~and in his actions he will not be able

to cultivate them by himself. If one does not fulfill (one's pure nature)

by means of one's actions, then he will have nothing to hold and respect (chisun

:Han, 245. respect and protect), and his xXx virtue will not be

able to advance by itself (by his own effortS).~ThiS is why they (the sages,

the Chou-li) ~~XmthKmwrm8mxmXRR (said) that after the three virtues were-
taught, they had to be followed by (instruction) on the three modes of

action (behavior), so that even though an individual was extremely low
• there would be nothing

and crude (not perfected in his vil~ue or behavior), still ~ExAe
that would not be done the best way(possible)
~D2t«~~X (extend things to the utmost)

and the perfection of his virtue (would be accomplished) without his realizing

it himself.

Some JDi:gk~ say that the teaching of the three virtues is the learning
(Learning for Adults?)

of the Great Learning, and that the teaching of the three modes ofaction

end of
chu Hsi quote.

210. 11:9a
(Back to the

Chou-H)

is the learning of the Small Learning (learning for children), and that
r

they are what is taught in the IIthree matters of the hsiang ll (hsiang

That is also so, but I have already expounded at length on this.

/The paO-Shih(~1,"1t) is in charge of_remonstrating on lbe king's

mistakes (kan.wang ak~~~and of raising (yang) the Gons of the state

(officials) in the (proper~~e~teaches them the six artG.(ye).~
The first is called the 5 Rites, the~~~nd, the Six for.ms of }bsic, the third
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210, 9:11a was the 5 mmBBx types of archery, the 4th was the 5 types of chariot xi-tag;
""'-- ) ------

driving, the 5th was the 6 types of writing, and the 6th was the 9 types

of mathematical calculation. Then~ught them the 6 ceremonies (i;{~ ).
~ ~-~

The first \'las XiuI one's JilqqulbllDltt deportment (yong V.A.::.. ) for the sacrificia.
/\~

rites (Ekeaa chesa). the second \-las deportment for (eilt1ertaining) guests; the

third was deportment for court (chojong) ceremony. the fourth was deportment

for grand funerals; the fifth was deportment fo~ (kunyo~~ maneuvers?,
cartJ.age ~

trips?), and the sixth was deportment for EaX% ~1d horseback riding.

~ote: (The subjects) of teaching (instruction) in ancient times waS

limi. ted to virtue, acti on (behavior). !2(~ :methods'! ), and skills~
(ye) • The shih-shih( ~ -Get) taught t he sons of the sta te officials

in virtue and action, and for that reason the pao-shih raisad the sons

of the state officials x»~nd instructed them) in methods and skills.

Cheng ssu-neng(~@ !:'~ says: Theiper) deportment for a sacrificial
~ r~rent B

rite (chesa) is to e profoundly solemn( ~ 2 )and magnific8Bt( ~~

The proper deportment (for treating) a guest is to be severe and reppectful

(6mgyok IlIUJan~*¥ The proper deportment for behaving at court

"ax is to have correct deportment (Male thews~~~ ). The deportment

for funerals is to loK weep and be grave and sedate ( ~~~~ ) •

The deportment for going on manevuers (kunyo) is to be bold in appearance

«(i) ~ (vr i ). The proper d:tortment for riding carriages and horses

is grave and dignified ( lri:i~ .i).
~~~, ~~

Mr. Wu(~~ says: Virtue and action (behavior) is on the inside,

).

whlle arts aDd ceremonies are on the outside (of things). If you cultivate

) was in charge of the laws

them with the way, both inside and outside are well prepared,

He managed

:caPitalrand gathered

(officials).

teachings of the shih-shih will be campleted.)(end note)

I --. The Ta-ssu-lo( *.~~
of the ch'eng-chUn (SOngg~ifi..~ ;natl academy?).

the school administration of the chien-kuo~\~
together (there) the sons and grandsons of the state
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(note: Tung Chung-shu( t 1ttJ )says: The ch'eng-chUn (sanggyun) pke

was the school of the Five Emperors. The Chou people established~ a palace?
fpr this school. By means of the Virtue of music~~

JOfiXExat~)(endnote) Hax . (lo-te
he taught -z.r-
x»xthe sons of the state officialsE~ to achieve the middle way

f ~
ac t according to

and be harmonious (chung-ho (~), to be respectful, to ZexSXmptRxaxB
standards ~ '/ ~~ - ~
»x~ (yung (tf' )';'\:o be filial and friendly. (note: ~ ) means~

respectful, and ~means to have stoddards (yusang~~)(en~note)

And With the language (words) of music, he taught the sons of the

stat s to~hSing(~), to speak (ta~"I._),
to ridicule .::emonstrate?)(_ ), to recite\~~ ), to S~k, ~nd
to answer (~ (note: HSing(~ means to~omethinga~nalMY
or comparison with some~ matter, as in speaking of the past in order to

critieize s~thing(~ ) in th~iJ.:~s~nt. To put meaning into JOlllo obsenre

""rds 1~~t.:iScalled"to~e" (~ ). To make

phrases with sounds is called "to recite". To speak oneself is called "to speak"

(~n), andto reply to someone else is called lito anser" (~). Hend inote)

And With music and dance he taught the sons of the state officials

to dance the unmun(~e), the taegwan(~, the taehamAA),

the tae~~m'~hetaeha(-k.~i: the taehan(-k.~andthe

taemu(~~) (note: These are the music of the 6 ages which were

preserved in the Chou dynasty. The unmun and taegwon was the D11sic of the

Yellow Emperor. The Taeham was the music of Yao. The taehyang? \.,as the

music of Shun. The Taeha was the music of Iu. The Taehan was the music of Tl ang

( ?~ ). lhe taemu was the nusic of wu-wang (Martial King).

Lti-shih( %..~ays: the Ch'eng-chUn (sr>nggyun) was the school of the
and

Five Emperors. x With the school administratimof the give emperors,/the
(they)

schooL administration of the chien-k~o (konlguk --C~Pita~)/gathered together

the sons and younger brothers of the state (officials) and instructed them.

The ancients were most profound imdl the mmrisxB8 molding ~~~i (of the

human character). They moved it and caused it to flow, be~l~e drum and

danced, took slow walks, and were tho;oughly saturated (with trainil!&:;iJt.~ )

__ ~ ~rto it so that one could obtain it (viruue?)(learning) oneself. Since
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Emperor Shun and the Chou dynasty, everyo e used the official in chaIge

of music to take care concurrently of teaching and g~v~ng K guidance.)(end note)

H~ prohibited lewd SOUndS(~!' excessive sounds (~~, bad sounds
lazy ;_~~ ~fifI

( ~ ) and ~«QU{~nkimti;1s unds( /~ ). (note: "Lew sounds II

refers to the music of the states of Cheng and Wei. Excessive sounds are

those which are too sad. "Bad sounds" is the music of x a state which is

i 'mHR¥ lost (has disappeared, been defeated), like
the land of Sang-chien on the? river.(it~ t ~~ t ). Lazy sounds meanm those which are lazy and

disrespectful.~r~nd£1 ote) . f},
~-~ Il1-~~ <' -. In t~e Wang-chih( ThJ :section of the Chat< til the ssu-tu

(p~~I.4Y polished (refined) t:::... six rites in order to regulate the (hwnan) natures

(hsing) of the people. (note: The six rites were capping, marriage, funerals,

ancestral sacrifice, local (hsiang) rites, and courtesy on meeting one another.1

(c d note) He clarified the seven R teachings in order to prom~e virtue
proper

among the peo~ee. (note: The seven teachings were (the telationships between)

father and son, elder and ywnger brother, husband and Wife, ruler and

subject, elder and younger, friend and friend, and guest and guest.(hast).)(

~
"'t ~~

endnote). He regulated the 8 necessities (che p'alchon J ~n order
-.-&1 --...,L mat ters pertaining to

to prevent depravity (Urn ~~). (the 8 chong( ~) were/drinking,

\

eating , clothes, and work, making measures for the different regions,

scales (weights and measures) and methods of calculations)~and

mea;urement of cloth (che~J ).)(end note)

Morality was all made uniform in order to make custOOIS the same. The

elderly were taken care of i order to promote filial piety. Orphans and

peoibee living alone were pitied (given relief) in order to keep iud; well

those who did not have enough. ~~orthY men were exalted (promoted) in order

to show respect for virtue. The worthless were weeded out in order to

drive out (eliminate) bad <the bad people). (note: Mr. Ch'e says(~l:~

+-~~ JThese were the laws (roethed s) by which.they taught the people in the local

'

l- ( schools (hsiang-hsUeh) and selected scholars, and the ta-ssu-tu was in general

"tt - ..charge of its administrat~on.)(endnote).
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select (kan1tJ )
(He. they?) ordered the hsiang (locality) to aiXM*-KkB those who did not

follow what was taught them (pu shuei chiao che l'~t~ )and

r report them Everyone wouldlo be * gathered at the hSiang(~Pr
on ~~~.pr__1io day if,--,8) they would practice archery in order

to exalt merit (sang-gong l- 'r:jJ ), and they would practice (get skilled

in) the hsiang (wine K< ritual). in order to exalt (respect for) age (SangSch"~~

The ta-ssup-tu would lead the eminent scholars of the kuo (state, region)

and together with them would take charge of affairs. (note: The term, hsiang,

. )J.- lI; reers to the ;iX hsiang located within the capital region (cIli-ne~,1.\ ~

S~lfYI- The hsiang( 14 ) was the school in the hSiang(~ ). The "first daY7LB "

t'" , '"~ means" a goJ\'y the t was chosen". When the date wa set. then the elders

;
~~~j~OUld all gather there and carry out the archery rite and the local wine-drinking

~'/ rite. Those who hit the target were regarded as the best (shang 1:: ), so

~/
? that it "" is said (here) that they "elevated those with merit" ( sang-gong 1:0.

As for the local wine-drinking rite. they ranked people (at that ritual)

in accordance with how old they were, and for that reason it was said that

"they exalted age". \vibh regard to the ta-ssu-lu leading the eminent men and

with them taking charge of affairs, in general he wanted those people who

did not follow what they were taught to be able to see and be emotionally

affected (by the sight of the eminent scholars) and change the errors of

their ways so that they wouild follow~ what was good. Hend note)

If (these people who failed to follow what they were taught) did not

change, then it was ordered to the hsiang (localities) on the right (of the

capital?) that those people who were selected out as ones who did not

follow what was taught them would be moved to the left (localities). And

it was ordered to the left hsiang of the country, that those among them

who did not follow what was taught them would be moved to the right, as

in the manner of the first rite (ritual). (note: the purpose of moving

people from left to right and vice versa was to change the places where

they cultivated themselves (studied) and took their leisure, to XBBB give

h d f · ds so that they might change somewhat.)(end note)tbem new teac ers an r1en ,
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210, 11:10a If (these people) did not change, then they moved them to the
:l. .. '"

suburbs (kual)i::; ), as in the manner of the first rite ( 1:/:..h,~~..U.
And if (then) did not change, then they moved them to the ~( kt~~ )
as in the manner of the first (beginnmng?) rite. And (then) if they did not

banished ~

change, they rejected them (p'ing: /1rf :caused them to retire) to

remote areas, and for the rest of their lives they were not ranked by age

(in any ceremonies?). (Han, 249. They were never included in the ranks of

they

tiprominent

(hsUan-shih, sOnsa~--1:- ).
talented of the "selected scholars"

Then, of these men, those who had talent

ordered to the hsiang (localities) to recommend talented

~ ) ;nd promote them (recommend them) to th~ ssu-lu.

was also

(hsiu-shih

the scholars). (note: The four suburbs were located at a distance of 100

li from the kuo (capital of the country?) and were located outside the

treat them as guests X» during rites, and to x elevate (recommend) these men
~ , ) ,
to the ssu-tu. The ssu-tu would then investigate and examine them (kosi)'" .. AAL.-_--- _

chosenand appointed to office.

boundaries of the hsiang. The ~ were also located outside the remote suburbs.)(end

scholars means

toe stimate their talent and appoint them to office (yung-chih--use them)
:t.. - ') >1 ..

as officials (li~) for the hsiang and su(~ ). These men were called
The ,,,ord, "selected" (son) meID s

the "selected scholars" (s()nsa, hsUan-shih). tiulXXUilGdtlutxmuDt were :dum

and

The ssu-~ would then

to describe their virtues hem
pao chU chih'@i'"

(po kO ch· ~~-2..2' ta-fu <local

officials) to d~cuss an recommend/the scholars of the hsiang-hsUeh (local
i

schools) whose virtue and talent stood out from the other students, and to

and virtue and also werxe the most prominent of the "selected scholars",
content

those who did not rest/merely with small accomplishment, but wanted to be

promoted to the natioml school (kuo-hsUeh), then the ssu.Ju described
~ - ~

their Xuela beautiful (characteristics--) and recommended them for pr~otion to
11 d "eiiiinent sc~rs..~nsa).

the national school (kuo-hsueh) • These men were ca e ...... -\ ~:::t..

11: lOb
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210, ll:lOb The term, "eminent" (chun) \'1as a JO!IXB name that meant that they had

talent that surpassed a thousand men.)(end note)

Those people who were elevated to (recommended to) the ssu-Ju were not
~xempt=di fLOW I. Il:::.

subject to (labor service) taxation (pu-chenq"lit.- ) in the hsiang. And
- ~empted from
those who were elevated to the hsUeh (national school) were »x not subject

of the four mx seasons had those things which should be studied (practiced)

yao-i) in the hsiang, but still were required to perform misc. labor service

for the ssu-tu, it seems. And those who were promoted to the natioml

official in the national academy (kuo-hsueh) who was

Mr, Ch' en says (~t/0G- ): With regard to the

the ancients, even though it was said that each

to (labor service) taxation by the ssu-tu. And they were called flaccomplished
,. ,}Jf
schoh rs ll (chosa 7~.... ). (note: Once they were elevated (and recommended 0),
to the ssu-tu, then they were exempted from miscellaneous labor service (yoy~k

in charge of instruction.

and summer he taught them the poetry and writings (history, shu).

instruction (teaching) of

and followed the poetry, writings (shu), rites, and music of the former kings

in order to create perfected (accomplished) scholars (i cho sal·)\ ~-i: ).
In the spring and summer he taught them the rites and music, and in the winter

academy were exempted also from the labor service requirements for the ssu-tu.

The term." cho" (~ ) means "accomplUhed" (ch' eng. s~ng hk' ). meaning
were accomplished in ~.~

that they had achieved,(SOngCh'u ~1l~) their talent and virtue. )(end note)

., The lo-cheng( ';¥.lE) respected (exalted) the " four skills (shu14lj
and established the fourXK&B teachings (ssu-chiao)(four types of instruction)

(note: The lo-cheng was an

(appropriate to each season), in fact it was also not necessary to cut them

up (divide them up) (so neatly) and abandon one thing in order to study something

else. They also could talk about things together (mixed up together), and

that was all.)(end note).

the various queens, and the eldest

the high ministers, officials, and

king and the other princes, the eldest sons

legitimaee sons {~-K/<..
scholars (ching, £~\~, yUan-

shih - -:t )Tv
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210;ll:lOb and the eminent and talented men of the state were all accomplished (cho ~~.- )

in them (these schills, X subject&?). And when they were admitted to school,
means that

211, 11: 11a they were (al. 1) ranked by age. (note: "All were accomplishedllami all came

(to school) and received instruction from the lo-cheng. They only ranked

them in accordance With age, and did not divide them up into ranks in

***
accordance with noble or base (status).)(end note

they were then banished. And this (was because) the families of the commoner

)

-
years

(educatioN)

report them to the king.

). the chiu-ching(~p )
to enter the national academy

who did not follow instruction and

(graduate from) school (hsueh, the national

), ta-hsti (~~ ), and hsiao lo-cheng

instruction, and so the limit for school attendance (in the national

were difficult to transform.(change)

And the King would

masses were easy to control. while the hereditarily salaried families

With regard to the investigation of the

the

When they were aboug to leave

academy), the hsiao-hsti(' \ \ 1-
\
S~~ __

(f '7'J'".....~.) ,.,ould select out those

report them to the -=;...,:;~...;;,;;.;==

-change their ways. the king would

and the ta-fu and

9 years.J*HB8xBBkR~¥--. The hsiao-hsU and ta-hsu were

"ficials attached to the music officials (lQ-kuan). --. Mr. Fang ~i)cI)

says: With regard to those people of base status (chlon-ja ~'~), if they

-
did not change their ways after four (opportunities to do so), then .~ey

would be banished (piing). As for the people of noble status (kwija ,---- ......------
if they failed to change their ways after only two opportunities to do so.

wcdid abandon eating and music)(end note) and banish them
In

to a remote district.iB the western regions (these remote

called (a.

(to look at these people?).
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211, 11: 11a hsiang and su, usually it was done at the time of the major triennial reviews

of performance (ta-pi *'-~). The graduation from the nat~onal aCad~y
of the kuo-tzu( ~.1r :sons of the officials and nobles) usually took

place after 9 years of study when the students' learning was greatly accomplished

(ta-chaH'eng~~ ).)(end note)

V The ~a lo-che,::rf:.~lE. ) would discuss (and recommend) the

talents of the accomplished scholars (ChOSa~~ ) and report them to
chu ssu-~ Gi.

the king and promote them (for appointment in) the various bureaus (CheSam~~

jHi~ And these people were called "advanced scholars" (chinsa, chin-shih a -t:. ).
(note: The Ssu-ma were in charge of ranks and salaries (ch'aerok~ ; D ~ ),

everybody who ~
except for the fact that SKKHXSEWRSad, was appointed to a post, was KKt%KK

KXXXHKmK under the jurisdiction of the ssu-ma.)(end note)

-
(of the ssu-ma) would he appoint people to be officials, and only after they

recommendations. Only after the king decided on the recommendations

)

Those who were elevated (pm moted) from

The ssu-ma decided on and discussed the x merits of officials, and

those they recommended who were worthy men (h:~ja~_~) among the

scholars (chin-shih) they reported to the king, who then decided

ad~ncement to office{-holding).~l
..

1
the hsiang-hs'ueh (local schools) were called lithe selected scholars"

(hsUan-shih, sonsa~ the people of talent from the National
.y presented

~aCademy who were elevated (promoted) were called the "a dvanced scholars"

A~ The past posts

~~aS~kS (officials) in the haiang and sue ), and the power

y~ to select and appointment was held by the ssu-tu( ~~ As for lithe ~
advanced scholars" (chin-shih, chinsa), they had to be mandated (ming) ~~officials

were appointed to be officials would they be given rank~ (ch1aeKi

ll:llb and only after their position (wi 1l1z: )was determined would they be given

.~ salaries. (note~ Mr. LlOiu (~~ ) says: In ancient times, the common

~.rJJ"I Cpeople (shu-jen~ were taught in the hsiang-hsUeh, and the sons

~ ~ of the state officials (kUo-tzU\~~) and outstanding commoners were

~ Y/\ taught in the natbonal academy (kuo-hsUeh), and there were two routes to
.. 4
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211, ll:llb of the court (chojbng chi kwan) and they were given rank (ch1ae) and salary (rok).

And the determination of their authority (Ch1Uan-« ) was all based on

(in the hands of) the ta-ssu-ma( 7k.-~~ ). The differeoce between

the XXE local schools (hsiang-hsueh) and tile national academy (kuo-hsUeh)

),

-•

ThiS was the

As for the hsueh).

a nd for all of

the method of recommended peo~le for selection, and they were the same

(recommended them for promotion) to the National Academy, then this was

(status) as the sons and younger brothers of state (officials).

them it was the means by which they Etaxtat made clear the ethical relationships

b:tween human beings (ming jan -l~ ~. And when ethi:al relationaships

between people were clarified at the top, then the small people were respectful

to their fathers (ch'in~LJ at the bottom.
Mokl7r ~

~r (note: chu Hsi says: Th:-h'iang schools ~~~ing care of the

~p(:elderlYi-.:;, the", _:....01 ata....,... 'bIl:he chiao(-~ ) school~ duty

OUU was to educattm the people. The duty of the hsu schools was to teach (p••ctice)

(archery. And all of these (the above) were local schools (hsiang-hslleh 1t: ~).

f,i\~ in teDDs of educa tion

~ considered as (the basis for) ~e~~a~tji~n~~~jn~rltSLrn~~~jDl~~
~ ~omm6ftet )-

~t hereditary kaax~ families o;.d-(o<dift6ry}-households (shih-chia p'ien-hu

~~~). However. there were also two routes for office-holding

Jl~~nd advaocement for the common pomiBK people (shu-jen). Those people who were

.JV~/' . eeligihle to be "selected scholars" (sOnsa) were examined and appointed to offie

10- ~ ) ~ by the ssu-~u--this was one of the routes. If the ssu-tu promoted them

I
tl~

JI. K~
6~-C~~~~/_,_second (of the two routes to office).)(end note)

~MENC1US: --. Mencius said~ (They) established the hsiang( ~ ). hsll(t~)
and hsueh-chiao(hakky ) order to teach them. The hsiang schools

~;,.. were fO~~( ). The Chia2(~) was for

~ , teaching~~ The HsU f or arch In the Hsia dynas ty they _

)~~ called (schools) chiao( ); in the Yi~dynasty~ they called them hsil( 1J'
and in the Chou dynasty they called them hsiang( 1i.
( ~ ), all three of the ancient dynasties hal1hem,
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was
211. ll:llb. The hsUeh HHX& the National Academy (kuo-hsUeh). (All the dynasties) had

them, and they had no different name for i~. The p:inciPle of resp:ct (ch' in~'c... )

of a iK1<uxx....... son for a father, the Princ~~e of duty (i ;. ) of

, a subject for his ruler, the principle of sep1?~tion governing, relations

between husband and wife, the principle of proper order (hsU ~ ) betweeen

elders and younger people, and the principle of trust (good faith) between

\ friend and friend--these were the great ethical relationships (ta-lun~J(~)
between people. The hiang, hsu, hsUn, and chiao were all the means by which

t these (ethical relationships) were clarified, and that was all there was to it.)

(end note)

11: 12a HsUeh-chi. The HsUeh-chi says (chapter title of the Li-chi, title of official

who had the responsibility of registering people for schooL. Hanhandaesajbn)

r If a princely man of virtue (chUn-tzu) wants to educate the people (hua-min)

I and achieve g~d mores (customs), then it is necessary for him to do it

through (by means of) schools. This is the reason why the ancient kings..
in establishing their states and in acting as a ruler over their people

made education and schools the first (order of business). (note: The verb, chiln

( ,J!!>-)' means chang (~ : to ruIe over? ) • And "chiao, hsueh". means to

es tablish teaching and establish schools. )(end note)

In the ancient (system of) education, families had their shu schools

(~ ), tang communities(~ ) had their hsi~ng schools(Tf ).
Sh:~ :Chou?1+1- ) had~ hsU schools( fr ), and kuo(~ )

had their hsUeh(~ ). (note: IIshu II &hould be written, IIchou II )H-
Mr. Ch*eng(~ ) beklileves that it should be written, "SU II

( -Jb ~ ).
elucidatio ~

For commentary, see above. )(end not~) ,}~

L ~ !~42t4~-,--
In the Pi-nien(~~~ • students would be admitted to school

(the National Academy. Han.~r-:::::y A~year (c1.mg-nient ~)
they would examine their (school) records. In the first y (of school),

they would look at (exambae?) their ability to~~~~~..

and distinguish the meaning (comprehend the m~ing ~~~=t~~==~~~~~

texts of the clas~ics? li-ching pien-chih ~~~
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211, 11:12a In the third year they would look athow serious they were in their devotion-
to their studies and whether they got along well with their fellow students

(~:~~~u~e~t~~~ ). In the !!;fth year they would look at whether

they had broadened thei~studies and were on close terms with their teachers

or not (~~i:£~ and in the 7th yea: they would 1_ a: how

they discussed tthe prin~;les (of what they had learned) and what friends

they had :elected. These "ere called the "sma11 achievements" (:sia;ch' enW ), l?>' I.

In the 9th year they would know how to distinguish between the categories

-
------

of things, thoroughby comprehend the principles of things and be able to

Andon anything (turning back).

(ta-ch'eng -K....ct;, ).this \vaS called "the great achievement"
- • ')?-?

(note: Every year, KXa~ they always allowed people to enter school.

stand erect strongly without going back

Every other year they examined them to see if their skills were advanced

or not. "li-ching" (~~(to separate the classics) means to

Vseparate the text of the classics into phrases (to unctuXate). "pien-ebihll

~ (distinguish the meaning) means XkaX to dis~inguish between what is perverse

~ (wrong) and what is correct in tendencies and traedsx (direction that theyr

minds or wills are going* in). "Ching-yeh~~'means Dot to he lazy

or desul tory in olle' s studies. "l:C:wn~~ "means not to make

mistakes with? or change' ~~~ ones stud~nt friends. "to extend

one's studies~~~ ) means not to be limited by limits or regulations

(cMngdo~~;I:>. "ch'in-shih ";:&"(t~~e~teachers)

means to kn~and take pleastnIe in lea;lling( ~~~~~~~ ).

"lun-hsUeh ~~. mean~ to study and search out the principles of and

inner meanings of learning (~{\,,,*I~i~i ). "S~ting
/' firneds ll means choosing better people tior friendsi. Those people \.mo \'1ere

-----able in doing these things \l1ere felt to have made a IIsmall accomplishment"

in school. And by the 9th year, then the principles of learning were clear,

fand righteousness (duty) "as refined, and in comi g to (know about) all kinds

of things, there was nothing they did not comprehend thoroughl , and the

students were able to stand on their own in their behavior and no outer
c---
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211, 11:12a
iJJ4tXJptJia matter could take them away (from this, their achievements). This was

(ta-ch leng).called the "great accompliishment ll

~~ays: With regard to the above phrases, in every phrase the
learning

above t\110 characters speak of 11 the hsUeh (school) and the bottom two pkrxSIQCX

characters speak of whatshould be done. For example, "to leave (separate--

11: 128 punctuate) the classics" speaks of hsueh (learning, the s chooU, and the

phrase "to distinguish the meaning" means what the right thing is to be done.

• All the rest copy this.)(end note)

In the ta-hsUeh (national academy) when they first be~an in~ion

(of the students), the officials woo;.; dr...s up in their~ts-(~#- )
and use(duckweed and seaweed) grasses as a means of offering sacrifice, in

order to show respect for the way. (note: IIWhen they first began instruction"

means when the students first entered school. The officials (of the school)

(yosa, yo-ssu) would put on the (~~ ) clothes and conduct rites to

forme r teache rs wi ~h du~ed and seaweed grasses ) (end note).
To become i~ldIe~ ) in three (chapters)~om

i:a the ~iao-za(@a .c. Hnote: hsiao-ya If \~ ) \l1as the

beginning of an offiCi~ c~r. (note: At the time for the sacrificial rite

with the seaweeds they would sing three songs from the Hsiao-ya section

(of the Book of Poetry), the (i~,\1l7 JW::. ' and tJ.%~L,
and become practiced in them. These three poems were all about rulers and

and good times with
subjedts (ministers) having parties/fm; one another and making efforts

on each others' behalf. In general they discussed affairs pertaining to
. b··10tyoffice and the assumpt10n of respon 11 1 when the students first began school.
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(note continues). Chu Hsi says: The sages in teaching people regarded it

as Unportant to combine (bring together?) those below (the commone people?)

and they regarded it as important that they should be appm~lted to office.

The appointed the worthy men (hy~n~ ) in order to rule over those who

qere not worthy (virtuous), and they promoted (recommended) the ahixe able

rJ
~~PeoPle in order to give instruction to those who werenot able, and that isY why the kung, ching, end ta-fu hdll_......,. prime ministers, ministers,

~~ nad officials) in the lower (reaLam) all gave consideration to pefDo~ing

~ff their jObS.)(~

\-Then the students entered shool, they would bang the drum ( U- )
and open the mBa box (~ ) for the students to begin their work. (note:

When the students entered school, the ta.hSU(~~ ) official would ~ke
the drum in order to summon the scholars, and he would open the bok in order----- ---------
to take out their books (s~j~k) and other materialsx. He warned the students

by the sound of the drum and cause their minds to be obedient RHRxmKBR so that

they would pursue their studies. )(en note)

The two suhstances of hsia(~ ) and Ch'U(~ ) maintans their

dignity (authority). (note: I hsiall means the chia(H' :evergreen shrUb)

and the"ch'u" means the <:tPI :thorn). With these ~~bstances, they

made a plO~ : stick?) with which they warned students against laziness

g (by beating them, says Han, 255) and ensuring that their dignity was

preserved.)(end note)

A d if the gre~imperial sacrifice were not yet ~ held, then (the

king?) would not go to visit the school, thus giving the students (the time)

to relax their wills (minds). (-1:-~~J~~ I ~~1()~ )
(note: The ti sacrifice was kHtBx a major sacrifice held once every five years.

212, 11:13a If it was not the fifth year, the (king~) would not go to visit the school
,...----- -- - -

in order to provide rest for study to the minds of the students.)(end note)
---_~-_~_-----------------

From time to time they (the school officials?) would l~~t not say

a word, and this was to preserve their minds. (chon ki sim 1~JJ~{~I).(note:

Wordllwas because they wanted the stutients
lito look from time to time but not say a
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Han, 255)
to have knowledge of things (remember what they learned?) silently.)(end note)

The young people just listened and did not ask (questions), and (as a

real l;) they learned (things in sequence, order) andckd not jump degrees

(~~. (note:

if they did ask questions, they still wouldn't be able to understand the

important elements (of the answers), therefore, they only listened and

xe received (accepted) the explanation of the teachers)(end note)

And these He seven things were the great essentials (ta-lun~~~)
of teaching (chiao, kYO)f~ ). (not'e: ta-lun is like saying :bUl taejbl *-i'f ).
(end note).

\-Jith regard to teachin in the ta-hstieh (the national academy), in

regard to what was taught at a certain time (season), there def"nitely

~ 'bit. to he a correct task (curricu lum). (sigyo p'it yu cMng' bp~ 3E:-f;l.
~~ And when the students withdrew (from school, ciass) to rest, t ere definit~l;
(L A~I,j)/) (homework?)

2 had to be things for them to learn in their residences (t'oesik p'il yu kohak

~~\d.~1Z. jJ4, ). If they did not """4 learn ( : muSic?),
~ • tL -n r M' p-'~ in playi~rou~(Han 256)
~ UO they would not be able to be "" secure and at ease/I IIf=~~ ). If they

~r did not learn how to broaden (their knowledge of poetn) and t .... depend on

(it?~~, they COU1: not be secure when they(read) poetry. If they

did not learn about the various types of clothes to be worn (at rituals),. .....
they could not be secure (when performing) rituals. If they did not raise-
their skill (at music, poetry, and rites, sa sHan, 256), they would not

be able to take joy Uxxtl!Blxmt~mHa8Dlti"in learning. Thus, the princely

man of virtue (chun-tzu) in XKtKxiaHXkip relation to tKSxm~KmHmK

~Ol' would (~n POliS~ing his learning?~ban 256) would store it

and JllIlIi*"BmD:x cult ivate it ( ,~ ), and (in his private place or

slowly, Han 256) and rest

(entering)

(~)
residence)

/1s a correct task in i: teaching for each of the four seasons of the year.
tI - fall

as I~ spring and aMFWex_instruction is given in tbe.riees and music, in winter

l\ and~er, instruction is given in the poetry and historie;-(sbu). -----
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212, 11: 13a. The spring recitations and the

this. \~en they withdrew from

summer music perforn~nce were examples of

school and held parties and...=elaxed (YOnSik~~-J'
there had to be things learned about parties (entertainments) and (what to do)

when living (in onels own home) (y'Onlg'O~"7t.J (things learned about how

to ~dy slowly and practice slowly, Han 256). The (phrase in the Analects)--

). When students first enter

of harmOny?~'~

"He withdrew (home) a~about private matters, and it was also sufficient

to pr~~;f;-- is thOllg~? learning?)"(~ifPtjt~ TIt}iYJ.-~ )
is an example of thiS. Music, poetry and rites are the correct tasks for

C
(in school> j..~ 4.§..

instruction for each of the seasons. Harmonizing?( ~~,,~ ), broadening

one's knowledge of poetry(i!f~ ) and learning about ritual garments

(chappok~~) are what one studies at home '''hen away from school and

resting. In general the way to learn is to regard as valuable tthe ability
secure

to be at peace (an). If you are at peace, then the mind and principle
\

(

are fused together (t'1; ) and become ripe (songsuk"J)\t~. But if you

are not at peace, then even though you may not dislike to learn, yet you

will not be able to cease your efforts (~~*"~~~ ).
The term, (~~~~), means to play the stringed instruments and

the flute (tl:~~'L%
school, their hands and the strings (7 chul--line

are not coor~mnated, th~eefore, when they go home and rest, they also must

practice playing the instruments without stopping (laying them down), and then

~~ .\~ must rely a lot on

r~~ and they must have

\pv~ Therefore if those

ll:13b

they will be able to be at et:,; ~peace) in playing musical instruments.
(pi~ ~la~

Poets when making comparisons? and using evocative language? (hsing~ )

(knowledge) of the principles of things (objects) (mUlli~~

an extremely broad (knowledge) of the principles of thiqgs.

people who study poetry only have knowledge of it in school

and are not able to learn about how to rely on the xp principles of things

(in writing poetry) when they are at home away from schaal and resting,

then they will not be able to test (experience) the truth (about things),

and in the words they use for their poetry, there will be things about

which they are not at ease (at peace).
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212, 1l:13b. TheK term, "miscellaneous (ritual) clothes ll (chappok) means such cldlthing

as the <t-4- )and t he ~t ). When former kings regulated and

established (Chejak~1~ (the rites), each~ rite had (special)

clothes (used in it), and it was extremely complicated and elaborate. If

the student (hakcha, one who learns) only studies this in school, and

does not investigate thoroughly the origin of the various types of ritual

clothing while he is at home (away from school) ~ resting, then he will
>/;

not have knowwedge of the xha prupose (principle, i ~), and when it

comes to the text of the ritual, there \dll be places where he cannot be at
• •

A man of princely virtue (chun-tzm)

that) is the time when he stores it and

ease (at peace--Kecure in his knowlddge of things).

To be raised (hdngja~~n the arts--skilled in the arts, Han 257)

means where one's will (di~ ) is ra~up and standing up, but still

one cannot do it himself. The arts (ye~ ) meal1Bl' the study of the three
-;,

kf&
(hao~.

things (music, poetry, rites)

"10" (~ ) means to like

in relation to school (meaSl that

cultivates it (knowledge, the three arts), and while he is in school there

must be correct tasks (study) for him to do, so that what he practices will

be correct and his will will not be divided. And at times when he is at rest

(at home) and having a good time (wandering out--yu), he must have studies

to do while at leisure, so t hat what he nurtures \'1i11 be pure and his

(skill in) the arts will be even more mature. Therfore his learning will

easily be accomplished.

Mr. l/u(~ '\Xi says: "to store up"(~
.Jr'- receives instuoction

school and a t times when a e :is at work on one's

then one "stores" (kkeps) one's

) means that when one enters

studtes (SUbPSi~~I~~
body in t he palace of learning. "to rectifyll

(su, hsiu) means "to manage one's correct tasks (studies).11 "At rest" means

to withdraw from (go home) school and rest in one's private reSidence.

liTo have a good time" (yu), means to suit one's feeliggs by "i:H~aIlRK.

amusing oneself with things (toys, games).

Chu Hs~ says: h h o of the ancients each had differences of degree.T e clot long "1iank
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If you can understand the reason for the various types of clothes, then

with regard~ your thikking about the rites, you will have

over half the battle won. (you will exceed by half in your thinking).)(end

For this (such a )reason, they were at ease (peace) in their learning

11: 14a

3
\

~~

and were close with their teachers; they enjoyed tlleir friends and believed

firmly in the (right) way. This was the reason why they did not turn back

(their minds were not overturned)(they did not backslide) even though they

were separated from their teachers.

of learning, even though it is difficult

teacher is strict \vill

). And 0 nly after the

is exalted (respected), will the peo~le understand and want to learn. This

was the reason that in the rites of the (at the) ta-hsUeh (national academy),

(in the etiquette shown to teachers of the National Academy), even though they

had to report to the Son of Heaven, they were not required to "face nor th ll ,

and the reason for this was to show reppect to (exalt) teachers.

T:e Pan Ku Chih(~~1u-:Ha:-::~~:- ancient times (children)

entered ther9siao-hstteh (grammar schoo~) at the age of(ilsui where they studies

the six chia ( ;"f ), the five fang Ci3 ), wri ting (calligra[h y) and

calculation.(math), and the first (began) to know about the prope~order (Chbl~ir)
1lI~ between elder and younger in the family. At the age 00
they entered the ta-hsueh where they studied about the r~tes and music of

the former sages and learned about th~ (etiquette) governing the ruler

and his subjects at court. Those among them who were particularly outstanding

were transferred to the hsiang-hsueh (local school), and the studied at the" - ;.'" -
hsiang and hsu( ~ ~ ) The talented students in the hsiang and hsU

we:e transfe~ed to the kuo-hsue~ (national academy). \.Jith regard to the-students at the hsiao-hsUeh, the feudal lords would every year recommend

(SUi-ku~~ J.. )talented stu:ents from the hsiao-hs"Ueh to the Son of Hea'!en

to study in the T'ai-hsUeh( :Natl Academy), and the kim (emperor)

ordered them <..ming2 to be called "accomplished scholars" ,(tso-shih ~1: ).
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ccmportment and

212, 11:14a. In case of pairs of students who were of the same/ability, they separated

them by means of an archery contest, and only after that would they

award them rank (office: ChoaemyOng~).

v' .-. According to the ~he.~~ \ ;.archery) chapter (of the Li-chi).

it says: In ancient times the feudal lords recommended (kUngSaJ[~ scholars

to the Son of Heaven, and the Son of Heaven tested them (examined them)

they were
judged on
attitude
and movement

in~ (archery) in the Archery Palac9. Their attitudes (yongt'ae, jung-t'i

~~ ) were compared to the rites, and their 5anportme~t (chal ~F
the component parts of their movements?) were compared to music, and those-\vho hit the targets the most got to participate in the rites. Those... ..

11: 14b l
whose attitude was not comparable to the rites and whose movements were not

comparable to music and who hit the target the least could not participate

in the (sacrificial) rites. If they participated several times in the
would reward them

sacrificial rites and the ruler~ (praised them).

times, the ruler
several times

they were praised, they-
and if they were reprimanded several times, they

r

And if they did not participate in the rites several

would (~ : them; Han says reprimand, 258). If
q~iven more land

would be IlIXB11UttaJixiH 1lI0KUUJIl, -
(note: It also says: 'fuen the Son of Heaven waS about to conduct- -

a sacrificial rite, he would definitely first practice archel~ in a damp place-
(ts"" ) • The tse (~1i ):::,.as the f lace where he selected schohr",. -

After shooting in the tse, ~ater 0 e shou d shoot in the archery palace (place),

and the ones who hit the target would 8et to participate in the sacrifici&

rite. Those who did l~t hit the target would not get to participatein the

sacrificial rite. Those who did not get to parltcipate in the sacrificial

rite were reprimanded (jang) and had land taken away from them. Those who

did get to participatem the sacrificial rite were praised and had more land

given to them.¥ This was (the system by Whi~h) t~~ promoted people in rank

or took away their land (chinch'ae ch'ulchi 2f~,~~~ ).
It also says: The archery shooters in moving fOI"'vadd and \vithdrawing

in turning around had to be in confomity with li (etiquette). Only after
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their internal wills were correct (rectified) and their external bodies

( t 'i) were uprigh t woo1d they umXltJ.maxhmmm:lUIl:m:nlWlitKliRX& be judged co rrect

in t he way they held the bOVJ and arrmoJ, and anly after they lv-ere jUdged finn (correct'

(in the ,v-ay they held the bow and arros) could it be said t hat they hit the

mark (i.e., were correct in tenns of posture an comportment?). This waS

country (woul recommend) three men, the next largest country (kuo) would

recommend two, and %ke the small kuo (countries) would recommend 1. According

~- ..~~
to the commentary (so V1'U' the 1I,v-et place" (tse-kung 11," ~t) was located in

a borad and empty place near to a river and a marsh, an the archery site

(she-kung~~) was i the smool (hSUhh-kUng~t:r). Mr. Yeh1f:~
says: The reason why they selected recommended scholars (kung-shih, kongsa)

~.

they

only

way by which they could see whether a person was virtuous in his behavior.
~

Mr. cheng (~ ) says: They would recommend scholars (kung-shih, kongsa)

once in thre€ years. According to ancient saying (explanation), a large

sien hsien, hy~n~ hy~n).

to assist i the sacrificial rites was to shm respect (to them), and so that

no one would dare exercise his rank and salary in an exclusive (arbitrary)

way.)(end note) ~

~l , ~ According to the Shhng-shu ta-chUan (~.tJ::.~ :Book of His'i'l,<Y):

C~~?~
~JrA HEJlXIOO!!xgrxxl:1RmmmmpXXK In ancient times, tmee every tt::;ear"S t1)e fe~dal

~:~ • 10rt&:O;:;:~"ls~la~~~~a) t~ke Son of Heavan.

<h.~~Ifhecli:.~tobe suitable (shih, chbk@ a suitable talent),

~~y then he was ....-a said ~ like _ virtue (they called him a man of good

t~ virtue: hao-te~\~(note:The tenn, shih, means "to obtain the rightW man."Hend note). If he (was found to be) suitable tWi\j r;:;n-

it was said (they said)g to treat him like a worthy man

If he was found suitable (wrothY) three times, then Ka he was called a man of

\

merit (yu-kung, yugOng't-f'1P. The Son of Heaven gave men of merit />;.
chariots, clothes, bmV's and arrows and dubbed them with the title "ming" (I'
mandated). If there ,.,lere any feudal lcr ds who had noa schola rs to recommend,
they were called~x~ paJUBkHKi: "those

who don't follow the correct (way)" (pu shuai Cheng~~~ ).
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212, 11: 14b. If (a feudal lord) recommended somebody one

then he \l1as said to be Ifin error lf ( uo \~

time who was not sUitable,

...
three unsuitable (recommendations), then he was said to IIDeceive lf (mu~).

Those who were (guilty) of being "deceivers" were demoted ~~ ) by the

son of heaven. If they were demoted once, they were deprived of rank;

if tWice, then land, and if three times, then they lost both rankcnd land.

Tung Chung-shu • Tung ~ Chung-shu said: Ancient kings in ruling the \~rld, there

12~ . (..ere none of them who did not take education ,(kYohW~(J as the greatest task.

A ~o~ ~hey established ta-hstteb (schomls foradults?) in order to provide~ching
rtlJJfe ' -
o~ for the country. They established the hsiang and hsli schools in order-- ...---

to tran form (educatli:Hthe peOJ:llle) in the districts and gradually (convert)

the people in humaneness,lIlI4 train~~ ) the pepple in the ways of

, righteousness, and regulate (Ch~l~f ) the people by meaos of li (rites

~L- and etiquette). Therfore, their punishments and penalties \01 ere extremely light

.~ [ \ and with regard to those people who did not violate prohibitions, they

~ \ educated them and made their customs beautfful. The sage kings succeeded

to an age of confusion, and they swept away and eliminatefue traces of it

and compeetely did away with it (confusion). They cultivated and restored

education (kyohwa), and respected and raise it up. Once education was made

bright and clear an customs and mores were perfected, sons and

grandsons followed aaa along (obediently) and plt it into practice, and

(their teachings) lasted for five or six hundred years without being destroyed •

. The above section deals \'lith the methods by Hhich the s an-tai (three

)) said to 'hen::: tsungc#~
dy asties of ~ntiquity) educated people and selected scholars (kyoin sansa chi pbp

~~-j:t-~ ).
(Opinions of Later Worthies) (Han, 260) I'll t

--. Mr. Chleng ~ l' Hming-tao £111' ~{t
of the ~ung Dynasty: The basis for governing the world (empire) is to

11: lSb rectify customs (p'ungsok) and to obtain worthy and talented men. T~ Sung

dynasty has

(chiao-hua,

rise (been in existence)

kYOhwa~{(..l is still

for

lot

over a hu~red years, but education
pure c~, ), and the feelin~ ,~~~en

-, (injong",~)
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are still not beautiful. Tne scholars are lacking in humility, and (the
'-

common people) in the villages and alleyways i1 their behavior do not show

any sense of shame. Even though punishments are profuse, they do not pu~

an eri'd""""to corruption ~kang :deceit, tricker0. Even though we ha:e-too many official positions, we still a do not have enough (men of) talent.)~

-~
Th~ is generally because the schools are not well taken care of (Sh~~)~~

and i~
and the teachers and Confucian scholars are not respected, there is nothing ~.
~ and teachings (education) -~

'''ith ,,,hich to cause customs ~1gBKJDlaIilR~KJDtl!lItIJlKJIxmtm¥mKmx_to b e encouraged.~

~
It has been a long time since there were sages (around. living), and the way ~.

of teachers does not stand (prevail), and the learning (hslleh) of the Confucians
- , .- ----- that if

(ju-che 'l~~ ) has almost disappe.!red. Xi[ It is only/the court ~_jt
.~~ (teachers, scholars), then

respects and honorsxthe regulations for educatio~XKx1ulIwill be
~

213, 1l:15b

restored in no time. I say that we ought first to issue orders for rites (7)

(li-ming~k:t) (so that) :,standing Confucian (scholars) (and, who)

(
serve the king close-by (are close retai ers to the thrOne)(~rr1~~1~ )

-yl.,
will each, according to category, make recommendations (chu i:" ), and

, all the a_nigrative officials.,qmox (~*~ ). p

governors t~ and ;istrict magistrates (pang1ak ChUhy~-n-ch-1.-·ri5~M~~*)
w~te all their minds to~recommendingand searching wt (_ Ch'Uban~)

people who have a clear understanding of the ways of former kings. who are

fully in possession of (prepared in, virtuous task~ and who are qualified

to he teachers and models for others (sap'yo~~), and next after them

people who are strong (warm, full) in will, love learning. are talented

and good, and whose actions(behavior) is cultivated. And the court ought
and treat as invited Quests

to provide ERKrXRWKS full courteous rreatment to/all of these because they

are scholars of x exceedingly high reputation. In addition to this. (the

emperor) should order the local districts to provide full (courteous treatment

f\I ft...A; for them) and send them to the capital and house them in spacious and idle

~~~" (relaXing) quarters and prOVide them with and abundance of sa%;.:s and

~ 1800d treatment and take care of the needs of their families (~~~~
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213, ll:l5b-16a And outstanding chief officials (ta-chlen, taesin) will be put in charge of

) .
night meet with one

(cheng-hsueh i:E-~
scholars will day andaffairs, so that the Confucia

another in studying and elucidating correct learning
(This way?)

The (their) way will definitely be based on human ethical relationships

(illyunA{~ ). and (they?) will have a clear unders tanding of the

principles of things (mUlli~~. Their teaching will (begin) with

the hsiao-hsueh (grammar schools) JQ&X2 where there will be "sprinkling, sweeping,

and answering questions" (~~~~ : the earlier steps in educat i",

Matthews, 773), and will proceed to the cultivation (hsiu, su1~ )of

filial piety, brotherly respect, loyalty, trust, proper behavior (ChUSOn~~~,

rites and music. The way by which (peo;le, scholars) are given inducement.,
(~~. encouragement (~lItJ )for the gradual polishing (~Ii:
of themselves and their knowledge?) and the accomplishment and achievement

(~~ : of Ie a ming?) will i~ all (respects) have """ a (regular) order

and procedure to i~h01Sb~f13:' \ The essentials (of this) a re to be

found in selecting what~~d (~~ ), cultivating oneself and

extending it to the achivement of transformation (education: chih yu hua-chleng

1~1t~ ). And in the world, from the (common) people of the

Va~lageS, t~y Wi~l~~ to re~~(~tB.in to) the way of the sages.

Those whose learning (hSUeh-hSingt~,:1 ) all conforms to this will (be

said) to have accompU.:ihed virtue (chleng-te). And next after them, those

those who are accomplished in talent a nd knowleedge and understanding and

can proceed to what is good will be selected and be made to receive instruction

daily, and somewhat later on, the worthy and outstanding men among them will

be recommended for appoinbBBnt to high official posts. And those wh~e-
scholarly work is most bright and whose virtue x may be respected will

be selected and made teachers of the Tlai-hs~eh (national academy). And

the next (best after them) will be divided up to give instruction at

schools throughout the empire. And beginning with the fan-fU(~~ )

and extending to the various commanderies (lieh-cliun~1~) those

scholars who want to learn and those people HeX who have o;tLtanding talent will
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be selected for admittance to school, and & 1 of them will be given superior

treatment in terms of pro," sions and support (p'UU\gnp~M. )and will

be exempted from personal labor service (sinyok, hsin-i). Those people

who bMve parents or bones and flesh (flesh and blood?) to take care of

(support) will also be allowed a way to be free and easy in their comings

).

learned in the classics, whose actions(behavior) is cultivated,

are talent d and able, and who are qualified to be appointed to office,

and goings (activities)(t'ong yuyu wangnae

and they will be promoted to the chou-level schools. In observing their

instruction (teaching) in the hsien schools. AS in the system at the chou and

chUn (levels), at a different (lster) date, then in the hSiang (~~~ ; localities)

consi sting of 10 households, and eKteruling to t he tang ( ~ ) and su ( )~ )
~ thesys~

communities, all of them ought to have repaired (put in orderl Ekaix local

sch~lS (hSiang-h:ii~~ *). And on behalf of this, teachers will

be established to examine the students in rank (order). The hsien magistrates

(hSien-ling~~) ~ll ev:ry year (meet) with the teachers of}.othe~~~~ol:
and hold the local wine-drinking rite (hsiang yin-chu chih li '!ij ~2..,,~G
where they will gatijer together the local elders (hsiang-lao ~ ~

, ..... recommen (chI u ~ )
and the students (in schools) will en masee (as a group) select those sao ars

(National Academy) to the local district schools t of the chou and chiln

heir actions will be oserved and those who follow instruction the least

1--:l~h~L,.
(ta pu shuai chiao che ~-"1/'~ct r-tv will be expelled (fJ:>m

school) and enrolled for (military) service. radually, from the T'ai-hsUeh

(pref. and commanderies), those peopee whose studies are accomplished

(good) and who are fit to be teachers will be selected and used to give

11 :16b

actual ability, (if it is found that) their scholarship (learning) is rough

(-W-L.-) and their actions (behavior) is deficient (k 'uei~ ), they

will be dismissed from school and sent home, and t~e officials and the

teachers will be punished. Those who are promoted to the chou (schools)
Dr--. - .JL

and are suitable (tang t~ ) will have their families exempted from labor

service (~lt~011 ).
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213, 11:16b The chUn-shou<~~ :commandery magistrate) will also every year

meet w~th the teachers of the school and carry out the local (hsiang) wine-

drinking ritual and m1vene a grand meeting of the scholars (at which time) ~-the 3 criteria (san-wu=:,- )
they will treat (outstanding scholars) as guests because of/their knowledge

of the classics, their (virtuous) natures and behavior (actions), and their

able talents, and promote them to the T'ai-hsUeh (national academy). They

~ will also be assembled at the t'ai-hsUeh and given instruction. Those whose

learning is not clear and whose actions are not cultivate, and who are

low in talent will be dismissed and sent home, and the chUn-shou (kunsu)

214, 11:17a magistrates and teachers will be considered to be gUilty of a crime (for

bad recommendation). Those who are promoted to the National Academy (t'ai-hsUeh)

will also from time to time be permitted to return to their local viUages

and then come back to school. Every year the National Academy will recommend

the worthy a d able (students) to the court, and (these men) will be called

'f. ~I \ , ;;elected scholars" ,< sonsa~-±: ). The court will ask them ques tions

Ub~ ~~ about the classics in orde~ examine what they have to say, and test them

on (the aspects of, requirements of) official positions (jobd) in order to

see what talents they have, and only after this (examination is made) will

(the court) then divide them into grades (ranks) and order them (assigned)

til rank (of office).

Generally speaking, those (students~) located in the chttn and hsie~

(local) schools and x in the t1ai-hsUeh (national academy) all must finish

three years I (residence in school) before they may become (candidates for)-
recommendation. Those who have been promoted from the chou and chUn

schools to the t'ai-hsUeh, m&J may be recommended after one year1s (residence

at school). Those people whose scholarship and behavior is outstanding
(people)

and whome the masses~ have faith in, even if they are not

attending a school, or if they are attending school but haven't been in

school for a long time, may also be included in the quota *of those to

be recOOXllende~(foroffice). In general, the method of llselecting scholars"

(sonsa chi pbg) (requires) that all of them be straight and pure in their naures
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214, 11:17a and actions, that at home they be filial and respectful of their

brothers, that they have a sense of honesty, shame, and (respect

elder )~

for).ll ~

(principles of social usage), and are obedient, that they have a comprehensive

knowledge of scholarly matters, and that they are fully accomplished in the

way of governance. Those who are to be found in the district (chou and chUn)

schools will first be recommended by elders (chiang-lao) in their local villages

and next by the people aX (students, teachers?) at school. Those whoare

(attending) the tlai-hsaeh (national academy) will first be recommended
~ the paksa(po-shih)(profs)

'i by (those) in their same ~ tang( k)' and next by~(t~-±: ).
The teachess of the schools and the elders of the chou and chUn must xe not-

11: l7b

rely exclusively on personal (considerations, in making recommendations).
(make recommendations truthfully)

If there are any who do not am act in accordance with the truth and harbor

intentions of deceiving their superiors, then in the case of teachers, all of

them will be removed from their ~ official registers, and for the rest of

~ their lives, they may not be ranked (with officials, as officials). Those
F

who have committed a mistake (in a recommendation) will also be deprived of-two official ranks, and they will not be either pardoned or allowed to leave
r

(retire from) their posts. Chou or ERKNXtix hsien (local district) elders

(officials, chang) who have been on duty for less than half a year will

(all) not make recommendations of scholars. Teachers will all give rewards

After everyone has unifonnly been educated and raised in accordance with-
virtue (toUOk, tao-te~ and humaneness and righteousness (i-jen), then

years I time, students (peopl~ who learn) will follow t he fashion
~ 1, ~~;;f~

and greatly change (lDiybn r~~~). It is just that in obtaining

scholars (the way) will be broadened, and customs will by the day become pure

(n.~ solely in accordance with~ei actions (behavior) and their talent for learning

~.- they will be promoted and advanc~hey. the students?) will abandon all

r;:.... ~ -i1l..iJJ such unprincipled evils as~~swae,~~~:? s~:~~r~g to 6 ?

~~-~ do with Chinese tonal pronunciAll.aion) and (~~ to paste

~ vf'a pieee of paper over one's name when taking the civil service exams), and

in several
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and correct, and will become the basis for kingly trsnsformation (wang-hua-

kingly education). I say that there is no greater way for an emperor or

king than this. (END Chleng Ming-tao)

(~~~~~)
--. Ch1eng-tsu("tI!.iltl!) was once magistrate of Tse-chou Chift-ChlengtingJ(~,~~~ 1 ). When the people went on business to the

district town, he would always lecture them (kao chih~U on filial

piety, brotherly respect, loyalty, and trust, that when they entered their homes

they were to serve their fathers and elder brothers, and when they left home, they
elders (chang)

were to serve their chiefs (officials) and su~riors. He made a survey of

the Villages Hk that were near and far and organized x them into mutual

aaxiX&KKB assistance teams (wu-pao~~iJ-) and made them[Share their labor

with one another and give aid (relief) to one another in times of trou e.

He did not permit cunning or deceitful (lying) behavior. Those people who were

isolated, without strength, and sick were made the responsibility of their

relatives (ch1inch1bk) and their neighborhood communi tees (hsiang-tang), and

he (thus) saw to it that there were none who had lost their livelihood. Any

travellers passing by dre Village who happened to get sick were all taken care

of. All the hsiang (localities, Villages) had schools (Chiao~;z: )m, and

when he had spare time he would personally go and summon the fathers and

elders (fu-lao) and speak to them. And he would personally make the correct

punctuation in the textbooks that the children read. If a teacher was not

good, then he would change him t and appoint (another person). He selected the

most able of the sons a nd younger brothers (f his distric~) and gather them

together and ~XB teach them (give them instruction). If the people tof the., k assoc.
hsiang (localities) got together to form a she-hui~~~ :village organization,

assembly), he would set up regulations for them, distinguish clearly betwen
(the good 0 nes )

what (who) was good and bad, and encourage them or induce a sense of xx shame

in them (the bad ones).

--. Ch'eng-tsu (note: Ch'eng l-ch'Uan~~\.) t~ok a loOk at the

Regulations for the Three Schools (samhak choje ~~~~~ and spoke a~~t
di to the old system, in conducting off1c1al

them in detail, saying: Accor ng
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and private examinations, they Wluld examine the shang-she(~
and fill spaces in the nei-she( ~t :inner dorms? with those who

the examination?). And in general there ''''as nothing lacking (wrong)

11: 18b

(this system). They would cover over the names (of those taking the exams)
aa

and investigate them and compare them and align/them in accordance with

who was the highest and the lowest. But the bother and expense involved

in this was too great to talk a bout, and there was no advantage (in this) with

regard to those who studied. (there was no advantage in this for the students)

Schools are places where models of righteousness and li (rites, etiquette)

are shown (hakkyo, ye-ui sangs6D chi Chi\~/f~~'l.-i.~but to

make (students) compete every.t month with each other (for position) is not

the way to teach and bring up (people. students). At the present time we
~

are~ taking as our task(kwa~~ ) the establishment of laws for
~ anybody whose learning is not perfect

changing the examinations. If th~ee is anything that is not perfect (good),

then the school officials should swmnon him and ~Xx& teach him, and there

should not be any more of this examination and fixing (of position of the

students) either high or low (in terms ofp performance). (NO GRAD;NG) Under

the old system they investigated and examined a person's actions and skills

[

(haengye ~'!i-l. Those who did not violate rgulati""s were regarded as
~ c.,-

(well) behaved (hsing \J ), and those who pas seel the examina tions in the

eighest r~), -;S" regar ded as "skilled' (ye~ l. The _mining Offi~~S, -1-1
(chu-kuan "Z-'1:-,:~ were exempted from looking at t he examinations (S15ngs~~~

~and they were exempted from (hae? \~~ )(being dismissed f~ ~lfeasance?),

and there were three degrees of rewardsm and selectionS(:::~~~ ),

At the present time we~ use the old syst~ We only ~xamine and select those

\

students in the Naesa( ~1\ ~) who are UlbHIDxalbnxmXJbRllxm~xaxBpraised by

the mass (of the people, students, teac~rs) for being talented in learning

and excellent JC- behavior and skill and promote them to the stattus of

shang-she( tt~ ;upper dom students), and if there are upper dormitory

students whose studies and behavior U suits them for a temporary appointment,

then the chief and assistant officials write out their talents and actions

_......l. ...._w..v <>nd submit it to ~ court.
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214, 11: l8b (note: Some might say: Since the old system of examination and investigation

(koch'al-pop) m (of people to be recommended) has not been in use, then no one

knows how the chief officials and their assistants j (should make the

examinations and selections), nor in making recommendations of people with

good behavior and able talent, what the regulations and facts should be (that

they should record), nor m if in recommending someone who is not suitable, what

should be done XBRKXxtBaXx to prevent it and investigate it.

(To this I would) reply: The old laws (system) exclusively depended

(to establish) differences of rank an degree (among students of various

quality). At the present time we only leave it up to the chief and assistant

on written ledgers (records) for judging (calculating) and making comparison.jl< rrfi

~
~ officials to make selections and recommendations based on public (open)V __

discussion (of the merits of students and sbholars), and in general, the selectons

are all tied in with the judgment of the chief and assistant officials.

Whether the chief and assistant officials are fair and intilligent or not

~ ,:s z% related to the court's (ability) in appointing (able people to those

~••~ positions). If itxmBmBp(they are officials appiotnted by) the court, then

~~w~ld the court not place trust in its appointed officials, but (insteada)

place exclusive reliance (for the recommendation of able scholars) on the

investigation of written recor~s and ledgess1 8tmEmXRBmXmamxmXmRm~

With regard to the best method of selecting worthy men of talent since
I

ancient times, I have never heard (of a system) like this. At the present time
'=: -----
we should just select those people who are suitable for appointment to
----------------------

office at the time in accordance with their learning, behavior, talent,

and abilities and present their names to the court. As for written documents

(recording) their actions and abilities, each will be in accordance with

what the man has in his p~ssession. If a there is a man who has already been

recommended on the basis of his scholarship and beahavior, ~ talentand

ability and that selection turned out to be a bad one, then naturally
. . 1 action in accordance with law.there will be indictment for Cr1m1na
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This (section) is the reply made by the master (Chleng) to what

an official of the time regarded as difficult. I have abriSged the text

215, 11: 19a

and appended it here, and I have done the same la~:r on.(in~~t ~ollows)(end note)
of chieh (bright men'?) fP~·vwr.~ l~ ~

In addition, the quota ( ~U!) for the kuo-hsUeh (Natix>nal Academy)~

u*"",, prior to ~e chia-yu(j;.fIa- :period, 1056-1064) was 100 men. From I~

the yUan-feng(7'l,~ :period,l078-86) on they established the li-hsiu law ~~ _

4.t ~~ ~t ---=-~(li-hsiu chih fa ~}~J~) (the law of inducement by offer of salaries)

and c hanged the quota to 500 men. Yea' after year (the quota) increased, so

that~r~~ ) people from the provinces (outer places)

wHb _ .......... fer 'atoll,8f;eftCe (chieh-ming~~) to fill a quota of

500 men, there had to be over 10,000 people would come running and gather

together (~~~), and it would cause over 10,000 men to abandon the

ax care of their parents and forget the love of their flesh and blood. They

would go back and forth along the roads and stay as travellers in other

areas (than where their homes were located); the minds of men daily

become more mean f.A./C' B1t<>, and the JtIlXXB customs of the scholars daily
..\+-

become thinner (~l~~~). I do not know how much money is spent on this

nor how many people have gone bankrupt from it. I do not know how many people

have left their parents to engage in a life of debauchery (dissipation: pangtlang

_$ ~~,t). Given the fact that over illli 10,000 people gather in the capital,

. 'MAN~ the evil and harm is too great to talk about. What I would like to do at the

~~\01. present time

divide

If the quota of chieh (intellgient scholars?) is small (tse, chai~ ),

then naturally scholars and people will each remain content (senure) in their

home villages (areas), cultivate attitudes of filial piety and love and

put an end to their desire to move around and wander around aimlessly. Customs

andnores also ought to ~radually become better. How much more so when the people

\~\~_n_t_h_e_i_r_h_o_m_e_v_i_l_~_g_e_S_W_i_l_l_i_t_b_e_ea_s_y_t_o_u_n_d_e_r_s_t_a_n_d_W_ha_tilirir~hartor
is, and evil behavior such as daring (to do wrong) and committing excesses

will because of this be somewhat reformed. 1n-addition (I would like for)
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) to

be built in order

l ~
for Halls f_o_r_t_h_e_R_e_s_p_e_c_t!t'~Worthy (chonhyondang

to entertain schol rs of

the chier and assistant officials (magist

the world (empire), and

tes t - ,)will III show them
. taebin-je chiai

Alespe~ ~~ertain ~em with 11 (there). Also es~blish a zaakiiiX(tai-pin-ii

1~Jl ~.l ) and a li-shih-cha6.i?( j£~q;~ )and a school =;~::~
\J;h will ( (tfl\

(hsUeh-lu l~ ~) mxk,one man,O take exclusive charge of xx entertainiM

ll:19b (the post) vacant. (note: These so-called scholars of virtue do not necessarily
places

have to be drawn in from at~mamxmBmamE:iBKXdistant/and ancient times.

215, 11: 19a

If you talk about what has happened in recent times, then people like

Un Ydan(~~ who had the official post of T'ai-ts'ang( 1f:..'~ ),
Chang Tai(~~ ) who had the pos t of ( 'i 1~ ). and _ Shao Ynng

(~ ffi.) who liad the post of (rec""",ender~~ ). concerning

their places of residences, students (people who wanted to learn) did not

consider it far to go 1,000 li~~ to go and see their faces and

hear their words so that they could make them models (for behaViOr~~ ).

If there should happen to be XKKk people like this who arrive~ the capital,

then the chief and asst officials will go to their homes and ask for an

interview with them and tell them that students want to have them for models
~~.;t welcome them and

to respect and copy (ching-shih ~,~~, and/invite them to come and

reside in the Hall (for worthies). Or if perhaps from time to time they came

and went (they came to visit and people wen t to see them), or if perhaps they

stayed where they were, it would be not only the students who would be able

to uSe them as models tox respect and copy, but also by seeing him, the

chief and assistant (school?) officials i their teaching would not dare

to be satisfied with themselves.

ancient times, then you conduct a

select the good and submit to the

Once you have searched above for men of

broad ~e';/~t for pres n,< ~,c~iJrsc!
righteous.~s then is t ~b;SiS ~)

~

for education and the essence for transfOrming people. Some might say; If

you hae \wrthy men who may be given respect, then t he court naturally will

reward them
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215, 11; 19b in

what is there to prevent the schools from welcoming them and asking them

(to come visit)? \~y is it necessary that such scholars should only be

they have been abandoned (neglected) by the court?
none the court

mo2OdH! abandoned (neglected) (by ~amxf!nm!!!llDtmxiIJUlIJQlDJflllbkllBl),is not
periods

Even in flourishing~ in ancient

affired courteous treatment and~equests (to visit) the schools only after
there ought to be

To say that~~

at all what the court has in mind.
when

times, men of talent and worth weve ap~Ointed to office and exalted, still

conducted a broad search (for mem more worthy men), and no one dared to say

that there were none who were not abandoned (neglected; i.e. that there were

no more worthy men left to be foond). To join with the people in doing good

is wh& the princely man of virtue (chUn-tzu) takes pleasure in. Even the

sage (p fu-tzu. Confucius) went to visit when he was invited by a state in

confusion. Thus when (a scholar) gets a courteous request from the ta-hsiieh

(school) (to come and visit), to say that a scholar of virtue in his gmm going

out into the world, in his retirmenet, and in his going and coming, ought not

KS to respond like this, is the talk of somebody who does not k have knowledge

of what the proper behavior of a chUn-tzu (man of princely virtue) should be.)

(end note)

I Also set up a kOmch'al(~~, ) system for investigating the grades

~
\ of behavior of scholars. (note: If you want to imporve custom~ and teaching,

~
then it is necessary to ltegin with the scholars. In recent t1mes,

)
h be thin and bad. The scholars do ~ not

~ the customs of the scholars as en
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215, 1l:l9b cultivate their actions, so that perhaps they are no different from the
,..--------- ---

small (amoral) men of the marketplace and local wells, and the court
( - ---- ,----

has never had laws with which to teach and encourage them, observe (their,,-

behavior) and restrain them. It just so happens that in recent years regulatXDs

have been established for the investigation of (komch'al) (the behavior and

/' I actions) of the ChU-jen(~)l. :recommended men, degree holders?) Now,

at the present time, we should establish laws to increase and add to this system-
v-
~

11:20a

to make it more detailed and prOVided for (complete). In general, I want that

the scholars should be afriad (to commi. t wrong ac~ions: ~i¥ ),:'d tha t

ae the whole world should know that the court wants to improve cust~s and

teachings, and then customs and practices will gradually change (for the better)(end

note)

allowed into the study halls,

Also, establish laws for kWangWang(kuan-kuan~~~ :sightseeing?).
With regard to 1~Jt:/L.

(note:/Thpse scholars around the country who want to go sightseeing,

the recitation
F'

the official in charge of cermmonies should lead them into the IKmBmBmHg

txlDXliIlXIllXIli1XlllXlIlOODxm:KUllilajD1u~llxfllamBmXlbJq!lmVlingj)Xmxx~ tangsa(~t :sbhool

lecture hall and donnitories?) for leisureli (of what's there) and

~e them view the ri tas and :1.:i;s.:;t;e;n:-:=t.:0;-itFh::e..!::p.:l::a~YJ.=·.:.:n2g~0=f~mu:::.;;;S.i_c __

(of song;: poetry). ~gh ~MkoeC'j"""lIIl!"'V'
if~ such scholars want to see the lectures and discussions, then

allow them into the hall (tangsang) for meeting (the students and profs).

The t'ai-hsllueh (national academy) is a place for showing models of good

V (behavior) so t hat in the future the whole empire may be transformed (in virtue),

but in the ,gast because_~ests were not ~llowed to pass through as guests

(in the t'ai-hsueh), the scholars of the empire were only able to hear-
that the court had schools; they were not able to seee (for themselves)

the regulations and system (by which the schools operated) or to view the

institutions (for themselves). This is the reason why laws for sightseers-
(allowing scholars to visit the schools) should be instituted¥ at the present

time. As at the time for entertaining guests, the schools naturally have-
clear written regulations (for this). Those people who want to hear the le ctures
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are in eed Ilguests il
• According to school regulations, thegate guards of the

schools wilt report (guests) to the chih-hsiieh( i ~ ), after which

these guests will be granted an interview. Naturally we have standard procedures

for this. And when they take their seats, naturally they Will be ranked

in accordance with age and (official) rank.)(end note)•

Some might say: The old laws have complete and detailed regulations

for promoting (students) and filling in (vacancies) in the three she (dorms)

(s,..sa ;:{ :Ilan, 269, Le. the oesa, naesa and sangsa9rk,~t.):t
a d (these regulations) should not be abandoned'abolished). It is only that

the present time, in the way by which the chief and assistant (officials

of the schools) recommend scholars on the basis of those whame most (of the

studenss)praise as being outstanding in action (behavior) and skill, there

seems to be no basis (for judging) their action (behavior) and skill, and

there is thus fear that the feelings of the people (will be such) that they

will not submit (accept the choices made), but will compete (struggle) against

(the decisions) and institute lawsuits (over choices of students for selection

or promotion) .

(To this I would) respond: the most beautiful actions of humans,

and what Heaven respects and rmks (high) is no more than humaneness,

righteousness, loyalty, taking delight in doing good, and not being lazy.

I dO not know (am not aware) that in former days

K&mBx examining the qualifications of peo~le by haVing them write things

down (in a test--Han 270). x (pu chih ch'ien-ir yu shu-ts'e erh meng

k'ao-ch'a che hu 1~lJ-~8~t~~~~~ ).
Generally speaking it is the task of the ~(~~ Hduty official ?'i)) to

inspect someone's writing and h~ld !eoPle responsible for the traces (of their

actions) (aruwn ch'aekch~k~~~ ); it is Sloe not the way by

which (for which) the local schools (hsiang-hsU) educate (cultivate) talent

and discuss (recommend) oustanding (scholars). Moreover if ~ in setting

h 1 11.' Ch1'h ~l' "l ) you use regula tion:> (\ '\ :.lIJ',things up (establis ing peop e? ~ ~)\~;,;-
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and if you examine people on the basis of their writing, then people will ) \I~

search through the taaces (of % writings, literature) in order to find ;~
what is different or distinctive (about it), and this will give rise 1

to a desire to compete with others (chaengs1m 90 i k1 ya ~ 11::.\fJrv).nil.
If (on the other hand) you entrust them to worthy men of talent and treat

their (the teachers?) responsibilities and posts with importance, then people

will have no way (? musa-i!t~ by which to violatE their position or
'\.II'

do whatx is wrong, and because f this lawsuits (over unjust selection of

people for office)wlll come to an end. At the present time it is regarded

-

~)

--

If they were to make changes by examining

This then was the method of examination and investigation

p~p ~t~~ of fo...er days. (I.E. not the ex_nation

-his asst?) cannot make any changes.

and put him in charge of government· the prime minister selected the chief

as bad (wrong) to entrust everything (regarding the selection of talented

scholars) t~he chief and assistant (school?)officials (Chang-i~~),
but this is a s~ous misunderstanding of the essentials of governance. In

ancient times kB the Son of Heaven selected the prime minister (chaesang

authori ty) •

cannot make any changes in the (scholars) who a re selected from the study

system of present times). (The system of education, or selection?) starts

with the study halls (che-je~i\ )and proceeds through the correct

recording of the po-shih (paksa~ {; ) all the way to the chief and

assistant officials (of the school)(chang'i ). The school officials

halls, and in the examination and investigation of the school officials
..._-------------_--::-._-----------......,.)~

~ -the chief and assistant officials (headmaster and his asst? magistrate &

r-
necessarily promulgate them to lower officials, and the chief officials

achieve merit. In later generations the court in issuing laws, mi would

charge of affairs, and it waS because of this that~ they could (al. 1)..

officials of the various bureaus (ministries) and entrusted them with control

(chih ·i~ :l!J8ltters of administration, governance). The chief official. s

of the various ministetes each selected their subordinates and put them in

(koch'al chi

~ould maintain the laws and were not able to do anything (on their own

,



-
were accomplished at the bottom (lowest lU~l), and (those at ) the bottom

.,- > restrain (che.f<'Jl) -
were able by this means to control those on top. And this (was a system)

education & recruitment (san-tai) -59- Pan'gye surok, kyoson kosol, sang

Sung >~

their written work and invo.tigating their pa~or (anmun ch'aekch6k~~~),
they W)uld be guilty of a crime. This (was a system) by which matters

215, 11: 20b

recommendation
as means of
low level

control of
bureaucra ts

which later generations did not manage (chih ~~~ ).
,..~.. -

~~t I would like

at the present time is for the court to hands of)

I
the chief and assistant (school officials, chang-i), who would then

in turn entrust things to their subordinate officials, extending all the

) and each (level)

Critics
..

-
way by which former kings governed (managed the system).

--.
way to the bottom ~ (of the schooL official hierarch~~nAstudents?). If

- 1"
(the responsibility for) the selection (of s tudentsA. or k the dormitories

(for school (Ch'WiSa~~) resides in the chief and asst (school) officials,

then there will be a proper chain! of command between those on top; and

those below (sangha chi ch'e sun.1:1.t~t)"~~
able to accomplish its merit (what it is supposed to do). ThiS

I propose) ,·.ill say that it may be good XIX if the chief and asst.
(the right) (if you don't have the right people)

(school) officialK s~lect/people, but if l:~ey perhaps do not ~t (the right)
~~ ~tl4i-r~·t4ul4WlNrq,,~

,{:

ll be

11: 21a was the__-=--..;...-.-----:::..-..:::-----.:..-.c::..----.::..-..-:...-
(cf what

216,

made sure that people followed and maintained them.

) . But thiS is a base opinion that.. •
(happens to be) popular in the world. How is it sufficient to be used-in talking about the proper way of managing things (governance)? ~~en

( fonner

) along)

kings established laws, they waited for (the right) people (to come

to implement them. I have never heard that they established laws

on the premise that they would not be able to obtain the right people

( E to carry them out). If the chief and assistanS (school officials)

-are not the right (kind of) people, and are ignorant of the (right) way

of education, but only adhere to empty written (regulations) and

(~tailed laws, w~ld they then really be capable of accomplishing (producing)

men of talent? Since ancient times there has never been a case like

"'ere able accomplish the administration (of a good selection system).
thiS \vhere they w
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216, 11: 21a.
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~ respected ~ ~
(note: Mr. Yeh( .f.~ says: " respecting \~orthy men" (chonhycm ~ ,!.. )

means p~ople who can serve as models of virtue (toi~k ka knngsik Cha~\~~~~

"To treat a person as a guatt" (taebin~~$.)means somebody whose. actions ~
are good, Who is able, and who can be shown the kind of respect due a guest.

"officicis and teadhers who have a thorough knowledge of the way to handle

things" means the method for teachers who are able to be officials. In all

three of these things, the talents and virtues (of people) surpass th~e of

others (other men), and they should be greeted and shown courtesy soas to

make the local people kn~~ whoand what they should honor and respect.)(end note)

--. Chleng-tsu also said: In ancient times people at theCEe OfG),Ui

entered the hSiao-hslleh (grammar schools), and at the age hey entered

the ta-hsUeh (adult schools). They selected men of talent who could teach them..
and gathered them together. The worthless ones were sent back (to work in)

the fields, and in general sCho:rs and fanners (sa-nong±t )could not
_---------------------- ftlZ- ----

change their occupations. Onee somebody entered school, then he did not

engage in agriculture, and only after that (only after admission to school>

was a distinction made between scholars and peasants (farmers). If somebody-
1l:21b

(
wer~ in school, then (the state) prOVided (for his upkeep), and if he were

the son of a shih ta-fu (scholar or official), then he had no fear that he

would be Without support (upkeep). Even in the case of a son of a commoner

(shu-jen chih tsu -if "~1- ), o:=ce he enterEid school, then he also -
..,/' - ~\,,\ " -. from the time that they entered

had to be supported. The scholars of ancient times,KEHkRxBstBx school

at the age of iixaHa 15 until the time that they assumed an official-
post at the age of 40, during that whole intervale of 25 years, they ~ld-- -XXKKJ be in school and would not pursue any private interest, so that one

could know where their wills (intentions) were located. And if they had

to leave (school), they would pursue what was good (they would behave well,

and they would thus from this (bJcause of this) achieve v~rtue. However,

people of later ages (periods) since the time that they' were children-developed an anxious desire for the purSUit of profit, and there was no

way for them to turn toward the good (good and moral behavior), so that in
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216, 1l:2lb ancient times one had to spend 40 years (in school before receiving an
at ease, secure

official appointment, and only after that was onels will established (fixed).
(the degrees of)

It was only that in regulating/food and clothing was there no harm (done),

for it was most injurious to people to induce them (to service) by means..
of hopes for profit and emolument, for if people are prOVided with support-

they may establish their wills (right thinking) in school.

In ancient times, the families

tang communicites "" had hsiang ( ~ ) schools.

sat at the village gatea and mai nta! n surveillance

had shu schOOlS, and the

The san-lao(three elders official)

over the elder and younger

•

11 :22a

people's goi gs out and comings in and the order of precedence for bowing

and respect. People in~ the songs that they sang and in the

poems that they recited in all cases used words of li and 1:. (propriety

and rightesOBsness). But at the present time t ere is nothing to be learned

and the customs arl mores of the people get worse by t he day. Fathers and

sons, elder and younger brothers only talk to one another about making profit,

and that is all. If customs ~ere like they were in ancient times, even

if people didn't want to do good, would they be able to do so? And if customs

remain as they are today, even if p~le wanted to do good, would they xb be

able to do so?

He also~ said: Education is the basis of the way for nurturing the

people (saengmin chi to ~therefore. in ancient times, fr~ the

ta:'ilY. the tang( ~ ). and sue~ ) communitias all the way up to the
..;::;...-'

kuo (kuk), all of them had pla ces for educating (teaching) them (the people).

ix~ When the people were 8 years of age, they entered the hSiao-hsUeh

so that throughout the whole empire there were no people who were not educated,

and once all the people of the empire followed their teachings (underwent

education: chonggyo~~ then ~en lithe small people" (hsiao- jen( ("~ )

will cultivate themselves (hsiu-shen, susin), and the princely men of virtue...- -
(chUn-tzu) will have a clear understanding of the way (ming-tao). And therefore,

the worthy and able people will congregate and gather (in clusters) at

the court, and the good and good (liang, son) people will create (good) customs
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216, 11: 22a. out inlt the "" rid (in the below areas, beneath1. 6· and

will be greatly put into practice, and customs and practices will be
clear

refXHKltxand beautiful. And even though punishments and penalties are V
C'

provided for, nobody will violate them. ThiS was the reason why the golden
- ~ ~ t.. achieved ~

age of government (stmgch1i-~~) \-1a6 EXiQ{'J!JpI in th~eriod

through education. People in later generations did not knmi what the root
pushed peo Ie around

of good government was. They did not make thei r minds good but ~HDHHIll ( ~ -)
~'1

XdllCXEiDjJaJ:.lbxmtm8J'UD"XJlIB!IB~Kbythe use of force. Laws were strict at the

and studied in the family shu school

WAs for what they studied, what

teachings governing the relationships between father and son, elder and

And the 8friend and friend, and guest and guest (host a nd guest?).

younger brother, husband and Wife, ruler and subject, elder and younger,

tope, but education was not clear (clarified) at the bottom. The people

abandoned themselves to dissolute behavior (~~ and engaged in

crime, and only after x that (did the authorities~l'~'flowafter them and

~~. ::::::et:::~ g::::~e::?this the way to beautifKY mores and customs and

l-/Mt/·?t --. Mr. Hu (Hu 'ill-feng :rz+ said: In ancient times they

YiJPo.v~ rec"""'ended scholars (chU-shih ::l:? in the hsiang( ~pl. ~om
~~~ • th~' t~ey left the home went outside (to seel a teacher)

~fV- ns (ch'ul ch'u oe pa~~9~~ )

~.li~~~~ and ~ chou (prefectural) hsU school.

~~ \.~ was it? It was the 6 li (rites), the 7 chiao (teachings), and the 8 cheng

(JIINl. If (treatises on government) 'C, i~te: Han, ~ 273, lists these: the 6 rites

~ ~,were those for capping, marriage, funerals, ancestral sacrifice, local

wine-drinking ritejk (hyar~~Qmju~rye), and the mutual meeting (interview-

of guests? sanggy5ng-ryeSt~. The 7 l'teachings" refer to those

,..
cheng (chbng) or aspects of administration such as measures (to ~ )

and weights (ryang -t:' 1, numbers for calculat10ns (SU~ 1, and

standards widths of cloth (che ~j ~ They wrote down 18 (the names

of people) whose ~H qualifications and ACure were close to be way, and whose

talents and actions were in accord with principle. They wrote those downs
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216, 11:22b at times when the local eldersKD and local officials (hsiang-lao, hsiang-li) ~

gathered together the local people (hsiang-jen) for the spring and autumn

(ancestral) __ sa~fices_(chesal to the sPir~ts (kwisin1rtf l. At

the time of the grand trien~ial review (of officials) (samse taebi=~ . ..J-J;~)
r clerks -- {II<~

the local edlers, the local officials (hsiang-lao, hsiang-li) and the local-
ta-fu «hsiang-ta-fu--regular officials living in the locality?) investigated

(r~iewd'them~~to see that their netur~were not contrary to (the proper)

way (ethical way), and that their actions were not contrary to principle, and

they also made sure that what was written (about people) first KBXXKBk did

(recommend, send up )

/

OUld promote the best students to the king, and these men would be called

"advanced shoholars" (presented scholars) "chin-shih" ~-:t: ). The

king would order (ming) the prime minister (chung-tsai ~ ~ :pres. of board
of civil office?) to assemble the~ chin-shih (adva~ holars) of the

not change later on. SUb{~eqUentlY (then), they would submitx the written

(docllt.entsl to the sSU-ku~~l' (and these people who were recommended

for their vittlues and talents) were called "selected scholars" (hsUan-shih,

~sonsa~-i:l. The selected scholars studied at the hsiang-chiao (hyan&&8Yo-

local schools),and (they?) were recorded on documents (registers) as ~ the case
~-f:i£ grand

of the chou-hsUmi ,0" :chou school). At the time of the/trienniallll review

(samse taehi~~ the hsieng ta-fu (iBKKt regular officials living

in the l08ality ?l.?> -f::.-~) and the ssu-tU(~~OUldinvestigate them

as in the case whe~ they first HKXH (entered school?). Then, this document

was submitted to the 10-Cb<;ng~'SE-Wl end (the scholars so reco....ended

and approved) were called "outstanding 6chol~s" (ChUnsa/~-:1:::'). The

/'"outstanding scholars (chunsa) entered the Nat ional Academy (kuo-hsiieh)

l
where in spring and autmun they were given instruction in the rites and music

and in winter and summer K they were given instruction in poetry and history

(shih, shu). By means of the above (teachings?), they looked at the way of

ancient times. The lo-cheng (~1J:-l supervised their instruction and

from time to time would check~ ~~eirK~ work was good or

not (kyo ki up chi chong-pi~~.~~and would thus encourage

them to more effort. At the time of the grand triennial review the lo-cheng
'"
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217, 11:23a and discuss their qualifications and character, their talent and a:tions

(behavior), and their studies (ha8t~p)a and which of them could be appointed

s tate iiinis~er (ching, kyoog ~a..f ), 8ld which K could he appointed a regular

officials (ta-fuAA), and which of them could be scholars (shih ± ).
If there were a vacancy among the high ministers (ching, kyong), then chose

(chin-shih) who were judged qualified to be high ministers were appointed

to full the vacancy. If there were a vacancy among the ta-fu (regular officials),

then those who were deemed qualified to be regular officials (ta-fu) were appoibted.

tJIJ!IiX!6blWIUQ!llPllQlllmpvuJl:a~HJDgmrirem5nnb"'YJl'rto £i 11 the vacancy. And i £

ther~ were a f vacancy among the ~~~~h)'th n those (chin-shih)
!flu ~~

X&XR who were deemed qualified to be shih (s s were appointed to fill

the "fields ll

no officials who

who did not fulfill their duties

review of their performance (recotOs),

were meritorious were promoted

the facancy. Every three years there was a

and after three reviews (k'ao ~ ), those
demoted ~

were dismissed (ch'u~), while those who

(~). And this is the reason why at~~rt there were

were hoping for good fortune (ha~gwan ~\~), and in

(countryside) there were no worthy men le£t(behind, left out), and there

P~ople strove to perfect themselves (cultivate themselves), and did not

look for a stroke of luck (a lucky appointment) from (the king) above.

held posts in accor ance with whether their talents were high or low.

pure,

to control themselves (keep themselves from evil action: tsu-shou,eople knew how

chasu ~~ )

appropriate in terms of whether their virtue waS great or small, and pe~le

was neither any defamation of character nor any flattery that was practiced

(kwi yb pulhaeng ~~.~J~~ ) and people were not in ~he dark (confused)
~,. J (wei, wi '\11:- :status)

as to what was good and what was bad. People held positions that were

and did not blindly seek to advance themselves in office.
~ ( act in a )

People knew how to be circumsipect (chajung ~~) and did» not use themselves

lightly (in careless or desultory fashion). People were able to have a- ....

I
sense of shame and did not rashly (ku ) abandon themselves to the

(pursuit of) profit. And this is the~ason why the road to office was
r
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217, 11:23a government affairs were well managed, customs and mores were beaatiful, and

tk& whold empire (t'ien-hsia) was at peace, the four barbarians respected
trouble

righteouesness, a nd there was no tumul t (EB.Kia~XXldmtxDK) :tk~

Xke~ along the frontiers •

. Mr. Chang (Chang Nan-kan~~~ said: The schools of the

san-tai period (three ancient dynasties) were greatly perfected by the time

of the Chou dynasty. From the national capital (kUo-tu~~ where the Son

of Heaven (was located)~ down to the hsiang and tang (local Jommunities), there
students

were no (places) that did not have schools. And~h~ made (the people)
walk around A&. "1 It!' '

be thoroughly permeated (" ~1r ) day and ni t~in music, recitation

and reading and poetry and songs (~~~c1i>~ l. and (theyl/l became

practiced in the proper procedures t for advancing and retreating, bowing

and being obedient (~!l~f~~1&.~ l. And they r4~'
also expounded to them on the PrinciPl~::\ £;:'ial piety a .nd brotherly @
respect. They made laws (for them) with regard to capping, marriage,

fune~and ances tral sacrifice (kwan, hon. san~, che~~U.z..,z;t l.

And with regard to the spring and ... autumn ancestral sacrifices (~~ l.

and the rites for the local Wine-drinking ceremony and the rites for taking-------
care of elders, xx j (when it comeS to?) the hui (opportunity, coming together,

kowwing what to do?) of one's ears and eyes, hands and feet, muscles and skin
b.. binding together 1-1- ,~J. .., .i,

(~ ), am the restraints?( ~ ) of the muscles and bom> (51b '~h.~,
there is nothing (that is done) which does not derive from learning (school).

Above, then the :su-(u tekes general charge of affairs, and the}O-Chen.g(t~)
respects his instructions (teachings). And down below in the hsiang end tang

(~~local communities), there-:re also none of them that do not have
~ ~~ Because

teacl\ rs r-(shih, ~). U they KXK take detailed (pains) in prOViding

teaching and training, ERas it is easy to produce talent. Scholars appear
..--~ 1If"

at such times, and cultivate themselves (their learning) while in/school I'~

(chsngsu~~) and rest a nd take their ease (while at homolH;,~~~t~
in the interim (between school sessions?), and by reciting words, they understand

the meaning (t' ong' On i chimi ~~t J;v~~ and by __ pon! ering
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texts they come to understand the principle (of what is written~~~~),
and their progress in their task of (cultivating, developing) virtue increases ~

by the day and xRIIIIIIIIDldIR and becomes greater by the month, which is by itself ~

a naturali and appropriate (development). Therefore, ~ (scholars) are

recommended at the hsiang (village, localtty) on the basis of their actions

1
and are (sent) up to the ssu-tu, and the ssu-tu also discusses (recommends)

them and sends them ;p to the national school (kuo-hsiang t:JL~ J.

The ta-lo-Cheng(~~thenexasines their accompliShment!it:d on this

basis reports them to the king, \vho then decides on the recommendations and
his

grants them an official post, and Xkaix granting of office (to them) is
F

based on whether their talent is great or small. In general, once a person

comes to hold an official post, his ability to spend the rest of Xi his life

without changing (from the virtuous path) is due only to the fact that as

a scholar he cultivated himself, and that is all. (shih hsiu chi shen erh i

t~l~~e ). timDo It will not be a question of his

seeking (some favor) from his ruler. (On the contrary), because he has

cultivated himself, his ruler will select and appoint him to office, and that

is all. Therefore (as a consequence), ritesa~ righteousness will be

greatly practiced, there will be an abundance of human talent, and customs

and mores will become pure and good, so that elderly white-haired people

will not be carrying heavy burdens along the roads and the true kingly

. \"'\ \vay W1..·.ll. bC~hUacHcomSl..PslaiSl..hd~.d (perfected).
~\i~\~y~ In the hsiao-hslleh (grammar schools) instruction is

~ (given (t: the students)-in affairs (shih ~ ), and in the ta-hsUeh (upper

school for adults), instoouction is given to the students in principles (li ~).

u. chu Hsi's Discussion of Sch~ls (Hs~eh-chiao i \~~~ ::;s:

For the schools you must select people who in fact are virtuous and make

them act as school officials and (by this means) cause (induce) to come (to

school) ~cholars who truly will learn (silbak chi sa~~ 2.J:t ).
~ d\ rWe should also determine 1iJ~e quotas. (chieh-o(e)~~)(:fe

~1sC&t,.;~e,~ed for promotion from the hnang v>llages--Han 2 6), h
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number of those selected from the dormitories for promotion (saso~~)
and those mistakenly and excessively receiving imperial beneficence

(l6f special promotions and appointments?~~"2J tfJ...c- ) in ~ S

~ order to block off the path by which people are induced to seek advantage~
r for themselves). In ancient times the ta-hsUeh(schools for adults) concentrated

~ chiefly on teaching people, and by means of them scholars were selected (ch'wi-sa

".....~.~ ~-:t: ), so that the reason why sm olars (shi h) came to them was

~ because of (their desire to learn, be) righteous, and not because they

~~ v sought advantage (for themselves--in terms of official careers?).

I••~~ (note: e also s aJ.: you discuss the matter of this dynasty t in the

~.~ time of Jen-tsung(J(~~ :1023-1064) the laws pertaining to the t'ai-hsUeh

(national academy) were ",,:nanimous and simple (kwan' gant ~ ). For

~obtaining) t:achers for the so~s of state (officialY) (kuo-tzu hsien-sheng

r~ 0 ~~~ they conducted a search ~roughout the empire for men who

~l~~ were outstanding scholars and were ~H truly qualified to be teachers of

T ,(. others (people), and such peojlle like. Hu r-chih(~2.,; :Han, 277 :

~~ "-\",,n of the Sung dynasty, given name was ( ~), and was f referred to

ccf> .dJ.~ J..-Jas the An- ting hsien-sheng (9t~o!)c.!:t J He had broad;;d bhorough

knowledge of the classics and he;;JiblChed two study halls (1a1 )~ 4
for the meaning of the classics(~~ and government affairs( ~ ~..J )
where he taught his disciples, and this place or school was called the

.An-p'a ting-hSUe~(~~~~\~)(end :~~:~ was given exclusive

responsibility for providing teaching, gUidance and setting regulations.

~~Thereforeat that time, the scholars of the empire did not consider 100 li

. ( too far xm a distance to come and study with a (good) teacher. Those people

11:24b ~~~:~;~ded the t'ai-hsUeh (national academy) correctly (studied)~

C'a';~IskillS- (tOY:')~"i" and those people \-lho were called disciples
.... ~~

. (of good teachers?) took pleasure (in studying with them) with all their

IN' to /In general it would seem that (such places) possessed the le ftover purposes

(intentions) of the ancients.
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became lax and

(san-tai) Sung

period (l1!~
-:r

were destroyed (abandoned), and
...

the so-called t'ai-hsueh

(higher schools, national academy) became only places where people pursued

r
reputation and advantages (for themselves), and~ the (teachers) wh

,....
were in charge of instruction were no more than people who were selected

r
because they were good at texts (used in) the civil service exami

(k,,,,&o cbi mun~iJL""and tbus bad been able to be sold' (

successful) at the examination halls (places), and that was all. Those

scholars who had a will to learn about righteousness and principle found

that there was nothing for them to seek in the schools. \~ile those people

who busiedly jumped around and came (to school) by land (wheel) or water

(route){~M.ti~;tpb were no more than ....0- quota students

~:J (cbieb-o chib lan~~i¥...or students select~d fr the ~_toriles
~",. w~were seeking private advantage (she-hsllan chib ssu ~~ t.J 4:h)
~

nd that was all. Teachers and students in meeting (seeing) each other were

~
(hardly knew each oth;~ b+ \,~ ~

~~161" IIKX dim a nd vague (magYl~'>n-~ and acted (toward one another) as if

~tt!- theywere (two strangers) who happened to meet on the street. Or if one

did get a change to speak (with the students), (it was obvious)~ that

they bad no understanding about the true (real aspects)of virtue, proper
(tokhaen~~It~ ,,~ ~

action (behavior), the way, or s~lls (toye) ( \~\'"'1 ~~ ). And

with regard to the monthly written (examinations) and the yearly eXJllilinations-(of students), all these did was to ur ge people on to lust after advantage

~4>1) and" to rashly XlUlk and blindly se.::k (OffiCe)(~~~~~
without any sense of shame. This definitely was not the basic intention under

-
[

\oh~Ch the DUXH seate established schools for the instruction (teaching) of

people. If you want to reform this evil( situation), the best thing would--be to select those people who are virtuous and who are qualified to be teachers- them school officials and keep them in their posts for a long time

and have them lecture on and clarify the way and principle (tao-~~) in

order to give instruction to the students (" h 1)
,n '" 00 • and also ljo r~e

the excessive quotas of students (admitted to school) (chiph_n~ ~

)
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return them to their prefectures (chou).(Also ) abolish the law for the

written (monthly) and (yearly) examina tions (Sh:~)r"of the dormitory

select;;-stud~ts (She-hsUan~~) and (instead) have the teachers conduct

"E.:- -
an examination of the scholars who were selected f~ the prefectures on

the basis of their virtue and action (behaVior), and make special ap ointments

to fill (vacancies in the teaching staff?) from among the most eminent

students. ( f this is done), then the teaching in the t'ai-hsUeh will not

be empty (useless)~ (established useless, for nothing), and people

who want to gain an advantage and advance in life (hoeri kanchin chi ryu1i~ f~ will have no way to do it and attain (their object'ves.

get into school?)(end note).

He also said: In ancient times sage kings established schools (hakkyo)

to educate (chiao, kyo) the people. From the family to the state,
..... -

large and sll&ll (units of organization) had schools (hsll lj )such

~that there were no people who did not enter them and receive education (learning).

With regard to the materials used to teadh them, all of it (them) were based on

thenatural (moral?) disposition (~~~Onferred(»~ on people) by H~aven
(and mx in accordance with people's natures) they were ~ formed into grades

and ranks (p •umj 01 ~t]. i(p ). With enlightenlDent and guidance. they werergiven encouragement to be liligent, causing their minds to be made clear

l and their persons to be culivated. (And the principles they learned?) were

r practiced (in the relations) between father and sons, elder and younger

\ brother, husband and wife, and friend and friend. ~ And this was extended

to the point where Xm at times where they w (were involved in matters

pertaining to) ruler and subject, superior and inferior, the people,

and affairs (in general), without fail there were none who did not perform

their allotted tasks (pun, fen ~ ) to the greatest exeent possible. And

\ihen it got xu to the point where t heir learning had been perfected (completed),

t~enfuey also elevated the most outstanding (wwDthy) and able and appointe1~

~em to the ranks (of officials). And this was the reas~n.WhY~ t~t timeJl.~

principle and righteousness were clearly understood (11.-~ hs~U-m~ng:tt~J\'a}l ),
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218, 11:25a. why mores and customs were pure and good, and why in the selection of people
r -

to be prime ministers,tkHxAx high ministers, officials, and scholars (kung ,chinng ,

ta-fu, lieh-shih I~~er~ 9\} 1: ) ~ there were noEllt cases where they

did not obtain the right men (for these pOs~). This was the reason why
the management of .....
the schools of the former kings were regarded as the foundation of government

and the crux (~ ) of morality and (as such) could not be abandoned for a Single

day. In later times, even though the establishment of schools may not have

been any different than in the time of the former kings (of ancient times),

nevertheless in terms of what the teachers taught and what the disciples learned,

then in both cases they forgot the root of things and followed the branches
o

(inessentials), they sought (personal) advantage (from lea~ing) and abandoned

(the search for) righteousness and did not restore the (original) intentions

(purpose) of the former kings. For this reason even though the schools exi£ted

in name, in fact they did not functi<n as such Cpu chii~~ ) so that

it got to the point where customs and teachings became wor~lCy the day

and human talent declined by the day. Even at the height of the Han and...
T1ang dynasties things still could not compare wi~the declining periods ~

<::: f th ta' (th d t' f antiqui ty) .- (~. I ~ l JAJA ~ ::=-0'I.Jrl ~ Ftl,o e san- ~ ree ynas ~es 0 v--- VJ' 1:J'flf:J __ l~~

C~Si was once in charge of II: Ch'ijan?-chou TIUng-an-hSien{~\~\~

). He selected talented people from the district and (used them)

to fill the ranks of the cheja (disciples) and he searched out famous

scholars who could act as models for them and guide them and lecture to them
-
daily. In his written instructions to the students he said: In the schools

of ancient times, people at the age of 8 entered the hsiao-hsiieh and learned

about the 6 chiao 5 fang. writing. 1~alculation ( ?:::f:f-~ t ~t-~~.
At the age of 15 they entered the taKiax'x ta-hsUeh ( R-~ )and learned

about the rites and music of the former sages. Not only were they taught (there),

but the\ ere also ~J1 prOVided what was ne~efor tl\ei, fU{fiurec ltivation
- fMAIIw .. av-t.ttr cA @ Y.

(yang U- Generally speaking, pot!'indl' 1:e. and r ghtemsness li-i 1-~,)
were what (were used) to cultivate their minds. Voices and sounds (mKSK of music)

were what were used to cultivate their ears, and colors to cultivate their eyes,
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dancing, jumpging (running), going up, and coming down, running fast and
(bending down)

walking slowly, looking down and looking up to cultivate their blood and

circulation, and up to and including (matters pertaining to) (whether they ~

should stand or sit?) to the left or~ght, whether they should rise or sit,~~

the types of plates and dishes used, and their desks and (walking?) sticks,

there were engraved inscriptions (min~ ) and admonitions (concerning

them), and this was the reason why it could be said that the tools used

for their cultivation were completely prepared (pi-chih ~~~). Because

things were like this the students \iere able to perfect their talents and

and the schools were in fact useful things. And this was the reason why the
r----------------

teachings of the former kings mas flourished (reached the apogee of success)

From the time that the schools were cut off and the way (proper way of teaching?)

• bundle of bamboo slips for writing on,

11: 26a name, but in fact

ca rry t hei r books

writing tablets),

there has been

(to'e- ~
but they only fool around (have a good time) with one

another, and those of them who appear to be outstanding only make it their
covet

(of officials) and be enticed by advantage (profit)
..

• .D~ business to seek salaries

~. (::rf}l~~I ). And when it comes to speaking of the ideas that

~:::e:r:::n:-::e:c::::r::.a:,t::':-:::Y-::ew::t:::Sd::~:::d::n:o:h:n::c
ts

.... ~ 0 the reason why they should use their minds. In their schemes (Plans1!j~)r and actions (tongSik~~, all of them are no different from the general
population (orciinary peo le), or rna even be \-lOrse. How s ad! Teaching
Is is t e teachers who are at fault;

(what is x~kEx taught) is in error, but how could it be the crime (fault)

of the students? But a chUn-tzu (man of princ~ly virtue) would consider

that here, too, there something wrong. (If you ask) what the problem is, then

it K (would Seem that) the reason why the present time is differnt from

ancient times is that there are aspects not completely (prOVided for)

with respect to the flourishing of sounds am colors, the deportment (of students)
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in their dancing and m jumpging. going up and going do\vo, running and

walking slowly, bending (bowing) down and looking up, and in admonitions

pertaining to whether they should stand to the left or right, rise or

11 :26b

remain seated, in their dishes and plates, desks and sticks. If you

search for the JXllI root (of this) (~t~). then you find that

although the means by which an understanding of righteouenss (what one

should do: li-i~~ for the cultivataion of one's mind still exists. yet

[

the students am in reading and transmitting (the word) with one another

~ daily do not give 60nsideration (to what is important?). and that is all. •
on the one hand has not been done and on the other what has been

Thus in what one (side) has not done and in what another (side) has

been doing for a long time, how is it not the fault of the students?

It has now be.;u about a year since {j)tad the opportu~ty of spending some

i:exXXIDIX.t1ulX leisure time with some schola rs (chegun-2~8) \vhen I was
(hyon-li, Han, 279) ~~

on business as an official (clerk). Their studies had not progressed any

further, and there was nothing about their beaavior (or diScussion~~~~
which made them <U ts tanding in thei r prefectures and villages. I felt

at I have already added to and revised
ashamed hJ this. At the present time there has already been an addition

to and revision of the laws pertaioing to teaching (kangmun chi pbp~~i.,~),
which were the methods used by the ancients for undersa:;din~~ningabout)

righteauesness and eultiva~ng the mind (li-i yang-hSin~~/~/~).

But if the scholars (ChegUn~~) do not want to become chUn-tzu (men of

princely virtue), then can you ~e them to do so? And if they have a
they will not abandon (these methods)

will to do so, then °t and have them pursue

something else. By good fortunte? keep thiS in mind and do not be lax.

(note: In his instructions to the students there were also some

mention of various jobs or administrative matters, which said: In the

administration of schools, do not be concerned about whether laws and regulations

are esaablished or not, but do be worried about the fact that the understandiqg

~of :I: what is right ;i-~~) may not be sufficient for giving Pleasur:

to the mindw In general, if the understanding of what is right (principle)

is not sufficient to give pleasure to the mind and one gives undue

_____ .. .: __ .. _ ..l..~ A~ .. ~.:t", "f' lou<> <:tnrl r"'ol1'kl t:ions in order to prevent (prohibit)
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(wrong behavior, transfgressions?), then this is like opening up the

dikes and let the rushing water poor into a ravine and then try to stop
indeed

the flow with feather and bamboo. You Kixm definitely will not succeed.

Even though students may receive instruction and cultivateion for a long

time, yet if their actions (haeng lui tl~ is not able to obtain the trust

of others, then how is this exclusively the fault of the fact that laws

and regulations (systems) are not good? It is also (indeed) because the

,~ students have never been taught or ~iXKK informed about rites and righteousness.
principles of behavior

~If they are taught and infonmed(about xi~x rites and righteousness)

and they still do not abide by it, then it is the fault of the students.

If they have never been taught and lead by means of enlightened guidance,

then how can they (be expected) to quickly adopt it and follow it in

their actions? Therefore at the present time, in adding to and revising
(should)

the laws for teaching (kangmun chi pop). if ~he suudents/devote all their

minds to thought and strive to gradually polish (perfect, their learning),

are not restricted by (rules) of grammar and style (Changgu"~
and do not stagnate in (get bogged down) in preconceived views (kumun

I would like XBH to make them understand that

their minds and be sincere in their intentions with regard to eating and

drinking and rising and staying (their daily activities)(cbi-chu), and through

they they will enter into the realm of the sage and the worthy. They wmJ
--Just , f~~ -

will not E1~ becom~ch" u~ ~ :students who take the civil service

examinations), aax How would thirs not be ~eautiful~Those laws and regulations

which cannot b~put behind will also have been miEK discussed and taken up

(raised up)? The chUn-tzu (students (men of virtue) will hold fast to them

219, 11:27a among t emselves and do their best to mainaain them. If xi righteousness

and principle have that where by the mind can be expanded and rules and

standards have that whereby outside behavior aan be modified (reulgated)

an things are like this and still students still seem not to follow (their

teachings) and customs and mores still seem not to be good, then it is not

the fault of (school) officials (yusa). Students should keep this in mind.
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He also once put up a tablet(h~
fu-lao (fathers and elders), waich said: The school sf princely men of

virtue are for making oneself sincere. They are not just beautiful

things for looking at and listening to, and that is all. The virbwous men

of ancient times incorporated these (rpinciples) into their own behavior

and extended them to the eeachi g of their sons and younger brothers

and there wer~ none who did not base ~ (their teaching) on this. And this

was the reason why customs and mores were pure and good and virtueus tasks

were respected and held on high (xalted). But customs in recent times---have not been like this. Beginning with the way fathers and mothers

~each their xkiXa sons and younger brothers, they make tbem entrust

J;;sZ~~osolearn the rules of composition (for the exams: kasu chbngnuln

~ \~L~~~ that they might deceive the (school) officials. Young

children who are newly beginning to learn, from the time that they are
teachings

children get used to seeing that the knowledge of thcir fathers and elder

brothers is like this, and calmly and ~nthout any sense of shame they

peacefully accept these emp~ names (%ke education that exists in name

only) \vhich is empty and without basis in fact. all the inside (in the family)

they imitate their fathers and elder brothers, <Ild on the outside they hold
~--------------------------
other people i contempt (act arrogantly) in the village, and for their whole

lives they do not realize that by their own efforts (they can become

virtuous men) but only revert to being small (amoral) man, and none of this-
is not due to this (bad e ucation). For this reason at the present time
,

I am encouraging and instructing the fathers and elder brothers of the hsien.

If there are those who are of a mind to love their sons and younger brothers,

then they should search out intelligent teachers and good friends and

make them study what skmlm is indicated by righteousness and prrinciple...
and practice behavior that is filial, respectful of brothers, obedient and

~~a~\\\:d:it1-tih~eey~txdobYnomteaObntSaOinfwhich they will make themselves sincere, and that is all.
~. , rank and salary, and if their names and reputations are

h · t b concerned about. .Jhy is it necesaaryknown, that is not samet 1ng 0 e
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to be anxious about making them 10\ver their minds and 10\ver their heads and

strive to desire accomplish things by relyLlg on others:fl, or by obtaillillg
success in the examinations

the good'Jfortune of one day (an appointment to office]) to give birth to
shame( :~ _ )
error th'at will last a lifetime? At the present time I will conduct an

exzmination to fill f vacancies for cheja (stludellts) in the hsien school.

The responsibility for handling this will belong to me (!:.!si--Chu H;;i), ano

so I am herewith urging and instructing everyone to do what is appcppriate
understand

(right) and comprehend all(o£ what 1. am saying).)(eild note)

instructions)

learnine them,

as follows;

[~ 11- ......
(~ 1 ",,--2_./

)

be \varm (thorough) ill putting them into practice

• be clear ill distii18Uish theme

was all therewas to it. That was the reason why in the order of
listed

there werea also 5 (things)(to it), and they are atixHXBHXxaXHrt

• learn broadly about them ( 1~L
ask about them in detail (l~~U
be careful in thinking about them ( ~ '1J..;::;

~}J12---

t.J

~'~\'ll....:1 ~ ~ r;- Chu Hsi'D l'~~lu-tlunr:.shu-yUa:nEHX~~ chieh-shih C20sted

~ y 0 7;J l~ ,~l\ ( ~~ @. Thl;~ ~~/tJ -j~ I -
.-f';: _\ \ \J '.. tJ l I.. "'J.J
~}\y\) (1 C.l -for fathers and sons there is (the principle of) closeneDs (puja yuch I ill' ~'J \ •

. r j I~-r) \)
'\ t if'. tC~1 -[or ruler anJ I;ubject there i6 the l-lrinciple of Juty (kullsiu yuili'< G,- n :..i~.-:)

J.- 1-- L.LI\,., f~
~~.&ttl pJ( _for husbands and ,vives there is the principle of sepa ration (pupu YUbYbi:::/:'Jl4.f:;-:

-./, It t) ) f: t ; -'
11:270WfO -for elder a IHi you Iger, then.: is k the principle of order ( chan8YU yuSb.. ('h' J~{ !

~~/ •:~ - for friend and friend the r" is the principle 0: t rus t (~r\-t1\ 1§:, )
~~: ,," 0 17~~ ~ 11)

,l~I\.~ • The above 5 teachings (ogyo chi mOk.k-"';' t ? ); Yao and Shun made Chi ( ~

vv the ssu-tu to respectfully promulgate these 5x teachings, ",hich were these

lJ" (5 teachings). The s tueetJss (those who learnged) learned these, and tita t

~

the above constitute the propr order for learning. To learn, to ask,

to think, and to make Jistillctions (hak, mun sa, pY0ntt:~~~i~')' these ..),

for things are the means by \"hich one studies the principles of t ings (kUngn)~:'

;ith regard to carryinp, these things out thorogbly (warmly). tben fr~~/\,~"
self cultiV<.ltio:l to the handling of affairs (ill the out::.ide world nd f}!v-')

.. '" vU \ . f each, dis tinguished as
U., .t '''\/' ~"''''''kxx there i:; an essential rcqu1reme n t or £o1.1 0 \"S;
01llg 1:.1\ n ,-..,
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to be anxious about making them lower their minds and lower their heads and

strive to desire accomplish things by relying on others~, or by obtaining
success in the examinations

the good fortune of one day (an appointment to office]) to give birth to
shame ( -~. )
error t~Will last a lifetime? At the present time I will conduct an

exzmination to fill x" vacancies for cheja (students) in the hsien school.

The responsibility for handling this will belong to me (~si--Chu Hsi), and,

so I am herewith urging and instructing everyone to do what is appoppriate
understaad

(right) and comprehend all(o£ what I am saying).)(end note)

)

• the abo~e constitute the propr order for learning.

bh ~~ .,
(~ lJ _2--"I

To learn, to ask,

to think, and to make distinctions (hak, mun sa, pyon~ ~~~~1, these

for things are the means by which one studies the principles of tlings (kUngn~~
1,1ith regard to carrying these things out thoroghly (,varmly), then ~ ~,'

handling of affairs (in the outside world nd ~i\;j

~
t f r each, distingUished as

. ..) 11t-4]~:Q1.hgJf\l:~ft ---~~....... there is an essential requiremen 0uvo r '~ follOWS:

.~t1
~~.~ • Chu Hai's Pai-lu-t'uns shu-~an ckthKsktk chieh-shih (Posted iostructions)

-;(~~ ~~~~ (*~ @.ti}~ t 1.t~~
~~" ~ -for fathers and sons there is (the principle of) closeness (puja yuch'in~~
~~ -for ruler and subject there is the principle of duty (kunsin YUfii~!~
6l~~_forhusbands and wives there is the principle of separation (pupu YUbYb;~~~\1

~
:276"i' k ·for elder a nd younger, there is It the principle of order (changyu :USb~tp.itW

.LI/"': -for friend and friend there is the principle of trust (Ok:\-r-.k'(~ )
;tJI.~M' .. F1J'f~ l~"7--

~~ fiI"'" 0 ". The above 5 teachings (ogyo chi mok~~: Tao and Shun made Chi(~ )

~~~. . the ssu-tu to respectfully promulgate these 5i: teachings, \-Jhich were these

~.~ (5 teachings). The stueebts (those who learnged) learned these, and that

was all therewas to it. That was the reason why in the order of learning them,
listed

there werea also 5 (things)(to it), and they are aiiXaxHRXxaXeB as follows:

--. learn broadly about them (~~L )
• ask about them in detail (l'~U

be careful in thinking about them(~__~~

• be clear in distinguish them(~-}Jf.z..- )

• be warm (thorough) Ul putting them into practice
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(sincere) and trustworthy; in action be219, 1l:27b.

wanu

In speech be loyal
h..4-

( l~) and respectful

-- Guard against getting angry, stifle desire, moved toward the good

11 :28a

(what is good), and change your mistakes.

X. The above are the essentials for the recttPacation of the self (susin)

(seems to be a nfl-ui ng f
~~ or ~~~ nonnative compliance)

--. keep your fii (righteousness, x duty) straight and do not plan for

I~ c::. profit (advantages.

~~ --. Keep the Way clear and do not plan for merit (achieving merit).

~~ --. the above are the essentials of handling affairs (Ch'OsaBi-1l ) ._~)l
~~ -\fuat you yourself do not J9aX» want, do not do to others(c.1~~rJt~~~):

I ~ If things do not come out the way you want, turn around and look for the cause in
~~ -the above is what is essential for dealing with people (ChoP-mul~~~.yourself.

~ --.When I (Chu Hsi) privatelY(~ ~nto the way the ancient

~ 1J sages and worthies taught people (others~ (I find that) their purpose

~
f\ study and gain a clear understanding of

{

:\ \vas nothing if it \vas not to KXfl~~ righteousness
{. they

~ ~ and principle (uiri--i-li) in order that pXMpXH could cultivate themselves

~~~ :::i::l:o:h::':::::,~th;:e::::n:n:tr::d:::e::~ng:"::::de:O:oj:::ewant to

(dega t) compositions (sajang~~) by mean~ of which they would fish

for reputation or try to obtain advantage or salaries (of office), and just

stop at that. But people who study nowadays have already gone contrary to this.
r

1 evertheless the method (fa) by which the sages and \vathies taught others

is fully included in the classics. Scholars with a will (to learn) definitely

ought to read and study (this) and give deep thought to it, and ask questions

~out it and make distinctions on it (between what is good and appropriate).

If one knows what is appropriate in tenus of principle and makes it x his

\l;~qb - own responsibility as something he will definitely carry out (do that way), then

with regard to the pxovisions of rules and prohibitions (for the schools),

how would you have to wait for other» people to establish (rulesald

prohibitions) before which (~tudents) would uphold (standards)

and comply with them?
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schools there are regulations,~

has already become shallow. As a method, this also is definitely not what

the ancients intended. Therefore at the present time, XxmmmHmXmxmsXm~

we will not again apply (these rules) to this school, but we will in particular

adopt the gradrl principles by which the sages and worthies taught other people

to learn. These principles are laid out ax above and will be hung between

the pillars (on a signboard), and the students will joing with one another

in studying them and respecting and maintaining them and make it their

own responsibility to do so. Then when they think, ponder, speak and act,

their caution and fearfulness (circumspectness) will ~H definitely be even

stricter than that (than if they had laws and regulations to gUide them).

1If there happen to be those who do not act that way and departs (in action)

from what this says should be abandoned (acts

adopt those so-called regulations as a matter

will also keep this in mild.

badly), then we will definite~y

You (chegu ~~
of necessity. iBK students ~~

they should be able to serve their fathers and mothers)(end note). Husbands

and wives have obligations to each other (un, en \tJ. ) (note: They s hO~ld
--- J~

support each other when they are poor and in difficult circumstances as
.,. - --

f 'f whoa matter of un (obligation). Anybody who abandons his wi e, or a W1 e

).

Sons should be filial (note:should be able to respect their elder brothers).

-Chu Hsi's Chang-chou pang-yii( *}~)-Il#~
22~11:2~ The old spirit (departed) teacher (hsien-sheng), the honorable ChIen

~\~~~ <Ch'en kung~/ii said: Those people who have become my people <*should

-" -O--follow the following standards of morality). Fathers should be righteous

~ (xlnqp<. note: they should be able to rectify their familiesHend note) Mothers

s~. (should be )compassionate (lOVing"~ Elder brothers should be loving
-- l\::'l - --

~~~~~Jr a ftrendly way (u ~ (note:they should be able to take care of their

~~~~ungerbrothers)(end note). Younger brothers shou~ be respectful (note: they

'@~~ -\'

~~
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does not take care of her husband. or who remarries af ter he dies. all fm of

these types are lacking in Atln(~ : obligation) (end note) Menmd women

shoUld maintain separateness (pybl~1 Hnote: men who have wives and

women who have husbands should remain separate and not mix together)(end note).

Sons and younger brothers should have learning (hak) (note: They should be

able to understand the rites and righteousness, and have a sense of honesty

and shame)(end note). In the hsiang and lU (bocal communities) there should

t)
be li (rites, propriexty). Whether at the new year or during (important holidays

fi;k during the year?!.--Han, 286. literally--at the year, from time to time,

( J.k ~.:br ~,}AL weather?~~~e-~ ), \vhen meeting people one should do so

~~~itha sense of HB nn (obligation, be..olence, love). and when drinking

~ ~ ~ wine at a party, the eldeny and the young shoUld be ranked in order when sittiqg,

standing, kowtowing, or rising.)(end note) Relatives should give mutual-
aid to one another when poor and ina difficulty (note: lending property

and grain)(end note) And neighbors skBKia and mutual protection organizations

(lin-pao~~houldaid each other at marriages and funeral~ They

should not abandon agriculture, they should not become robbers or thieves, they

should not learn about gamblingk, they should not enjoy disputes or lawsuits,
I

they should not (prefer) bad and despise good; they should not use wealth to
.j

swallow up the poor; and when walking along the road, they should yield to

others. (note. Young people should avoid (step aside) for elders;

/1
- those with light 10ads(Han286

I l
base people (chIOn) should seep aside for the noble, the light (unimportant)
. - (those \vith heavy loads) -
shoukl step aside for the heavy (important), those going someplace should

step aside for those coming from someplace.)(end note)

Cultivators should yield at boundaries (~~ (note: if there is
to take it

a boundary on land, people shOUld not fight each other over it)(endnote)

The white-haired people shOUld not carry heavey loads on the roads (note: Sons

and younger brothrs should carry heavy loads and take care of labor &KXXixHJ

they should not allow the elderly to carry loads on their shOUlders or lift them)

(end note)

the above is done), then it will make for cu~toms of 1i and 1·
(If all propriety & righteousnes
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220, 1l:29a
on customs

KKX The above are the ~ ~ (orders)/issued by ChIen Kung when he was

(magistrate of) Shan-ChU-hSien(~~~~ ). \~en Chu-hsi was

magistrate of Chang-chou he adopted it to post up and then subsequently

drew up instructions and admonitions which follow: (end note)

--.With regard to the above, the people of the same pao (mutual aid

and security organization) will at the present time look up to (respect).

They will urge and admonish one another, be filial and obedient to their

11: 29b

~

fathers and mothers, show honor and respect to their elders and superiors,---------------...-
be friendly toward their relatives and marriage relatives, be compassionate

cultivate his basic occupation.
do not engage i

XRKXKXKkKKt«xa8XKB unrestrained

and fellow Villagers 19ive relief to them). Each person

basic "share" (fen Ii) :posi tion) , and each should
Do hot engage in

ikexaxskaxXaxB8xKB lewd behavior or thievery,

to their neighbors
maintain

should rely on his

drinking and gambling; XHexaxxBHHtB do not
do not institute

»eXHB fightiHg a with one another, XkexexxkaKiBxBe no debates or/lawsuits
do not take (property) or encroach

wi th one anothe r, xiuualxxk~HXtKXBsiHJUQCJDxmRllIWI_EImpBRXXagains t

!
I

one another; do not deceive or cheat one another. Love your bodies (~

be sparing of your bodies, yourselves) and endure hardship, be fearing of

vi' the k~gls ~. If within the pao (mutual aid unit) there are filial sons,
./

obddient grandsons, righteous husbands, chaste Wives, or people whose

record of behavior is outstanding (saj~~ hYOnjb~ ,~, ), then forthwith

submit a report and they will be given honors and rewards in accordance

with regulations. If there are those who do not follow akeix teachings
\

(instructions), also submit a report of them and they will be investigated
----- ----_.--------.-

with in acoordance with law. With regard to other prohibitions

(kllmyak,#.~~) and (such) mat ters. I will subsequently

provide separate (regulations) to be put into practice. Each man will

and dealt

and oaths
!- -

. '') 'I

r~

maintain, respect, and support them, and» do not go so far as to violate

(them) •

• _, Regulations (shih-mu. samok) 5 \D
. Item: \.Jith regard to prohibitions and obligations (kllmyak1t~~ ),

1 '1"
the members of the pao and WU(~~\~) will always stop floods and prevent fires.
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220, 11:29b They will always maintain surveillance against robbers and brigands. They

will always prohibit and stop disputes. They may not sell their private

salt. They may not butcher oxen used for cultivation. They may not gamble

11 :30a

with their property. They may not transmit or practice teachings about
-.

demons (~R.). The people within a ~o unit ~ill maintain surveillance

over one another (~t~ ). Anyone who is aware of (wrongdoing)

but does not impeach( ~~ lethe guilty party) will be punished along with... .ft-,
the (perpetrator).

--Item: We exhort and commaud (kWonyu~~~: The scholars and the people

ought to know that their bodies basically (essentially) came from their

fathers and mothers and that their elder an~ younger brothers also

came from the same fathers and mothers. This is the reason why the grace

conferred by Heaven1s nature (ch''hnsong chi iln*~~~ )(.a~
fathers and mothers, elder and younger brothers, is very deep and very heavy

~aa(serious), and it is why the love that people have for their par:ts (aeCh'in~

and the respect that they have for their elders (kYOngjang~~) in all

cases arises from XRe what is natural to their basic minds (feelings)

(sheng yU pen-hsin chih tsu- jan 1:t.~~£il~ ). It is not

something that can be forced, and it does not have an end or limit (it is

infinite)l~Jt~~~/~~@~,If now (at the present time)

there should be people who are not filial nor respectful toward their brothers,

then with regard to their parents they will be quick to violate their

instructions and orders and they will be deficient in providing for ( ~~ )

their parents and being ob8dient to them (s~ng~ :s~ngsun;?,::)1\~_Han 288).

And wi th regard to their elder and younger brothers, they \'/i11 be qUick

to get angry and fight with t hem in a reciUess way, and they will d.rrl ure

being alienated from one another; they will go against Heaven and pervert

(act contrary to) principle. This truly something which injures (the heart)...
lamentable

and 1lIHiDal~tdf4is a cause for

renew (reform) themselves and prevent serious

lamen~. They must immediately
calam1ty, Cr1me ~

RXXEXX from arising. ( fJ'.,\ )k
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--Item: We exhort and command: The scholars and the people (shih-min) ought
the marriage of

to know that (1tkIlU~DDXp) between husband and wife amlXlJIlIIxxiqB

is the chief of human ethical relationships (illyun chi su~~~~
The li (ritual and proper procedure) and the lil (q~ :laws) are very strict

on the matters of go-betweens( ) and betrothal visits (where

presents are given: p'ing-wen~l~~ :Han translates this as~~~It.i,j':~
but according to the customs of this area you have the so-called kuaR-kuKEHe

~, ~.( r1f ~,) whereby women who a re neither wives nor concubines(~~ )

openly live in the same house. And you have the so-salled tlao-plan<s~j~ )

wka(must mean "elopement'}) whereby you do not t'lait for a go-betvleen (to arrange

and women) together have sex and seduce

There could be no greater violation of li

(propriety) and transgression of the laws than thiS. You shoutid forthwith

renew yourselves (reform thase practices) and do not fall into (a situation wnre

you will be subject to) puniShment.(hSing-p'i~\~)

Item: We exhort and command: the scholars and people ought to be friendly

and harmonious with (peole) in their local communities (hsiang, tang)

and their lineage and marriage relations (tsU-Yin~~If there happens

to be some small (cause for) resentment, then ~ each of you ought to give

deep thought to it, and furthermore you also ought to be harmonious in all

things? (~~~~ ). You sbould not easily dispute and

~~ ~~nstitute lawsuits (agGU,st one another), for (if you do), then even when

l~;r~u are in the right, it will also necessarily involve damage (loss) of

property and abandonment (loss of) occupations (for t he losing party).

How much m worse will it be if (the Winning party) is not in the right

(muri, wu-li ~:rfI), for then you will not avoid being charged with
" V"oI\.-y~ .

crime and be8ng punished. In the end, there will definitely be evil done.

You ought to be severely warned aj (against disputation).

--Item: We exhort and command: With regard tofue households (families) of

have been called the families of men in office (sihwan ji ka

become different from %KG ordinary people. They ought to
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be eVen more secure (settled, at peace) in their proper roles (anbUn~)

and obedient to right principle. They (should) strive to overcome their

own (private desires for profit) and give advantage to others (tc";4t}~ ).
Huw much more so in the case of their local communities and neighbors, none

of whoIllH are not their close friends (Chlinlguai). Ho,.,r could they

rely 0 their strength to opr~ss the weak? How could they rely on their

wealth to swallow up the poor. Prosperity (good fortune) and decline

revolves and turns back (operates i cycles), and they ought to give deep

thought to this. (that they themsevles might be down and out one day)

221, 11:31a • Item: We exhort and command: Those f~lies that have a death, when

the proper tim"" cemes shoul· carry out the burial (anjang~~ ). They

may not keep the coffin in their homes or carry the decesased to a temPle.~~

or the burnt paper?(' )
If in previous times you had (the customx) of keeping the coffin/at home

or entrusting it to a temple, then in both cases the burial should take

place Within one month. It is not at all necessary to (go to a temple)

to feed the monks (Chae-Siingl1'ft) or to make offerings to t he Buddha nor

to set up a grand ceremony. YJU should just be frugal in accordance ,.,rith

the wealth of the family and have the deceased interred at the earliest time

(possible). Anybody who violates thiS regulation will be subject to 100 strokes •

.. \ "
If he is an official, he may not be recommended for an official post (ChU-kuan/t1-.

And if he is a scholar or commoner, he may not stand for the examinations.

Acquaintances in the Village may come and mourn and send off (the decesaed).

They may only lend their labor and astistance; they should not be required

to provide food and drink.

--Item: ~~e exhort and command: Men and ,'.omen should not use the excuse that

they are cultivating the way in order to secretly bUild a small hut (country
trysting place?

retreat?) If there should be anyone who does this, then when the time

comes they will (have to) get married.

--Item: You are to pledge (yakSOk~~): Buddhist temples will not be

fallowed to hold mixed gatherings of men and women at day or night on the

pretext of paying homage to t he Buddha or to transmit the sutras.
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221, 11:31b. --ITem: You are to plellge ('1aksok): I'Jalled towns ami market places and local

villages and towns will not collect cash and goods 110r hold puppet shows

XII:lX under the name (pretext) of praying to avoid natural disaster and praying

for good fortune.

The above exhortations ali commands (kwbnyu) are only (because)

1 llcsire th~ people each to have kllO\... ledge of the principles of the (true) >vay

anci to be good by themselves and to know of their own accord not to violate

them. (If they do so) then the punishments and laws of the officials (yusa)

ther~ will be no cause for punishments to reach them. You must respect

alld maintain themi and use them to maintain the peace. If you do not

listen and follow aud respect (them, but dare to violate them, then the

state has clear laws (to deal l.nth this). ufficials should not dare to

do things ill accordallce Ivith their private interests. r:ach should give

oeep thought to this and not give cause for later regrets.

-r chu Hsi I s additions to and deletions from (amenument of) the ill-shih hsiang-yl

v' L(!:~~1 7_:· !~?~1 )
-;. In general there are 4 oaths (yak) of the vili.age (h5iang) .. The first

says: Mutual exhortation in the task of virtue. The second says: mutual aid

in correcting mistakes. The third says: mutual association on the basis of

propriety (11) and customs. The fourth says: Mutual aid (relief) in times

of difficulty. The mass of the people will select one man of age and xXX virtue

alld make him the tu-yileh-cheng (toka~Ch6ng:::tl"'~JA.~ JE- ), 2 men of
(fu ~\l) j(d\

learning and good behavior to assist him. From the oath association, one

mall will be (chosen) each month on a rotating basis to be the chih-yiieh (chig\vOl

). (llote the toyakchCing and pujOng will not participate in this)(end

note). (The association) will establish three registers. Those who want
I

J

to j01n~ the Village oath association \..i11 be recorded in one register.

11: 32a Those people KkK xmxsXXEKE«X ose virtue (is so great as to be) visible

will be recorded in another register. And those whose mistakes (are so

great as to warrant) surveillance will be \Vritten ill another register. And

(chig\J01) Hill take charge of them. '-md at the end of every month
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--ITem: You are to pledge (Yaksok): walled towns and market places and local

villages and towns will not collect cash and goods nor hold puppet shows

imx under the name (pretext) of praying to avoid natural disaster and praying

for good fortune.

The above exhortations ad commands (kwonyu) are only (because)

I Gesire the people each to have knowledge of the principles of the (true) way

and to be good by themselves and to know of their own accord not to violate

them. (If they do so) then the punishments and laws of the officials (yusa)

there will be no cause for punishments to reach them. You must respect

and maintain themi and use them to maintain the peace. If you do not

listen and follow and respect (them, but dare to violate them, then the

state has clear laws (to deal \~th this). Officials should not dare to

do things in accordance with their private interests. Each should give

deep thought to this and not give cause for later regrets.

/'
Chu Hsi's additions to and deletions from (amendment of) the LU-shih hsiang-yUeh

(!:~~~6'v~~~~
--. In general there are 4 oaths (yak) of the village (hsiang). The first

says: Mutual exhortation in the task of virtue. The second says: mutual aid

in correcting mistakes. The third says: mutual association on the basis of

propriety (li) and customs. The fourth says: Mutual aid (relief) in times

of difficulty. The mass of the people will select one man of age and xXi virtue

and make him the tu-yUeh-cheng (to~~ch6ng~~~'13E:- ), 2 men of
(fu ~\1) 1f6l1 '

learning and good beaavior to assist him. From the oath aasociation, one

man will be (chosen) each month on a rotating basis to be the chih-ylieh (chigwOl

~~ ). (note the toyakchong and pujOng will not participate in this)(end

note). (The association) will establish three registers. Those who want

to join~ the village oath association will be recorded in one register.

Those people ~xmXNXXXHNNSwhose virtue (is so great as to be) visible

will be recorded in another register. And those whose mistakes (are so

great as to warrant) surveillance will be written in another register. And

rhp chih-yUeh (chigwbl) will take charge of them. And at the end of every month
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221, 11:32a

11 :32b

he will report them to the yUeh-cheng (yakchOng) and hand them over to the

next (chigwol, i.e., when they change posts~t~~ne,~~~~

Mutual exhortation in Gke to!lS~ virtu~~ Virtue m~s that when
-

you see good, you must carry it out (act on it), and when you hear of a

mistake, you must change it. (It is) the ability to control oneself, to

control one's family, to serve one's father and elder brother, to ~ teach

one's sons and younger brothers, to restrain (check) one's servants, to

conduct pure (honest) government, to serve one's elders and superiors, to be

friendly with relatives and, old friends, to select one's associations, to mainain

honesty, to carry out benevolence on a broad scale, to accept requests from

others, to save people from difficulty, to guide others to do gO~ to correct

others mistakes, to plan affairs for others, to bring together (and accomplish)

matters for the masses of people (large nos of people), to be able to

clear up disputes, to decide what is right and wrong, to promote what is

of advantage and eliminate what is harmfUl, and to carry out your duties as

an official.

What is meant by ep(yeh~: t~?) is that when nne is at home,

then one serves one's father and elder brother, teaches one's sons and

younger brothers, and treats ona' s wives and concubines (D right). When

one is on the outside, then one serves--his elders and superiors,~ welcomeS(~)
one I s friends, teachers ....those born later than oneself (husaeng~~ ),

restrains (controls) one's servants. And when it comes to reading books,

managing land, regulating one's family, handling goods, fearing laws, being
being good at

careful about (paying) one's taxes, x~~rites,amusic,

ltarchery, carriage driving, calligraphy, and calculations, then (a person

who ke ps to his prop~rXx tasks --yeh) can do all of these. If it is not

these kinds of things, then none of it is of any advantage. (benefit)

--. With regard to the above items of ~ and yeh, each of the people of

the xmm o~th association will himself advance and Cultivate, (them) and

exhort and encourage one another. On meeting days they will~
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221, 1l:32b mutually participate and recommend the ablest people and write their names

in the register to warn and encouragex~ those who are not able.

--. Mutual aid in correcting one another's mistakes (1~*-~~
"Mistakes ll means the kuo (kwa: mistake) of violating righteousness

(what is right) in 6 ways. It means the mista e of violating the oath

in 4 ways. It means the mistake of not cultivating (yourself) in 5 ways.

With regard to the mistake (error) of violating what is right: the

fi rs t of these says: drunkenness (hSU_ ). gambling (pal<. po~ ) •

f!.ghting, and engaging in, lawsuits (lI!~ ). (note: llhsU--drunkenness ll

means arguing and fighting while drunk. "Gambling means gambling (tobak)

one's property. IIFighting ll means fighting and beating and scolding,ami

"Lawsuits" means reporting on other people's crimes and wrongdoing D(bad)

with the intention of harming them. (And it means) that false accusation, fighting

and~ sueing (attacking peopee) which could come to an end (need not

be done) in fact never stops. ?(4JJL!~~G;ft:J1§. ).
If there is a mat'er that is involved with people involved in (crime?~~liL~,)
or if it involves sustaing harm or injury, and people institute suits about

these matters, then it is not (what I am talking abcut in this regulatbon).)(end note

The second of these says~ (means) actions which go beyond (what is proper--

oiixxxxx_iI¥. and violateOawsJ (haengji yuwi ~"jIt.~t).
(note; To go beyond li and to violate laws (fa). This covers all bad (actions).

(end note)

The third of these is: action (behavior) which is not respectfuL and

, obedient (~ongson ~~)(note: being rude and contemptuous of people

of virtue and age; speaking of the shortcomings of others; and relying on

222, 11:33a the powerful to oppress others; knowing you are wrong but not changing; being

it has not
does not.

somethi

reprimanded but acting in even wo.rse fashion (than before).)(end note)
& defame

is: To fabricate storLes- and slander/peopl~/

/ /~
e: To falsel (mu) people v~ng
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The fourth of these is X»: not to be loyal (sin~ee) and trustworthy

in one's speech. (note; Perhaps when one is planning affairs for others, he

causes others to fall into bad (evil, wrongdonng). Or perhaps, when one

is \~th someone else, he makes a request or a promise, but then when he

leaves them, he qUickly turns his back on it (acts contrary to his W)rd.

Or perhpas when one gosspis about something axm (makes wild statements) and

deceives pRBpte large numbers of people)(end note).

The fifth is: to fabricate stories and slander and defame peopee.

(note; To falsely accuse people of having erred and been bad. To smm

claim something exists (has happened) when it does not (it has not).
'-- -

To make a mountain out of a m2Jehill (make something small look big).

~TO say yes when you are face to face with someone, and then to say no

when your back is turned to them. To ridicule people (~~L)' to

write anonymous documents, or to expose eo ie's hidden and private
, -- wi thout warrant

(secrets). To look into things with no reason for doing so and to take

delight in talking about other people's xa past mistakes.)(end note)

The sixth is: To go ~extremes in pursuing onels private interest

(yongsa t' aesim~~t ~ote: When exchanging (tm ding) things wi th

someone else to injure them~ by exacting too much from them

(~~ ). To occupy yourself exclusively with advancing and obtaining

(things, position, wealth?) and not to take pity (consider?) other matters.
opportunities to lend money

To enjoy looking for trouble for no reason at all.asa To accept requests

from others but to deceive them in some way.)(end note)

--. With regard to mistakes in violating the (terms of the) oath (yak).---
The first is; Not to e~ort and encourage one another in tasks of virtue--
(te, yeh). The second is: not to correct one another's mistakes. The third

is; not to assist one another in the achievement of 1i~ (propriety) andr_
good And the fourth is; not to give aid to ane another when in

trouble and difficulty.

--. With regard to the mistakes involved in

The first is; To associate with the wrong people

not)cultiva~g (OneSel~~~

(itJ1~ f- J... )
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(note: On elJassociations need not be limited to scholars HJUtx or commoners.

It is only that (you should avoid associations ~~) evil and bad persons,

those who are idle and lazy, who are bad in their behavior, and who are---not worthy of being ranked with the mass of people, and that is all. If

(

you associate \"i th such people morning a1 d night, then you are associating

with the wrong people. If you canlt help associating with them, but do

it only for a brief time in going and returning, that is not included

(in this injunction).)(end note)

The second is: Having a good time (wandering around) playing (games)

and being lazy. (note: Qandering aTound means to c orne ana go for no good-
reason. Visiting people, abandoning your work and being idle and seeking

pleasure (hanjOk'~ ). "Plalling"(~ ) means to enjoy yoursel f

( and laul!h wi.thout degree (restraint) with the intention of ha_ng or

maligning someone. Or to chase the horses and play shuttlecOCk(~~~~ )

but not betting property on it. To "be lazy" means not to ...look after business
?

or family affairs, not to control onels gate (family) and not to keep your

own garden (courtyard) clean.)(end note)
~~

The third is: To be lacking in ceremony (Propriety~
movements and actions. (note: This means that in advancing and

) in onels

retreating

~ to be most lax (careless) (in one's yejol--deportment?) and also to be

lacking in respect. To speak about things one should not talk about, or
t

~ not to speak when one should speak.

with fancy ornamentation, but not

To wear elaborate clothes and hats
to be slovenly ..,....--------,

to be well ordered (kempt)(in one's

general appearance?) Or to enter the streets and marketplace without

onets hat or coat on. )(end note~A~/~~P

The fourth is: ot to be r~~ in approaching

(note: ~hen ycu are in charge of affairs, not doing them or forgetting them.

Being late for appointments, and being lazy in handling affairs.)(endrote)
......

The fifth is: Lacking fru in the expenditure of resources.

\.B "'I .7....'~#
(yongdo PUjblrr\fit-~ El~(note: This means not to ~alculate what (resources)

you have, to spend money too extravagantly. not be~ng able to be at ease in poverty;
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222. 1l:33b and to pursue advantage contrary to the proper.J way. (end note)

--. The above items dealing with mistakes are what each person in the

oath organization ought to reflect on , and~ everyone should

correct and warn each othe~ (against them). If the matter is a small

one, thenx secretly correct (the person). If it is a serious matter, then

the group as a whole should admonish him. If he does not listen, then on

the meeting day the chih-yUeh (chigwol) will report him to the yakchong

(YUeh-cheng), and the ylieh-cheng will instruct him in accordance with

righteousness and principle. If he apologizes for his mistake and asks

to change, then write his name in the register and wait until he does

change (his ways). If he disputes (the accusation) and does not submit

(to the decision) and in the end cannot change (his ways), then in all

such cases allow hime to be expelled from the yUeh (oath association).

/ To associatesx '-Jith people on t e basis of prop:iety and custom(tLi~~~

---

The first of the matters pertaining to association on the basis of propeiety

~ ~
and custom is: Behavior toemard ho ored elders and younger people( ~~11~~~).
The second is; calling on (Olders?) and kowtowing and bOWing(~~#~ ).
The third is: making requests, inviting people, sending them off, and welco~~

.........--.

11 :34a

them. The fourth is: sending gifts mf or bequeathing things on felicitous

occasio s or for consolation (for death).

) :reSEe::~dT::::r:r:U:i:-ou::::e::o::ea~~e:~i~::r::nb::::::rt:::;r~
(note: This means someone older than oneself by 20 years or more, who is

in the same rank as your father)( end note). IQIBIIlDlIH Those who are chang(~

(note: this measn someone who is more than 10 years (but less than 20 ) older

) .

bhan oneself, and is in

Those who are chok(ti)(

the same rank as your elder brother)(end note).
,-1T-
~~ )(note: this means people who are a notr...y

a full ~ 10 years of age different from oneseff, either older or younger.

Those who are older are only a little older, and those younger only a little

younger.)(end note). Those who are hsiao( r~~ )(note: Those more than

10 years (but 1essthan 20) younger than onese1£ ) (end noto) . Those who are Y!f.1'If1 )
(note: those more th n 20 years younger than oneself)(end note)
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With regard to paying visits (to elderS)(ChOCh'ong~~~~king
reques ts of them?) and km"ttming and bowing, there are three regula tions

(conditions). The first is: when a slight y younger (hsiao) or very younger

1l:34b

(yu) person (pays a call on) a very older person (tsun) or a somewhat olrier

person (chang), such as at new years, during the winter solstice, or

the first day of the four months of the year when the new seasons begi~

either to speak to or see or congratua1te or thank (the person), then

all these occasions are formal interviews governed by rules of propriety

(yegyong, ii-chien ~~. (note: In all cases the person should have his

munjang(r \~K.': c;:~~ywith him, and he aiudB should be wearing a formal?

hat (~~, his official clothes. his belt, sboes, and his hu(~ :tablet).

If the person does not hold office, hXs he should have his name cared (myongji

and be wearing a hat (same hat as abovel. his lan-Shai(~~~(1 :gown of

a former graduate. degree-holder?), bel t • shoes ('~i..~ ). It is only

that on the first day of the four months beginning the new season, everyone

will wear a (moja) ordi ary hat. black Jilin gown( ~t(~ )and belt.

If someone is supposed to pay a courtesy call but there is some hitch or

reason (for not doing so),; in all cases first send someone to explain. If

it shoutid happen to rain or snow, then the tsun or chang (elders) will

first send someone to tell the (younger) person not to come. )(end note)

Outside (of the above) cases, all situations where (younger people)

pay calls to inquire after aKFKXXa (an elder's) health (humun) or what he

has bee~ doing lately (kigO~~)' or ask a question about something

(chi! 'ai ~~), or inform him about X something (paeksa <@J ),
or where (the younger person) is invited (by the older person), then all

such cases will be regarded as yon'gyon( ~~ ~ :informal interviews).

? ' """~ "
(note: As for clothes, the ~·garments (sim'lli ,~-;2 -'7,. ) ana cool gowns

"l J-'. /!tr,/UL(/~\~j )are both all right, and if the tsun or chang elders tell them

to take them off, they may do so.)(end note) ~D.

en an elder (tsun) reeeives a visit, he does not reply (reciprocate: pao~),
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222, 11:34b (note: If it is a case of a new year's or winter solstice visit then
. )~ ,

the elder prepares h~s name carld (~"?-ns )and orders his son or

younger brother to reciproc4&e (the visit») and (the clothes that he wears)

are like his clothes (the clothes of the visitor?).)(end note) In ~

case of a chang (elder) then on the occasion of anew year's or winter solstice
\,.-lfL: replies

visit, he prepares a name carld ( 111}') and reciprocates (''lith it), and
J

(his clothes) are li e hits (the visitor's?) clothes. In addition, he

orders his son or younger brother to take his own name card and (return)

the visit in his place.

In the case of a ch5k (somebody approximately the same age as the visitor»)

in the case of a new year's visit, a winter solstice visit, an interview

to discuss something or to offer ~ congratulations Or thanks, then they

mutually exchange visits. (note: the family card (munjang \~~~~) and

name cared (~6ngji) are the same as above. It is only that they wear
the family of

ordinary clothes a nd hats.) (end note) \-Jhen a tsun or chang elder visits!a hsiao

or yu younger person for no particular reason, he just goes as he happens

to be dressed at the time. (note: He may wear a Sim'Ui(:J~~), a cool

J-1:J )) f1t7 \ ~ 7....
gmffl(/(1 ,r~), a tObOk(~ l\J~) or a paeja( Pi ~ ). ~hemck chbk

(people about the same age) pay informal calls (ybn'gybn), they also may

act like this.)(end note)

The (second) item is: i~hen (a younger) person pays a calion a tsun

or chang elder, then he gets off his horse outside the gate, waits in his

place outside and then makes his name known. (note: When you go to see
whether

someone and enter the gate, you must ask iBx the chu-jen (chuin: master of

the house) is eating or not or has another guest or not, or has other» business

or mX not. i-Jhen he has no other obstructions, then present your card

(myongjonch'e? ~~~~). If he has some obstruction, then wait a while

or leave. Later on, in every matter copy this.)(end note)

The master of the house (chuin) has the chaog-ming-che( ~~~
first go out to 2 welcome the guest) and the guest follows him into the

~ er~ The h master of the house goes out and descends the stairs,
vestibule(J~ \0J ). l'l
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the guest runs forward and the master of the house bows to him and goes

up into the tang«(~ :main room). After kowtowing (bowing?) four times-
in ritual meeting (ii-chien, yegYb~ ~~ ), they take their seats. For

an ordinary visit (yen-chien, yon'gybn~~ ), they do not kowtow.
v\ L-J

'&
(note: In the case of a travel visit? (yogybn ~Le....~~)' they perform

the yo kowtow. The hsiao (youngers) and the yu (very younger) persons make
When xEklqjl(the host?) his

their own line. The yu youngers kowtow,XK8XxHaS genuflect and hold XHaixxhands
(the host)

together.m When the hsiao youngers kowtow, ~ genuflect, hold xRKixx his

hands together and returns with half a bow. If a tsun or chang elder or

a man who is particularly prominent in virtue or age (visits), then the

hsiao younger insists on making a kowtow. And if the tsun elder permits it, then
If

he stands and receives it. a chang elder accepts it, then he genuflects and

holds his hands together. \~en the kowtow is over, then (they?) bow and

withdraw. The master of the house bids them take their seats, and then

theythank him, finish bowing and take their seats.)(end note)

When it is time for them to leave (note: They look at each other and

the master finishes talking, and if he has no more to say, then they

announce they are leaving. Or the maseer of the house may have a tired

facial expression, or business that he is about to do, or someone waiting

for him. In all such cases, they may announce that they are leaving.

In later cases, follow this (procedure) (end note), then the master of the house

sends them off at the bottom of the vestibule(Verandah). If he tells them

to get on their horse, then they decline three times, and when the

master permits them, then t hey bow and take their leave. If they go out

the main gate and (the master?) does not permit them to mount their horses,

then they fo11O\'3 his commands. In general when people of about the aame

age visit one (chok), then he dismounts outside the gate and sends a man

in with his name card and wax waits at the bottom of the verandah or by the
~

side of the t' ing? ( fJ
he kowtows twice. (note:

). If it is a formal interview (ii-chien), then
In the case of someone slightly younger, he
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);fj
kowtows first. If it is a YOgyon( J ~ ~:x visit while traveling), then he

makes a special kowtow). When he leaves, then the master of the house

asks him to go to the stairs and mount his horse (note: If he is walking, then

the master of the house sends hinoff outside the gate.)(end note) If a hsiao
is the host? (the guest?)

younger person or someone younger than that (¥I~IKK), then first he sends

someone with his name care, and the master of the house III puts on his hat

and gown and waits for him. The guest enters the gate and max gets off his

horse, and the master of the house comes running out to welcome him and

bow to him and they go up to the main room. When (a guest) is rerurning a xXQ

formal visit, (the host) kowtows twice and thanks him (note: He stops when

the guest tells him to stop)(end note) ~~en the guest is leaving, then he

goesx to the stairs and mounts hi horse (note: If the guest is walking, then
welcomes him

hea~ outside the main gate and does the same when he is sending

him off (leaving). Then he follows after him a few paces and kuHx (when the

guest) bows, he stops (in his place) and only x reenters his house after

the guest has walked off for some distance.)(end note)

(The %hi third): If you happen to meet a tsun or chang elder on the
both parties

street, and if xKKJ are walking, then (the younger person) rushes forward

and bows. If the elders speak to m. him, then he replies. If not, then they

stand imalm by the sid e of the road and wait until the elders have passed

by and then bow and go on their way. If both parties are on horses,

then with regard to a tsun elder (the yobnger person) gets out of his \~ay.

With regard to a chang elder, then you stand your horse by the side of the

road and bow and wait for him to pass, then bow and proceed on your way.

If the younger person is walking and the tsun or chang elder is riding

a horse, then you get mf out of their way (note: If you are walking along and meet

someone you know riding a horse, then both copy this)(end note). If you

(the younger person) are riding a horse and a tsun or chang elders is

walking, when you see him from a distance, then you dismount and proceed

before him and bow. If you have already avoided him, it is also all right (to

do this?) After you see he has gone off a distance, then you remount. If
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the tsun or chang elder tells you to mount your horse, then you strongly

decline to do so. If you meet someone about your same age (chokcha) and

both of you are riding horses, then you divide the road between you and bow
can

to one another and pass by. If he is walking and~ not get out of your

way, then dismount and bow to him, and after he passes by, remount.amBx

If you meat a hsiao (younger) person or less (a yu) and both of you are
can

riding ~ horses, and he~ not get out of the way, then bow to hWm and
can

pass by. If he is walking and BEaa not get out of the way, then dismount

and bow to him (note: If it is a yu younger person, then it is not necessary

for you to dismount)(end note)

--. The four regulations (conditions) pertaining to making requests, being

4~ 1J..... '1fi) '.hinvited, welcoming and sending off people (ch'bngso angsong~~~);

(the first is); In asking a tsun or chang elder to eat and drink (with you), k

you personaly,y go and present an invitation (~~ ) (note: If the li

is thin (simple), then it is not nedessary to have a written invitation.

It is only that if you are inviting other guests, you may not invite a tsun

or chang elder along with them)(end note) After the guest has come, on the

next day you personally go and thank him. If you invite Someone about the
, ~t

same age as you are, you do it by a written KBXK letter (sogan~ \), and
'(0 j)

the next day you both thank one another. If you invite a hsiao (younger)
ikaekmok

you send him a guest list (with his name on it?), and the next day the

guest personally goes to thank (the host).

(the second is); If you assemble a group and they are all members of

the Village (hsiang), then you seat them in order of age. (note; If they

--t£are not members of the sdholar class (saryu, shih-lei -"-" 1'-7), then don't
(of l~oYal house--Han 302)

do it)(end note) If you have a~ rEiative (ch'i ~ then

give him a special and separate place. If you have ot er guests with rank,

then sit them in accordance with their rank. (note: If there is no mutual

obstacle, then seat them according to age)(end note) If you have a man

of specially outstanding rank, then even though he is a local person, you

still (indeed) cannot seat him by age. (r'ote: "a person of special rank" means
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223, 11:36a a mandated (commissioned) scholar-bureaucrat i (ming shih-ta-fu or higher

who at the present time are elevated (to the status of) court officials
make

(Ch'ao-kuan )(end note) If you (XHERXXK) a special request invitation

If it is a marriage ceremony, then the the

guests (sanggaek). In these two

of condolence, or

), in all cases

and make him the honored

entertain a departing friend (ch'ulch'on

you issue single invitations (chOnso

or welcome (somebo~? are welcomed by?) for the

guest (sanggaek
f

cases you do not order people by age and rank.

(the third is): At informal gatherings, when people first take their seats,

you set up a special table in begween the two pillars, with a ~rge plate

on top of it. The host (chuink,chu-jen ) descends from his seat and stands

to t he east of the table facing west. The honored guests (sanggaek) also

descends from his seat aUB and stands to the west of the table,

facing east. The host picks up the plate and personally washes it. The

honored guest declines. The host puts the plat back on the table, and then

11 :36b himself takes the wine and pours~ (chen~~~

into a vessel) and gives it to the

with a utensil (vessel,

:people officiating

at the rite?). Then, holding the plate, he offers it to the honored

guest (sanggaek), and the honored guest receives it and again puts it on the

table. The host faces west and kowtows twice. The honored guest faces east

and kowtows twice, rises, takes the wine, faces east, genuflect~ and

makes a sacrificial offering and x drinks. He gives the plate to the ch1anja

o

and kowtows, and the host replies with a

ine), but

:i:.mX~~as in the EX ce remo O·r--o:the:.hOflOred cgues-t 'sanggaek), you do not

tqas-t4d .

. t-is- a rna t1h"ge~!lra~~lViidil8,.J.nd the . - aws at' the onei?e gues ts

(s~)-t then.
I
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(he is?)
223, 11:3»6b (note: If a hsiao younger person or lower is the guest, when~

through drinking and kowtow, then the host genuflects ad receives (the

kowtow) as in ordinary times)(end note). The honored guest toasts the host

as in previous ceremony. The host then presents the other guests (chungbjn )

(with wine?) as in previous ceremony. It is only that in presenting the wine

he does not kowtow. (xnote: If among the other guests there is somebody

advanced in age or with high rank, then a special presentation (of wine) is

mae to him. As in the case of the ceremony of an honored guestx (sanggaek),

no toast (chak) is ma~e)(end Dbte)

If it is a wedding gathering and the in-laws are the honored guests, then

even though (the in-law guest) may be a hsiao (younger person), you still

reply to him with a kowtow.

--(the foutth is): If you have someone who is going off on a long journey

or returning home from mse afar, then you should welcome him or send him off.

In the case of hsiao or yu (younger persons), (the distance?) is no more

than 5 li, and for those of equal age as you, no more than 3 li. In each

care you promise to assemble in one place, Xx kowtow and bow as during

a rite. If there is food and rink, then give them food and drink. For hsiao

younger persons or less, wait until after they have returned and then go

to their houses to see them.

occurrence for someone

).

occasions, condolence (calls), presentation
\

in the same oath as~ociation, then you congratualate him (chling, ky~ng chih
of a son

(note: a cappint, a birthof a son, being recommended( ), advanceng

to the examinations( tunggChe~ ), advancing to office (chintgwa.~~"~

all of these things are to be congratualated. Even though marriages are not

(the fi rs tis) :

(of gifts?) and

224, 11 :37a

things to be congratualated, according to ritual law, those who get married

are to be congfatulated. It is only that you help out with gipts to defray

the expenses for the guests, and that is all.)(end note)
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224, 11:37a If there should be an unfottunate incident, then you pay condolences.

(~~ ) (note: such things as deaths and funerals or natural disasters
~l(~ household head

like flood and fXXK fire)(end note) Only 1 pEXEBB from each family

together with the members of the oath assocEtion will go togehter. And

in inquiring after (offering consolations) by note, also do it like this.

If there is some reason why the head of households (cannot go), or himself

has either came upon good fortune or suffered a disaster, and cannot

meet with others, then the next after him will assume his responsibility.

ai¥--. (the second regulation): The congratualatory rite is like ordinary

ceremonies, and there is the offering of presents (ChUngmul~~ (note:

Use use either money, Silk, wine,sx food, fruit and the like. The group

confers and decides on its capability and determines quotas. At the most

it should not exceed 3-5,000 (cash?), and at the least no less than 1-200.

If the feelings(of people, tow&d the person?) are not the same, then let

it be done in accordance with how close the person feels (toward the bereaved)
(bereaved)

(end note) If it should happen that the resources of the/family are not

sufficient tXaKmKk«XKX~, then the members of the oath association will

make a loan to kim it and help it (by loaning) utensils or by managbQg affairs

for it.

With regard to the condolence rite, when you first hear that the death

h$ occurred

hearilQg of a

then you lead the members of the oath association, don the ximltx

condolences. (note: \~hen a tsun (chon) IlUlHXU elder
kfukt\~~xa:x~!nk~Rd

the head (eldest?) writes the condolence note
declines?

If a person of about the same age or
caller

then the famX~ ~BXeaxuHi) does not kowtow. If

and performs the yobae (
receives

younger (Jll~ the call),

and go to mourn and offer
receives
pKJX a condolence call,

the h~ t kowtows, then you reply (with a kowtow). If a hsiao younger (~ receives)

a condolence call?) then you clasp your hands (in KH~). If you don't
living (relatives)

know the jBRBKaBH, you don't pay a condolence call' If you don't know

don't mourn (cry).)(end note)the deceased, then you
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224, 11: 37a Also you help out with the arrangements for managing the funeral.

11: 37b

-
If the host

another and

prepar wine, fruit and food and go and present it

(note: If the deceased is someone of the same age or older, kowtow

and present it (tien). If he is younger, then you present it but do not

kowtow. If the host has not changed i to mourning clothes, theU you, too,

do not change into mourning attire. If the host is not crying, then you, too,

do not cry. If you have deep feelings, then even though the host may not

haYe changed (clothes) and is not crying,you still may change clothes and cry.

With regard to the rite for presenti g gifts to help in funeral expenses

(fu~ ), you can use cash, Silk, and the group '.;ill decide on the amount to

be given as in the case of the rite for congratulations)(end note)

money to defaay funeral expenses, You may offer wine

:Han 305. draws the cart and barses?) and waits for

then each leads the other (to the funeral)

) is like the fu-li(

and then wearing whitethe funeral (parlin

\fuen the funeral is held,

•t.lmBKpK and ( 8.

(the deceased). (note:

,,,ork ing in the funeral or manage affairs for them. )(end note) After the

crying (mourning) is finished, then everyone will wear ordinary clothes

and mourn (with the bereaved) •

• (The fourth regulation is): If you hear that someone you knO'" has

died a nd you happen to be far away and cannot go (mourn), then you send

someone to make an offering (tien), go to some place outSide, don mourning

clothes and kowtwo twice and cry and send the person off (this way) (note:

Even though he is a close relative or warm friend, you do it this way)(end

note). After a yecr of mou rning has passed( ), you do not cry.

If you have deep feelings, then you cry at his grage.

regard to the associations between people at the agove rites and--. \~ith

(chigwol--of the oath assoc) manages them. If
customs, then the chih-yUeh
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224, 1l:37b

11 :38a

there are matters requiring a fixed date, then he sets the date. If he

is obliged to maintain surveillance over the group, then he watches over

them to see they commit no violations and are not lax. If anyone does

not do things in accordance with the oath (regulations), then he reports
who

them to the yileh-cheng (yakchong) and reprimands them and writes their

names in the register.

~utual relief (aid) in times of disaster(

-There are seven (reeulations, matters) with regard to

difficulty. The first is: Water and fire (flood and drought) (note: If it

)

and

is a minor matter, then you send somebody to help out. If it is serious, then
and take several

you go yourself ,xxXfxttxHaxxilKppmma8m8JBxemtm1tliJW>KqlXitkaH JBllXbmt others

to help out and also offer condolences.)(end note)

The second is: robbery (tojok) (note: If it is nearby, then you xkKxK

~mxXx join forces in chasing (the thief) and cathhing him. If a~

powerful man has done it, then you report him to the mag:is trate (Those who

have inf~uence,xreport it to the magistxate) If the family is poor, then

you offer help to him and send out a subscription for aid (and collect

contributions)(e d note)

The third is: sickness. (lote: If it is minor, then you send someone

to inquire after the health of the person. If it is serious, then you get

a doctor and medicine for him. If he is poor, then you help him out

with the expenses of getting well.)(end note)
If there are not enough people

The fourth is: death and funerals. (xnote: XixxHaxBRXRRVRBixamexRftt
to take care of things,
~, then you help him with the ma~ent of the funeral. If the

faaly is short of resources , then you give them gifts (of money) or

ma es loans to them). (end note)
(orphaBa and widows)

The fifth is: Ilbein8 left along and weak" t (nde: Left alone means someone
orphaned

who is leaft with no onea to rely ml. If the orphan has enough resources to

take care of himse1. f, then you help him to ma~ e affairs and oversee his

~penditur s and income (finances). You may report it to the magistrate, or

select someone to teach him and arrange a marriage. If the person is poor,
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224, 11:38a then you combine forces and assist him, and do not allow him to lose his

livelihood. If there is anyone who (takes advantage of his orphaned staee)

to encroach on him or deceive him, then the gooup will aRmamemKbBmmRxxex

combine forces to represent him and clarify the matter (PYOlli~~~ If

hhe person is somewhat grown up and is a spendthrift and not frugal, you

will also stop him, maintain surveillance over him and restrict him and

not iB~ let him fall i to unrightous (behavior)(end note)

••• The sixth is to incure slander (mug\Yang~~ ). (note: If

there is a case of person who is slandered by someone else so badly that he

cannot himself seek (petition) (for redress) and the &iK situation warrants
magistrate's

being heard by the ~ficial yamen (agency), then speak of it. And if by

some other means the situation can be saved and clea: edK up, then do so.

If a household loses its livelihood because of this (slander, false accusation),
..

then the group will ointly offer property to aid x it. )9 (end note)

If there is someone who is living

lot (in life ) (anbun SUbU~l~
is greatly insuffifient, then the

• The seventh is: poverty. (note:

contendedly in poverty and maintaining his

but his livelihood (saenggye 5::::;A- )
group will aid him with property (;JOdS), or make him a loan, and set up

a (loan) fund which he will repay by the year or month) ( end note)

Indented: -·.With respect to the above matters involving mutual aid in times

of distress or difficulty, whenever you have someone who ought to receive

aid or relif, then the family will report to the yUeh-cheng (yakchong).

In an emergency, then those of the same oath association living nearby will

make the report (to the yUeh-cheng), who will order the chih-yUeh (chigwOl)

who will inform everybody. Moreover (he) will investigate and assembly (people)

and urge them on. In general, the members of the Kame oath association

will all lend to one another those things ~Rxxk which they have to those?Pq
~ who do not have

-Ill.
them, such as goods, utensils, carts and horses, and servants

If the thing is not needed in an emergency and there is

or sefvants), it

will not be necessary to loan them. If something can be loaned but (a 12 rson)
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224, l1p8b

Ui~~

does not loan it,x»X and if (someone borrows something) but does not ~ pay

it back by the deadline, or if someone (who borrows something) loses or destroys

it, then he will be indicted for an error as if ~ he had violated the (terms

of the) oath (association), and his name will be written in the register.

If there should happen to be some emergency in a neighboring Village, even

though the person may not be a member of the same oath association, if he

is priorly known to s:>meone, then he also aught to be given aid and relief.

If relief canlot be given to him, then make a report to the same oath association

and make plans for it. Anyone who is able to do like this (provide aid to
and) good deed

a member of a neighboring Iillage) also ought to have his(name/recorded

in the register and have it reported to the people of the hsiang (*illage).

The above four E regulations pertaining to the hsiang-yUeh basically come

have taken from other books and added them on. My intention has been to225, 1l:39a

from Lan-tlien LU-shih ). At present (I--Chu Hsi?)

either add items or take some out in order to adapt (his system) to present

times. Al~ I mve prOVided for meetings to be held on the first day of
( Q - )

the monthk at which time the rite of reading the oath (agreement) will be done

as follows. With regard to the method, all the participants in ~ mak oath

(association) will meet on the first day of the month( > I.f~~ote:
If there is some reason why the meeting cannot be held on the first day

of the month, then

prior to the meeting another day will be chosen. The chih-yUeh (chigwol)

will report it to thegathered people. Those people that live far away

(from the meeting place) will only hswe to come to meetings on the first

day of the four months of the x 4 seasons. Also if people living far

away only come once or twice a year, that will be all right.)(end note)

-. The chih-yUeh will bring cash to provide for food. (note: No more
100

than i or 200 (cash?) per person. On the first day of the 4 months of

the seasons, he will provide fruit and wine, for three or four f rounds,

and enough noodles for the meeting. On the other months, dispense with

the wine and fruit; just providing rice will be sufficient.)(end note)
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) .

), and then

sU-b~l~.
of the meeting people will arise early (\~~f~

pu(Yueh) cheng, and chih-yUeh will perform rites at
\<p

( ~~

On the day

their o,~ homes, gather their families and finish

-/-, "
everyone will don their SimIUi(~~) and wait at the hsiang-chiao

(hyanggyo, local school), where they will set up the images of former

'the yUeh-cheng,

225, 11:39a

sages and former teachers at the base of the northern wall. (note: If

there is no local school, then they will cheese a place with large dimensions)(end

note). First they will rank people in accordance with age and kowtow

a t the eastern hill ( ~tf ). (note; When they kowtow (pae). the tsun

elders will genuflect and hold their hands together. The chang elders

I

will genuflect and respowwith half a kO\'ltmv. Slightly older cmes will

wait for peo~ee to prostrate themselves and then reply with a kowtow.)(end note)

Mcobers of the oath association will (come) as they are dressed (as they are).

(note: If there x is some reasml why they cannot, then one day before they

,</ill send someone to report to the chih-y"ueh. \.,Tith rggard to t he sons and

grandsons of families who are members of the oath association, even though

they are not able to be entered in the register, they also may be

permitted to follow the crowd and kowtow at the hsU. Those who are not

able to kowtow at the hsti will also be allowed to stand and watch t he rite,

except that they will not participate in the me~ting where there is food

and drink. P.rhaps money will be provided for providing lunch (chbmsim)

to them at another place.)(end note) They will wait at an outside place,

and after people have been lined up (ranked) in &»x accordance ~dth age,

they will stand outside the gate facing east with the head of the line to

the north. The yUeb-cheng and lesser (functionaries of the oath assoc) will

come out the gate and face west, with the head of their line to the south.

1l:39b (note: The yUeh-cheng and the oldest people will be facing one another

exactly)(end note) They will bow, welcome (each other) and enter
middle of the

the gate and go to the/courtyard and face north. Everyone will kowtow

twice. Th yUeh-cheng will go up to the hall and offer incense, descend

and join (the others) in their pbaces, and everyone will kowtow twice.
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(note:\~en the yUeh cheng goes up and descends, in both cases he will

do so by the eastern stairs.)(end note) They will bow, divided up into
as

east and west and face (each other) and stand (note: in their places maxxtge

outside the gate)(end note). The YUeh-cheng will bow three times (to the

guests), and the guest(s) will aecline 3 t~es. The yUeh-cheng will go up first

and ~ the guest(s)wlll follow him. (note: The ~ueh-cheng and lesser (functionarbes )

will go up by the eastern stairs. The others will go 11P by the western stairs)

(end note) Everyone will face north and stand. (note: The rueh-cheng

and lfsser (functionaries) will go up by the \.,Test

and the others will go up by the east)(end note). The yUeh-cheng will advance

slightly and face west and stand. The fu-cheng and chih-yUeh will RBXX

(take their places) next to him on his right but behind him a little.

The chih-yUeh will lead in the tsun elders and face east with the head of

the line to the soutb. The chang elders will face west with the head of

the line to the south. (note: Everyone will be calculated (in terms of age)

in ccordance \'1i th t he age of the yUeh-cheng. Afterwards, (for other things)

copy this. Those facing west will take their positions

to the right of the yUeh-cheng, slightly ahead of him. The others will remain

as before)(end note) The yueh-cheng will kowtow twice, and those in

their places will all kowtow twice.~ (note: This means, ~ kowtowing to the

tsun elders)(end note) The tsun elders \dll accept this ritual as in

(ordinary?) ceremonies. (note: Except that the procedure will be for them

to aceept the ritual (bowing) in terms of the age of the yUeh-cheng) (end note)

They will withdraw to the northern wall, face south, with the head of the

line to the east, and stand. The chih-yUeh will lead in the chang elders

who will face east as at the first rite. ~i: ~k \',lhen they \vithdra\'1,

then they will stand to the RKX west of the tsun elders, \dbh D the head

of the line to the east. (note: This means when they kowtow to the chang

elders, except that the tsun elders will not kO\'1tww.) (end note) The chih-ytieh

will also lead in the slightly older chang elders, who will face to the east

with the head of the line to the south. The yUeh-cheng with them in their
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place and all will kowtow twice, The slightly elder chang elders will return

the kowtow, withdraws and stand by the wese«rn hsU( ~ ), facing east, with

the head of the line to the nath (note: At the time when this kowtowing to the

slightly elder chang elders is done, the tsun elders and chang elders will

not kowtow)(end note) The chih-Yueh will also lead in the slightly younger

hsiao youngers, who will face east with the head of the line to the north,

I f~q~- They will kowtO\'1 to the yUeh-cheng,and the yUeh,-cheng will repby to them.

The slightly younger hsiao youngers will withdraw and stand to the south of

the ~ightly older chang elders. The chih-yUeh will next lead in the hsiao

younger persons, who will face to the northeast with

B the head of the line to the northwest, They will kowtow to the yUeh-cheng

and the yUeh-cheng will accept their rite (kowtow) as in a ceremony. The kowtowers

will then resume their places. Then (the ~ueh-cheng?) will also lead in the yu

younger persons, who will also do like this. After it is finished, they will

bow and each go to his place. (note: Those people in the same lineup who have

not suudied the rite will kowtow at the western hill as at first,)(end note)

After a short while(~~2-J the ylieh-cheng will bow and go to his seat,
~ east of

(note: The yUeh-cheng will seat in/the hall facing NXH%kB&K& south. The

oldest (most tsun) of those in the association (oath assoc) will sit in the

\'lest of the hall facing south, The fu-cheng andchih-yUeh \'1i11 sit next

to the yUeh-cheng to his east, facing south, with the head of their line

to thexHsX west. The others will be ranked in accordacne with age and

will be lined up east and west facing each other with the north a s the head

of the line. If there happens to be anybody with unusual rank, then they will

be seated to the west of the tsun elders, facing south, with the head of

their line to the east.)(end note) The chih-yUeh will raise his voice~
(in a loud voice) read the oath (regulations) once through. The fu-cheng

will elbaorate on the regulations (Ch,u-=~{t\it/t~who don't understand

(Wei-ta-chei!\%will be permitted to ask questi;nf.~among the

oath association there are those who have done gpod deeds, the group will recommend

them (ch'u-ji~~. If any have committed mistakes, the chih-yUeh will
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225, 11:40a correct (reprimand~~1J them. The yUeh-cheng will askabout the true facts
,~~1

to the group, and if there is no objection, then he will order the chih-rueh

ll:40b

to write (their names). The chih-yUeh will then read the record of good

deads 0 ce through and order the chih-shih(~t) to circulate the

record of bad deeds around and mDm shew it to everyone. Everyone seated

will each make a dot (noting he has read it) and look at it once through.

After they are finished, then they will eat. \~ the eating is finished

they will take a short rest and reassemble in the hall, where either they

will discousse on the books (writings) or practice archery or discuss

things at their leisure. (note: Di cussion means that they must dis cuss things

that are of benefit. They may not al. 1 of a sudden talk about the ~irits

and supernat;'>';:l (ft:f1t±:-). or heterodox doctrines (~ lJ?i1t ) or rebellious

talk(11t~~private matters, governmental affairs of the court or the

local districts (rights or wrongs about them), or talk about the mistakes

h . 1 nat"ons (what they, others?) hadministers, and for that reason t e1r exp a 1

or bad deeds of others. If anybody violates this, the chih-yUeh will

reprimand them (kYU~~ ) a:d write their names down.)(end note) '~en
it approaches sunset (Pu~~ :3-5 pm), they will leave.

above ~\
The material to the right is what later worthies have written (on the subject).

Since the time of ~ the Duke of Chou, below there were

there were men who were rulers, and for that reason affairs were

carried out.

The material above is an abridgement of the system that the ancients

EX

is any difference between ancient times and the present, and it is not

that there is any distance ( .1a :separati~n) between hus (cultured, ChineSe~)

a d i (barbarian t~ J. Han T'Ui-Chih(~~Z:,Han '(Ii) said:

From x (the time of?) the Duke of Chou and above (be~ore), above

t1
!k~

educ. andl -1r used to teach people and select scholars (kyoin ch'wisa
recorwn. / if:=.

'-J but I havel also appended to it what later worthies have written (on the subject)

1~ %~V ~
\oJith regard to true kings (wangja -r ) who have accomPliS~h.. &.-~verJUll~n~

~ 1'--r '2.., 1 V]..

t{Q for the world and established affairs (taken care of affairs ~ ~fi_/~ )
for the world, a there is no other way outside of this. It is not that there
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225, 11:40b. to say was long. Because they corrected what they am did not carry out,

therefore what they had to say \V'as long."

The ruler of men has the responsibility of being both ruler and teacher

combined, so how can one not give deep thought to this?

/




